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Nicholas E. Taylor
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Cooperative management of data is a diﬃcult challenge. In the absence of a central authority, there
is o en no single data format, and users may not even agree on what is true and what is not.

e

data is typically not static and will evolve over time, leading to issues of staleness and con icting
changes. Dedicated machines to run a management system may not be available, and furthermore
the machines supplied by the users to run the system may be unreliable or only transiently available.
A reliable system must be built over these machines, and should be self-con guring and self-tuning,
to avoid placing an undue burden on end users that are unwilling or unable to manage it themselves.
eO

collaborative data sharing system responds to these challenges by providing

a general approach for propagating updates between a heterogeneous collection of peer databases,
which are connected by high-level rules that specify the correspondences between them.

e sys-

tem maintains these correspondences while enforcing trust conditions to lter the data from other
databases, maintaining transactional atomicity, and respecting database integrity constraints. In this
thesis, I detail my work on the semantics of transactional atomicity and dependency in this context,
which lead to a general reconciliation algorithm; I also describe the prototype centralized and peerto-peer implementations of O

. I then develop a specialized reliable peer-to-peer storage

and query processor that will enable the logging and computation needed to maintain an O

-

instance to be distributed. I show ways to extend this system to recover from node failure, to perform load balancing to ensure even distribution of work, and to compensate for node heterogeneity
and data skew.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
ith the advent of the Internet, it is much easier than ever before for people to share information.
Unfortunately, the mere availability of data doesn’t mean that it is directly usable. Variations in how
the information is forma ed, the representation used, how people interpret it, and even opinions
about what is true and what is false make it diﬃcult to share information between diﬀerent sites,
organizations, or companies. In full generality, translating data is a very diﬃcult problem. Highly
structured information, however, such as that stored in a database, typically has a consistent semantic interpretation; this is necessary in order to pose complex queries over it. Translation between
databases can therefore o en be done in an automatic or at least semi-automatic fashion.
Data integration, as the process of combining information from diﬀerent databases is known, is
a rich eld that has been the focus of much work by the database community over the past several
decades. Various approaches have been taken, exploring both the theoretical limits of data integration, and the complexities of implementing data integration systems. In this thesis, I describe my
contributions to O

, a Collaborative Data Sharing System (CDSS), which has been under

development at the University of Pennsylvania since 2003.
While O
somewhat diﬀerent. O

builds upon and is inspired by previous data integration work, its focus is
places a strong emphasis on data consistency, data provenance,

and ease of use. An instance can grow organically and scale gracefully as new users join it, both in
terms of the logical speci cation of the relationships between databases and the actual system that
implements that logical speci cation. O

implements a data sharing model in which partic-

ipants have a local database instance which they periodically “synchronize” with a cloud-style service.
1

e cloud service has two main tasks: to permanently archive all versions of the participants’ database
instances, and to enable exchange of data between participants’ instances, resolving any con icts that
may arise and translating data as needed between database schemas.

e service is self-con guring

and highly reliable through a peer-to-peer architecture emphasizing automatic failover, data replication, and good processing performance.
In order to implement this vision of a CDSS, O
nents. A key challenge in building O

needs a variety of interacting compo-

is to enable to avoid the need for dedicated servers,

maintenance, and support staﬀ while ensuring high availability. We therefore implement all of O over a “cloud” of low-powered nodes provided by the participants. Individual nodes in
this cloud may fail or become temporarily unavailable, but O
data sharing among all of its users.

should continue to enable

erefore, all of the following components must execute over this

cloud of nodes:
• an update exchange engine, that generates derives queries to translate updates between databases
from the high-level mappings that connect them,
• a versioned storage system that archives and disseminates data and updates to data,
• a query system that executes the queries generated by the update exchange engine over the versioned storage, and
• a dependency and con ict checking system that enforces data consistency.
In this thesis, I discuss the design and implementation of these O

components, with par-

ticular emphasis on the distribution of work over a collection of unreliable, possibly geographically
dispersed, nodes.
Being a large project project, O

was joint work with a number of fellow graduate stu-

dents and faculty members. In particular, the design of the update exchange engine (and the work on
the provenance of data and updates upon which it depends) was the work of others. I will review this
work as background for mine.

e majority of the thesis will focus on the remaining components.

I will describe the implementation of a reliable peer-to-peer storage and querying system, and show
that it oﬀers high performance and resilience to failure. I will also discuss O

’s consistency

model, and how we use dependency tracking and integrity constraints to maintain a high level of data
consistency.
2

1.1 Motivation
e problem of sharing structured data among multiple sites has a long history, and it has been visited
in many diﬀerent se ings.

ere is, however, a general assumption that the end goal is to create a

single data instance across all sources, and to perhaps provide a diﬀerent view for each user.

e

main focus of such work is therefore on translating data between the diﬀerent sources to achieve this.
Data consistency is either ignored, or performed a er-the-fact through data cleaning or data “repair”
schemes, which can end up making somewhat arbitrary choices between possible alternatives.
Collaborative data sharing begins with the general observation that a single data instance representing global truth is, in many cases, neither possible nor desirable. Truth, like beauty, can be in the
eye of the beholder, or at least dependent on what one’s precise interpretation of the meaning of a
data item is, and beliefs about other related data.

e solution to the needs of collaborating users is

therefore not to provide one globally consistent data instance, but rather to give each participant a
custom, internally consistent instance with the data that this particular participant accepts as authori-

tative, translated into its native format.

is instance should contain data “overlapping” with that at

other sites, as well as certain data items that diverge from the others. Translating data between data
instances is still an important component of collaborative data sharing, but it must be done in a way
that allows divergence and incomplete translation to respect users’ beliefs, preferences, and interests.
A major challenge in supporting this data sharing model lies in the fact that every database instance is subject to updates, in the form of transactions.

e assignment of multiple updates to a

single transaction indicates that these updates are in some way related, and should either be applied
together or not at all (i.e. they are atomic transactions, the term typically used in the database literature). Not all of these transactions may originate from sources trusted by all parties. Furthermore,
some of the transactions may be inapplicable to a data instance, due to integrity constraints or incompatibility with other transactions also under consideration. Hence, each site must decide whether to
accept an update (in eﬀect, synchronizing a portion of its data instance with the origin of the up-

date), to reject it as being untrusted (causing a divergence), or in some cases to defer processing an
update (if there are multiple con icting updates with no clear preference). An update-centric model
is important, as opposed to simply querying the resulting data values, because it allows sites to reject
removals or replacements. However, it adds signi cant complexity, because one update may depend
on a chain of other updates, some of which are trusted and others of which are not. A clean semantics
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m1

m2

m3

Figure 1.1: Logical conceptual model of a Collaborative Data Sharing System. Data at diﬀerent sites
are related by high-level, declarative mappings. Some sites are only connected indirectly through the
composition of multiple mappings.

for update propagation must consider these interactions, as well as diﬀerent levels of trust, in concert
with the problem of translating between diﬀering schemas.
is loose coupling of collaborating databases enables new applications that were not supported
by prior data integration work. We also wish to reduce the burden of system setup as much as possible, allowing short-lived, ad hoc systems. Fixed, global schemas should be avoided.

is allows peers

to share any of their data, since no limitations are imposed by a global schema, and eases the burden of joining the system. A new participant need just provide a mapping to the database with the
most similar schema, instead of to some potentially complex global schema. Additionally, the system
implementation should be autonomous and scale seamlessly as databases join and leave the system.
ere should be no need for a dedicated central server, a database administrator, or really any kind
of tuning of any kind.
At the University of Pennsylvania, there has been an ongoing eﬀort both to develop the theoretical underpinnings of collaborative data sharing, and to design and develop O

, an eﬃcient

CDSS implementation. Figure 1.1 shows the logical model of a CDSS, wherein multiple independent
sites are related by declarative schema mappings.

e mappings relate speci c sites, and data can ow

through a composition of mappings; there is no global uni ed schema. Figure 1.2 presents a model of
the implementation of the O

CDSS.

ough the mappings are speci ed in a peer-to-peer

fashion, the CDSS inserts itself as an intermediary between any participant-to-participant communi4

ORCHESTRA
Figure 1.2: Physical implementation of the O
CDSS. Each site maintains its own data instance, which is updated by communicating with the CDSS.

cation. Each participant has a local data instance, which the system maintains by applying translated
updates from other participants.

1.2 Outline
As mentioned previously, a system the scale of O

is much too large and complicated for

one person to design and implement. Other students and faculty members developed the basic requirements for O

from bioinformatics use cases, worked through the theoretical under-

pinnings of translating and exchanging updates, and created an initial implementation based on these
ideas. While the important steps validated the feasibility of O

, they were largely focused

on update translation; they did not consider transactional atomicity or integrity constraints. Additionally, the work was implemented over a single relational database, which was used as storage for
both updates and participants’ data instances. In this thesis, I show how to add features to O

-

to address these shortcomings. In particular, I make the following contributions:
• A de nition of transactional dependency and mutual consistency between updates in a CDSS,
• An eﬃcient algorithm that chooses a set of consistent updates to apply, while respecting trans5

actional dependencies and user preferences,
• A reliable versioned storage layer, built over a distributed hash table, that is suitable to hold the
persistent state needed for a peer-to-peer implementation of O

, and

• A reliable, high-performance peer-to-peer query processing layer, capable of executing the
queries needed to translate updates between participant schemas.
is thesis begins with a more detailed motivation of the collaborative data sharing approach.
Chapter 2 also gives a detailed introduction to the collaborative data sharing system model, and describes the components of O

that were implemented by others. In particular, it details how

the update exchange process, introduced in Green et al. (2007a), translates updates in one schema into
updates over another schema, and describes how this process enables incremental maintenance of the
participant databases in an O

instance.

Chapter 3 describes the development of reconciliation in O

, the process by which a par-

ticipant’s local instance is updated with new changes from other participants. I de ne a notion of dependency between transactions, which is necessary to fully respect transactional atomicity.

ese de-

pendencies are then respected when considering which transactions can be accepted, as are integrity
constraints, such as primary keys. I then develop an eﬃcient algorithm to determine a maximal set of
mutually compatible, constraint-satisfying transactions, while respecting user preferences. I experimentally validate the performance of this algorithm and explore its eﬀects on various properties of
O

instances.
Chapter 4 introduces the second component of this thesis, a peer-to-peer storage and query pro-

cessing substrate based on the distributed hash table.
cessing needs of O

is substrate allows the storage and data pro-

to be distributed across the participants in the system, instead of using

a centralized relational database; additionally, due to its peer-to-peer nature, it is simple to set up
and maintain, and can continue to operate in the presence of node failures. Because of the complex
queries that can result from mapping composition, good performance is a critical goal. Additionally,
for correct O

system operation, the substrate must meet strict reliability requirements for

both storage and querying. Taken together, these challenges require a novel approach to peer-to-peer
databases, one with an emphasis on reliability and high performance instead of scalability to thousands or millions of nodes. In this thesis, I develop techniques to ensure reliable, consistent access
6

to mutable data, even in the presence of replication lag and transient node and connectivity failures.
ese techniques use versioned storage and and a multi-level index structure to verify that the correct
version of each data item is used. I explore means to reduce the overhead of creating, updating, and
using this index structure.

is approach to reliable storage is complemented by techniques for eﬃ-

cient query processing over the reliable data access layer, including support for incremental recomputation of results if a node or connectivity failure occurs during query execution. I experimentally
validate query performance using a variety of workloads and under a variety of conditions, including constrained bandwidth and high latency networks. I demonstrate the system’s scalability both to
large amounts of data and to large numbers of physical nodes. I also show the system’s resilience to
failure and the bene t of incremental recovery of query results.
Chapter 5 expands on the ideas presented in Chapter 4 to add support for load balancing to improve query performance. It also avoids the need for the custom data distribution scheme using in
Chapter 4, which is more susceptible to churn than the partitioning schemes using in much prior
peer-to-peer work. I show how the redundant storage of data items in the distributed substrate (necessary for reliability reasons) provides exibility in routing requests for those data items to particular
nodes. By altering the partitioning of data items among nodes, we can achieve good performance
without increased susceptibility to churn. We can also alter the partitioning to assign more data to
more powerful nodes, and can compensate for data skew by considering the number of data items
assigned to each node instead of more abstract routing properties. I show how data partitioning can
be posed as a general constrained optimization problem, and solved by a general purpose constraint
solver. I also demonstrate the bene t of using optimized partitionings generated in this fashion to
compensate for routing imbalance, node heterogeneity, and data skew using several query workloads.
Chapter 6 discusses related work in a variety of areas, including data integration, consistency of
distributed data, peer-to-peer systems, and distributed query processing. Chapter 7 oﬀers suggestions for future work. Chapter 8 reviews and summarizes this main contributions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

e Collaborative Data Sharing Model
e collaborative data sharing system (CDSS) was initially proposed in Ives et al. (2005), which described the se ing and basic operation, though le as open questions how many of the operations
would be performed. Subsequent papers re ned and expanded the model, and provided eﬃcient
implementations of its operations.

e rst such paper is Taylor and Ives (2006), which forms the

basis of Chapter 3 of this thesis and describes an eﬃcient distributed implementation of O

-

for the special case where all participants share the same schema. Later work, including Green
et al. (2007a), Green et al. (2007c), Ives et al. (2008), Karvounarakis and Ives (2008), Karvounarakis
(2009), and Green (2009) explore the theoretical questions that arise when considering translation
between schemas, and demonstrate that these can be implemented eﬃciently in a centralized relational database. Taylor and Ives (2010), which forms the basis for Chapter 4 of this thesis, describes a
distributed query processing and data storage system designed to provide a base for a fully functional,
distributed O

implementation.

In this chapter, I describe the basic features of the O

CDSS.

is chapter is structured

as follows:
• Section 2.1 describes the O

model, with an emphasis on how mappings relate data

from diﬀerent participants.
• Section 2.2 begins with a high-level description of the O

system operations.

• Section 2.2 described the update exchange process by which updates over one schema are translated into another using the mappings.
8

• Section 2.2 describes the O

provenance model, which is both used internally and

presented to users so they can understand the origin of data in the system.
• Section 2.3 describes how the components of O

described in this chapter interact

with work described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this dissertation.
O

is work completes the

picture, and provides a distributed “cloud”-based substrate for the O

CDSS.
Where the model in Ives et al. (2005) diﬀers from that of later work, I present the more recent CDSS
model.

2.1 Participants, Schemas, and Mappings
A CDSS instance consists of a number of autonomous participants, sometimes also referred to as sites
or even peers to emphasize their physical isolation or the decentralized nature of the systems. Each
participant p from the set of all participants P has its own local schema Σp , which is a set of relations.
ese relations are the participants’ local data instances, and are stored in a relational database instance
Ip by the participant.

ey contain the data that the participant is interested in querying and also the

data that the participant desires to share with the other participants.
e global schema Σ =

∪

p∈P

Σp is the union of all of the peer schemas. Each site is thought of

as having a unique schema, even if its relations are named and structured the same as those of other
sites.

e relations in Σ are related by a collection of mappings M in global-local-as-view (GLAV)

form (Friedman et al., 1999), or equivalently in the form of tuple-generating dependencies (TGDs),
as described in Fagin et al. (2005). GLAV mappings are more powerful than the global-as-view and
local-as-view approaches used in earlier data integration work, such as Levy et al. (1996) and GarciaMolina et al. (1997) respectively.

roughout this thesis, we will express GLAV mappings as TGDs

using a syntax similar to Datalog (Ullman, 1988, chap. 3). M can be viewed as a set of constraints
on the global system instance.

is web of mappings, in which some databases are only indirectly

connected, is inspired by and based on the approach used in peer data management research, and
described in Halevy et al. (2003) and Kementsietsidis et al. (2003). We discuss all of these related
approaches in much more detail in Section 6.1.
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m3

p1

p2

R(a,b,e)

S(b,c)

T(a,b,c)
m4

m1

m2

p3
R(a,b,e)

p4
S(b,c)

U(d,b,c)

AtoD(a,d)

Figure 2.1: Example CDSS Instance

Suppose participants p1 , p2 , p3 , and p4 are in a CDSS. As shown in Figure 2.1, p1 and p3 have
the same relations R and S. Mapping m1 keeps p1 ’s R and p3 ’s R in sync, while m2 copies changes
from p1 ’s S to p3 ’s. p3 may make local changes to it’s copy of S, but p1 will never see them.

ese

mappings can be expressed as follows:
p1 .R(a, b, e) ↔ p3 .R(a, b, e)

(m1 )

p3 .S(a, b) ← p1 .R(a, b)

(m2 )

More interesting is the relationship between p1 and p2 . Here, two relations from p1 are joined to
create a single relation in p2 :
p2 .T (a, b, c) ← p1 .R(a, b, e) ∧ p2 .S(b, c)

Note that, like m1 , this is only a unidirectional mapping.

(m3 )

e relationship between p2 and p4 also

involves a join, but here it is a bidirectional mapping:
p2 .T (a, b, c)∗ ↔ p4 .U(d, b, c)∗ ∧ p4 .AtoD(a, d)

In this case, the AtoD table translates between the ID a is T and the ID d in U.
respondence table is common in data integration scenarios.
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(m4 )
e use of a such a cor-

e asterisk annotations indicate which

relations may be updated to satisfy the mapping. In this case, the correspondence table will never be
updated automatically. More details about bidirectional mappings can be found in Karvounarakis
and Ives (2008).
e GLAV mappings used in O

are surprisingly versatile and can express a wide va-

riety of relationships between tables, many of which are demonstrated in this example.

ey can

normalize or denormalize relations, i.e. split a wide relation into multiple relations using a key or
reconstruct a wide relation from several normalized ones.

ey can project away a ributes that are

needed in one database but not in another. Mapping m3 in the example combines R and S from p1
into the wide relation T in p2 , while at the same time projecting away a ribute e.

ey can trans-

late database-speci c identi ers using a human-curated correspondence table, as in the example’s
mapping m4 . With the addition of simple scalar functions, they can perform arithmetic, string operations, and other forma ing transformations.

ese are not shown in the example, since they are

not of theoretical interest, but many of the scalar operations supported by traditional database systems nicely complement “pure” Datalog. For example, one could imagine combining two separate
a ributes for a person’s rst name and surname into a single eld using string concatenation, or performing the inverse by spli ing on whitespace. In a scienti c se ing, one could imagine converting
from Ångströms to nanometers by dividing by ten. In short, GLAV mappings are surprisingly versatile, and their use in O

builds upon their successful use in the aforementioned peer data

management systems.

2.2 System operation
In general, O

operation is as disconnected as possible, for several reasons. Based on the

operational preferences of collaborators in the biological sciences, it was imperative that queries be
kept private, to avoid being “scooped.” For example, if the set of genes a user references in queries
were made public, and it were well-known that the user is involved in cancer research, it might hint
that the user believed those genes to play a role in cancer development. To avoid this problem, each
participant p maintains its own private instance Ip , which is stored locally, and over which all queries
are posed; in this way no information about the queries ever leaves the database holding Ip .

e

CDSS is responsible for integrating data from other participants into Ip . Additionally, of course,
this means that querying can happen even in the event of network disconnection, and that existing
11

database systems capable of executing complex queries eﬃciently can be used. Each participant periodically imports data from the rest of the system by performing a import operation to bring in newly
published trusted updates from other participants and apply them to Ip .
Each participant p also makes changes to Ip , which are grouped into atomic transactions. Initially
these changes are stored to a local update log, and can be shared with the rest of the CDSS when the
participant chooses to perform a publish operation. We chose a batched publish operation (instead
of publishing all transactions as they are performed) for several reasons. First, in some scenarios,
such as the bioinformatics example of Ives et al. (2005), it is desirable to publish data only a er some
other event, such as a paper publication or a patent application; by using a batched publish operation
we enable this. Second, it allows updates to be performed during a transient network failure; only
during the publish operation and the aforementioned import operation does a participant need to
be connected to the rest of the system.
O

takes the disconnected mode of operation one step further. In addition to not re-

quiring that any given peer have access to the network when querying its data instance, it also requires
that the synchronization operations not depend on any particular other participant being available
and connected to the network. If there are many participants and even a small probability that each
of them is temporarily unavailable, it becomes very unlikely that all of them are available at any given
moment.

erefore, we cannot simply rely on a participant to store the authoritative archive of the

updates it has published. Also, to ensure a complete record of system state is available, and to enable
new participants to join at a later date, all published updates must be maintained permanently, even
if the participant that published them has le the system.
Instead of having each participant store the updates it has published, all operations in O

-

involve communicating with a global update store. It must at least provide access to the global
update log, and may perform additional computation to reduce the processing load of the synchro-

nization operations on a participant.

e update store can be implemented in several ways. Clearly,

one option is to simply store the update log in a relational database, which is a natural and simple
way to store what is essentially relational data.

is approach was taken by Green et al. (2007a) and

Taylor and Ives (2006) consider it as one of two alternatives, as described in Chapter 3.

e la er

also considers a distributed, peer-to-peer storage system for the update log.
However the updates are stored, the system is responsible for maintaining a permanent record of
them, stored in a way that makes performing the import operations easy. In O
12

, the system

Conflict detection query:
Retrieves transactions,
conflict sets

Data transformation query:
Translates updates from
others into p’s schema

Updates from p
Update exchange
Reconciliation

Publication

Imported
updates

Distributed query execution
Reliable distributed versioned storage
Data storage, partitioning, and
distributed lookup

DBMS
update log

Participant p
with local DB

Cloud
servers + storage

All participants

Figure 2.2: Basic architectural components in the O
system, as a participant publishes
its update logs and imports data from elsewhere. e boxes on the le show the key components
of O
, introduced in Taylor and Ives (2006) and Green et al. (2007a), and described in
Chapters 2 and 3. e boxes on the right show how the components of O
interact with
and execute over a distributed “cloud” of nodes. is distributed storage and querying engine is the
focus of Chapters 4 and 5, which expands on the ideas of Taylor and Ives (2010).

maintains an atomic epoch counter, which is incremented for each publish or import operation. Each
published group of updates is tagged with its epoch, and the epochs during which each participant
performed an import are also recorded. In this way, it is easy to tell which updates are new during a
given import operation, as they will have epochs a er the preceding one and before the current one.
Figure 2.2 shows O

’s architecture, and sketches the data ow involved in its main op-

erations. Each participant (illustrated on the le ) operates a local DBMS with a possibly unique
schema, and uses this DBMS to pose queries and make updates. It invokes O

when it has

a stable data instance it wishes to “synchronize” with the world: this involves publishing updates from
the local DBMS log to the CDSS’s versioned storage (which contains the update log), and importing
updates from elsewhere.

e implementation of these operations on the right can for the moment

be ignored; we will return to these challenges in later portions of this thesis.
e publish operation is typically simple, and simply involves copying data into the system’s persistent storage.

e fact that publication can never fail due to con icting data is one of the key dis-
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tinctions between a CDSS and a traditional version-control system. Importation, on the other hand,
is a complex process involving several steps. Brie y, the steps are
1. Retrieve newly published updates from the update log. We describe two simple implementations of this in Section 3.4, and devote Chapter 4 to a more general distributed implementation
of the update log.
2. Translate the new updates into the importing participant’s schema. We describe the update
exchange procedure used to do this in Section 2.2.

3. Filter updates using trust conditions to respect the importing participant’s restrictions on
data it is willing to accept.

is at rst glance may seem relatively trivial. However, maintaining

a record of the derivation or provenance of an update translated from multiple input tuples is
complicated but necessary to do sophisticated ltering. We will discuss this problem in detail
in Section 2.2.
4. Filter updates for consistency by choosing a maximal set of updates that satis es transactional
dependencies and respects integrity constraints.

is process is known as reconciliation. We

put oﬀ a discussion of reconciliation until Chapter 3, which both de nes concretely what the
ltering process should consider and gives a concrete algorithm to perform it.
5. Apply selected updates to synchronize the participant’s local instance with the rest of the system.
In this chapter, as in Green et al. (2007a), we assume that each update is in its own transaction,
that updates do not violate integrity constraints, and that updates are insertions or deletions, not
modi cations of existing tuples. Additionally, each relation is treated as a set. Duplicate insertions
of the same tuple do not cause constraint violations; they are instead treated as diﬀerent supporting
evidence for the same tuple.

ese relaxations ensure that that the ltering done by the reconciliation

process would not eliminate any updates, and in fact makes all updates independent of each other and
allows them to be applied in any order. In Chapter 3, we will consider how dependencies between
updates in uence the order in which they can be applied.
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Update Translation and Update Exchange
Much of the complexity in translating updates lies in the fact that that correspondences are speci ed
between relations, as in prior data exchange work like Fagin et al. (2005), presenting a kind of logical
mismatch. Applying updates from one participant to another’s data therefore entails translating those
updates in order to maintain satisfaction of the mappings between them. Let us consider again the
scenario shown in Figure 2.1. Since the mappings between p1 and p3 are identity mappings, translating an update over p1 .R to one over p3 .R is trivial. More complex is the question of translating
updates from p1 to p2 . O

adopts the delta rules approach of Gupta et al. (1993). Each

relation is modeled as three relations, its current contents, say R, additions to it, R+ , and deletions
from it R− . Delta rules creates new mappings relating the base, insertion, and deletion relations in
the source of a mapping to those relations in the target. For example, mapping m3 would become
T + (a, b, c) ← R+ (a, b, e) ∧ S(b, c) ∧ ¬S− (b, c)
T + (a, b, c) ← R(a, b, e) ∧ S+ (b, c) ∧ ¬R− (a, b, e)
T + (a, b, c) ← R+ (a, b, e) ∧ S+ (b, c)
T − (a, b, c) ← R− (a, b, e) ∧ S(b, c)
T − (a, b, c) ← R(a, b, e) ∧ S− (b, c)

e updates from T + and T − can then be applied to T .

e closure of the mappings can also be used

to translate updates. For example, updates from p1 may be translated and applied to p4 , without p2
having to accept them. In this case, the delta rules for the composition of m3 and m4 is even more
complex:
T + (a, b, c) ← R+ (a, b, e) ∧ S+ (b, c) ∧ AtoD+ (a, d)
T + (a, b, c) ← R+ (a, b, e) ∧ S+ (b, c) ∧ AtoD(a, d) ∧ ¬AtoD− (a, d)
T + (a, b, c) ← R+ (a, b, e) ∧ S(b, c) ∧ AtoD+ (a, d) ∧ ¬S− (b, c)
T + (a, b, c) ← R(a, b, e) ∧ S+ (b, c) ∧ AtoD+ (a, d) ∧ ¬R− (a, b, e)
T + (a, b, c) ← R(a, b, e) ∧ S(b, c) ∧ AtoD+ (a, d) ∧ ¬R− (a, b) ∧ ¬S− (b, c)
T + (a, b, c) ← R(a, b, e) ∧ S+ (b, c) ∧ AtoD(a, d) ∧ ¬R− (a, b) ∧ ¬AtoD− (a, d)
T + (a, b, c) ← R+ (a, b, e) ∧ S(b, c) ∧ AtoD(a, d) ∧ ¬S− (b, c) ∧ ¬AtoD− (a, d)
T − (a, b, c) ← R− (a, b, e) ∧ S(b, c) ∧ AtoD(a, d)
T − (a, b, c) ← R− (a, b, e) ∧ S(b, c) ∧ AtoD(a, d)
T − (a, b, c) ← R− (a, b, e) ∧ S(b, c) ∧ AtoD(a, d)
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Clearly, even relatively simple mappings, as in this example, can generate a large number of update
translation rules.

is makes quick, eﬃcient evaluation of these rules an important feature of any

practical CDSS implementation. We will return this challenge in Chapter 4.
An example showing these rules in operation may help to make them more understandable. Let
us consider, for simplicity, only peers p1 and p2 . Suppose the instances were initially empty, and then
p1 inserts some tuples, giving the following delta relations:
R+

R−

S+

‘x’ 10 7.6

10 ‘A’

‘x’ 10 9.4

20 ‘B’

‘y’ 20 8.3

20 ‘C’

S−

‘z’ 30 2.9

e delta rules approach would then create the following derived delta relations:
T+

T−

‘x’ 10 ‘A’
‘y’ 20 ‘B’
‘y’ 20 ‘C’

Applying these deltas would result in the following instance for p1 and p2 :
R

S

T

‘x’ 10 7.6

10 ‘A’

‘x’ 10 ‘A’

‘x’ 10 9.4

20 ‘B’

‘y’ 20 ‘B’

‘y’ 20 8.3

20 ‘C’

‘y’ 20 ‘C’

‘z’ 30 2.9

Suppose then that p1 performed a modi cation S(20, ‘B’) → S(20, ‘BB’), and deleted
R(‘x’, 10, 7.6) and S(20, ‘B’), causing the following delta relations:
R+

R−

S+

S−

‘x’ 10 7.6

20 ‘BB’

10 ‘A’
20 ‘B’
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e delta rules would then create the following delta relations for T :
T+

T−

‘y’ 10 ‘BB’

‘x’ 10 ‘A’
‘y’ 20 ‘B’

Applying R− , S− , and T − would give the following combined instance:
R

S

T

‘x’ 10 9.4

10

‘y’ 20 8.3

20 ‘BB’

‘z’ 30 2.9

20

‘A’

‘y’ 20 ‘BB’
’y’ 20

’C’

‘C’

is instance is mostly correct, but the tuple R(‘x’, 10, ’A’) should be in T , and is not.

is is be-

cause it had derivations that used two diﬀerent tuples from R, and the deletion inadvertently canceled
out both of them. To address this problem, the original work in Gupta et al. (1993) proposed two
diﬀerent algorithms, one based on counting the number of derivations for each tuple, and another
known as DRed that compensates for this over-deletion by trying to rederive any tuples it deleted.
e counting algorithm cannot be used in this case, as there may be cycles in the mappings, leading
to in nite counts. DRed can be used, and is considered in Green et al. (2007a).
However, to be er understand the complete derivation of all data in the system, each tuple is
tagged with a record of which tuples it was derived from and how they were used in the mappings.
is provenance information must be maintained as the updates are propagated through the system.
In the next section, we describe the O

provenance model.

is provenance model is rich

enough to allow for mode sophisticated incremental maintenance approach to handle deletions of
tuples. Essentially, the provenance is incrementally maintained, and when there are no longer any
complete derivations of a tuple, it is deleted. We describe this in detail in the next section, a er a
discussion of the provenance model.

Provenance Maintenance and Trust Conditions
eO

provenance model is based on the provenance semirings described in Green et al.

(2007b). Provenance semirings are very powerful, and generalize the provenance models of Buneman et al. (2001), Cui (2001), and Widom (2005). Here we give a brief example of the provenance
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of various tuples in an instance of our running example.

e schema and mappings for the example

are shown in Figure 2.1. Let us then consider an example where, as in the previous section, p1 inserts
the following data into p1 .R and p1 .S:
p1 .R

p1 .S

‘x’ 10 7.6 t1

10 ‘A’ t5

‘x’ 10 9.4 t2

20 ‘B’ t6

‘y’ 20 8.3 t3

20 ‘C’ t7

‘z’ 30 2.9 t4

p4 also inserts the following data:
p4 .U

p4 .AtoD

‘N’ 20 ‘C’ t8

‘q’ ’O’ t10

‘O’ 35 ‘D’ t9

‘x’ ‘L’ t11
‘z’ ‘M’ t12

No other peer inserts any data. Note that these “base” tuples have been tagged with identi ers t1
to t12 . A er the updates are translated and applied to the other peers, the resulting system instance
is as follows:
p1 .R

p1 .S

‘x’ 10 7.6 z1 = t1 + m1 (z16 )

10 ‘A’ z5 = t5

‘x’ 10 9.4 z2 = t2 + m1 (z17 )

20 ‘B’ z6 = t6

‘y’ 20 8.3 z3 = t3 + m1 (z18 )

20 ‘C’ z7 = t7

‘z’ 30 2.9 z4 = t4 + m1 (z19 )

p2 .T
‘q’ 35 ‘D’ z13 = m4 (z9 · z10 )
‘x’ 10 ‘A’ z14 = m3 (z1 · z5 ) + m3 (z2 · z5 ) + m4 (z24 · z11 )
‘y’ 20 ‘B’ z15 = m3 (z3 · z6 )
‘y’ 20 ‘C’ z16 = m3 (z3 · z7 )
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p3 .R

p3 .S

‘x’ 10 7.6 z17 = m1 (z1 )

10 ‘A’ z21 = m2 (z5 )

‘x’ 10 9.4 z18 = m1 (z2 )

20 ‘B’ z22 = m2 (z6 )

‘y’ 20 8.3 z19 = m1 (z3 )

20 ‘C’ z23 = m2 (z7 )

‘z’ 30 2.9 z20 = m1 (z4 )

p4 .U

p4 .AtoD

‘L’ 10 ‘A’ z24 = m4 (z14 · z10 )

‘q’ ‘O’ z10 = t10

‘N’ 20 ’C’ z8 = t8

‘x’ ‘L’ z11 = t11

‘O’ 35 ’D’ z9 = t9 + m4 (z13 · z10 )

‘z’ ’M’ z12 = t12

Observe that each tuple in the output instance is tagged with a provenance zi .

is represents the

single-step provenance of that tuples, i.e. all of the tuples and mappings from which it can be imme-

diately derived. Addition indicates alternate derivations of the same tuple, and multiplication indicates that a derivation uses multiple tuples.

e provenance of base tuples includes their identi ers,

in addition to any ways they may be derivable through mappings. For example, the provenance of
p1 .R(‘x’, 10, 7.6) indicates that this tuple was manually inserted, but is also derivable though map-

ping m1 from a tuple with provenance z16 .

e tuple p2 .T (‘y’, 20, ‘B’) is derivable though map-

ping m3 using two tuples, one of which has provenance z3 and the other z6 .
In eﬀect, the provenance expressions z1 . . . z24 form a system of equations. In a simpler case (i.e.
if the mappings were not bidirectional, or there are no cycles in the mappings), there would be a nite
solution to this set of equations. Indeed, there is for certain tuples. For example, z20 has nite value
m2 (t6 ). However, for most tuples in the system, cycles in the mappings cause there to be no nite

solution.

e use of a system of equations allows a nite representation of this in nite solution.

One can also think of each of these single-step provenance expressions as adding nodes and edges
to what Green et al. (2007a) refers to as the provenance graph.

is directed graph has tuple nodes,

which represent values in the relations, mappings nodes, which connect tuple nodes to tuples that can
be derived from them, and token nodes, which annotate base tuples with their provenance tokens. A
provenance graph for part of our running example can be seen in Figure 2.3.
Participants in a O

instance supply trust conditions stating which mappings, tuples,

and peers (or any combination thereof) they trust. In our example, p2 might distrust any tuple in p1 .R
where the third a ribute is less than 9; this means that, for p1 , z1 would be distrusted and therefore
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p4.U(‘L’,10,‘A’)

t11
p4.AtoD(‘x’,‘L’)
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p2.T(‘x’,10,‘A’)
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t1

t5

t2

p1.R(‘x’,10,7.6)

p1.S(10,‘A’)

p1.R(‘x’,10,9.4)

m1

m2

m1

p3.R(‘x’,10,7.6)

p3.S(10,‘A’)

p3.R(‘x’,10,9.4)

Figure 2.3: Provenance graph for a subset of our running example. Oval nodes are tuples, rectangular
nodes are mappings, and triangles are token nodes indicating base data.
not present, and therefore the provenance expression m3 (z1 · z5 ) would also evaluate to not present.
However, z14 would still be present, since it also contains the term m3 (z2 · z5 ), and p2 does trust z1 .
erefore p2 .T (‘x’, 10, ‘A’) would appear in p2 ’s instance.
It is relatively trivial to also use the provenance information for incremental maintenance. Suppose we have the example instance shown above. If p1 then deletes p1 .R(‘x’, 10, 7.6), this has the
eﬀect of se ing z1 to being not present, which would also set the m3 (z1 · z3 ) component of z14 to
being not present. However, there is an alternative derivation of p2 .T (‘x’, 10, ‘A’) that uses z2
instead, so that component of the provenance still evaluates to present and the tuple remains.
A more interesting case is if p1 deletes both p1 .R(‘x’, 10, 7.6) and p1 .R(‘x’, 10, 9.4).

en,

both z1 and z2 become not present. However, z14 still has a non-empty provenance, so it is necessary to consider whether z24 and z11 are still present. However, evaluating z24 means that we must
evaluate z14 , which is still unknown. Here, the situation is complicated by cyclic mappings (actually
bidirectional mappings, but this is equivalent to a pair of unidirectional mappings that form a cycle).
e question of whether a tuple is still present boils down to whether there is still a path from base tu20

ples to the derived tuple that satis es certain constraints.
graph commonly studied in computer science.

is graph is a special case of the AND-OR

e mapping nodes are AND nodes, where all of the

inputs must be still derivable for the node to be derivable.

e tuple nodes are OR nodes, meaning

that at least one input must be derivable for the tuple to be derivable. All derivations must start from
the provenance tokens a ached to base tuples. Maintenance in the presence of cyclic mappings can
be though of as garbage collection, where tuples with no paths to garbage collection roots (the base
tuples) are deleted.

e actual methods used for this are not germane to this thesis, but are detailed

in Green et al. (2007a). Should a later update make provide a new path from base tuples to a derived
tuple, then the derived tuple would be reinserted, just as if it were a truly new tuple.
In the interests of clarity, in the presentation here there were no existentially quanti ed variables
in the mappings. O

does support such mappings, which arise naturally in many situations,

such as in the example if mapping m3 were inverted. If data were propagated from p2 to p1 , the e
value in p1 .R would need to come from somewhere. Additionally, the introduction of existentials
can cause in nitely-sized data instances if system semantics are not carefully de ned. A discussion
of these and related issues is beyond the scope of this thesis; an interested reader is referred to the
discussion in Green et al. (2007a).

Internal System Structure
As described above, updates propagate through a network of mappings, subject to satisfaction of
trust conditions. However, in this slightly naïve presentation, there is no clean way for a participant
to delete a tuple that arrives at it through the mappings. A deletion would simply cause the mapping
to be temporarily unsatis ed, and the tuple would reappear at the next reconciliation.
As described in Green et al. (2007a), each logical relation R in an O
sented internally by four relations.

instance is repre-

e relations are shown in Figure 2.4. Brie y, they are:

• Ri , the input table. All mappings that logically place data in R are rewri en to instead place data
in here.
• Rℓ , the local contributions table of the peer that owns R.

is contains the tuples inserted by that

peer, which may later be removed, but only by the same peer.
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Original relation and edit log

Figure 2.4: Internal CDSS representation of a relation turns each relation into four separate relations.
Figure from Green et al. (2007a).
• Rr , the rejections table of the peer that owns R.

ese are tuples that arrive at Ri through map-

pings, but which the peer has decided are incorrect.
• Ro , the output table.
pings iR and ℓR below.

is is the result of combining the eﬀects of Ri , Rℓ , and Rr using the mapis table is used as the input to all mappings that read data from R, and

is also the local instance used to answer queries posed by the peer that owns R.
e mappings that relate these internal tables are:
Ri (x) ∧ ¬Rr (x) → Ro (x)

(iR )

Rℓ (x) → Ro (x)

(ℓR )

e use of diﬀerent tables is an elegant way to satisfy both traditional data exchange consistency
semantics and at the same time provide the necessary feature of being able delete undesired data.

2.3 Cloud Substrate for O
is chapter has motivated the collaborative data sharing model, and described at a high level the O CDSS that many people at the University of Pennsylvania have worked hard to design and
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implement. We described how the system generates queries to translate updates between schemas,
encode provenance, and determine which data items are trusted. All of this work assumes that there
is a scalable storage system to hold the participants’ relations and updates, and a scalable query processor to execute the queries the system generates.
e main focus of this thesis is this query processor and storage system. We describe how to
build the substrate necessary to enable high-performance, high-availability storage and data transformation.

e system is distributed, to make it scalable, and peer-to-peer, to make it easy to set up

and maintain. We also consider the presence of transactions and con icting updates, which were not
covered in the work summarized in this chapter.
Recall that Figure 2.2 shows the major components of O

.

is thesis details the design

and implementation of these interacting components.
Publication As discussed in this chapter, publication shares a participant p’s updates with the rest

of the system.

is involves updating p’s update log in the reliable versioned storage, described

below.
Update exchange We presented an overview of update exchange in this chapter. A more complete

discussion is found in Green et al. (2007a). Update exchange poses queries over the published
data in the reliable versioned storage, using our distributed query execution engine.
translate updates into the reconciling participant p’s schema.

ese queries

ey are then input to the recon-

ciliation process, outlined below.

Reconciliation Reconciliation, the process by which p chooses a consistent subset of newly available

transactions to apply, was brie y mentioned in this chapter. Reconciliation receives translated
updates from the update exchange layer, supplemented with information about transactions and
con icting updates from queries posed over the distributed query execution layer. Based on user
preferences, a subset of the translated transactions are applied to p’s instance, which respecting transactional atomicity and dependencies. Reconciliation is the focus of Chapter 3 of this
thesis, which describes the semantics of our reconciliation procedure and gives eﬃcient algorithms for its implementation.
Distributed query execution Both reconciliation and update exchange depend on distributed query

processing to speed their execution. Chapter 3 describes a prototype of a specialized dis23

tributed query execution system for reconciliation. Chapter 4 builds on these ideas to develop a general-purpose, distributed query execution engine, with an emphasis on reliability,
that can be used to execute the queries generated by both reconciliation and update exchange.
is query processor executes over the reliable distributed versioned storage, which we overview
below.
Reliable distributed versioned storage

e distributed query execution engine described above re-

quires reliable access to mutable data in order to support the query processing needs of update
exchange and reconciliation.

e data storage layer described below only provides best-eﬀort con-

sistency. As described in Chapter 4, we use an indexing scheme to ensure that queries, posed
relative to a particular version of the distributed database, execute over precisely that version
of the database.
Data storage, partitioning, and distributed lookup We built the reliable distributed versioned storage

layer over a simpler data storage and partitioning layer. We started with a well-known peer-topeer data structure, the Distributed Hash Table (DHT), because of its self-con guring nature,
native support for replication of data, and well-studied properties. However, DHTs are traditionally used in much larger se ings, with tens or hundreds of thousands, or even millions,
of nodes. Many design decisions made in traditional DHTs re ect this. In Chapters 4 and 5,
we explore ways to tweak the DHT model in order to improve query performance and load
balancing over the smaller “clouds” of nodes that O

uses.

Together with the work reviewed in this chapter, the techniques presented in this thesis enable a complete O

implementation. We increase the power of the O

data model by adding

integrity constraints. We show that it is possible to create a high-performance, reliable O
implementation, and that we can do so using a cloud of nodes instead of centralized hardware. In
short, this thesis shows that O

is feasible in addition to being interesting and possible.
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Chapter 3

Reconciliation: Algorithms and
Implementation
Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis introduced O

, a collaborative data sharing system which

has been under development at the University of Pennsylvania for more than ve years.
described in some detail the overall operation of the O

ey also

system. However, they did not

discuss issues of transactional atomicity, dependencies between updates, integrity constraints, and
con icting data. In this chapter, we detail the reconciliation process, which chooses a maximal set of
compatible transactions to apply when a participant synchronizes with an O

instance. We

also discuss ways of storing and retrieving those transactions.
is chapter is structured as follows:
• Section 3.1 reiterates the portions of the collaborative data sharing model that are relevant to
reconciliation, and gives the rationale behind our approach to reconciliation.
• Section 3.2 de nes the semantics of reconciliation, rst for a simpler case without update or
deletion, and then for the more complex case with modi cation. Our formalization emphasizes local autonomy, making forward progress, and providing intuitive behavior. We support
coexistence of multiple instances, with consistency de ned by trust policies, compatibility, and
transactional dependency.

• Section 3.3 provides algorithms to implement the semantics de ned in Section 3.2. It also
introduces the update store abstraction, which isolates the reconciliation algorithm from the
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get priority 1
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get priority 1

1

Participant p1

3

I3(ProteinFn)

I1(ProteinFn)

Figure 3.1: Collaborative data sharing system se ing with three bioinformatics data warehouse participants sharing data on protein functions
storage and retrieval of updates.
• Section 3.4 shows how to provide two implementations of the update store. One uses a serverbased RDBMS, and the other uses a custom peer-to-peer storage and computation layer.

e

la er was the inspiration for the general-purpose peer-to-peer work described in Chapter 4.
• Section 3.5 gives a performance analysis of these algorithms and update store implementations
on bioinformatics-based workloads.
is chapter de nes a model and methodology for reconciliation when all participants share a
single database schema, in the presence of transactions, disagreement, and trust relationships.

e

complementary problem of translating updates across schemas in order to incrementally maintain
data instances was discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. In the full O

implementation, the

reconciliation procedures are identical, as updates are translated into the reconciling participant’s
schema before being considered by the reconciliation process.

3.1 CDSS Properties
An O

system, such as the example shown in Figure 3.1, consists of a number of collabo-

rating participants (p1 , . . . , p3 in the gure), each of whom controls and edits its own data instance
(denoted I1 , . . . , I3 ), and each of whom has a policy about what external data it is willing to trust
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and accept (labels on the arcs). As data is modi ed at diﬀerent participants (denoted ∆1 , . . . , ∆3 ),
O

publishes and propagates the updates to all participants that are willing to accept them.

Our end goal is to facilitate update propagation in situations with both disparate schemas (i.e., each
participant may have a diﬀerent schema, with some a ributes that may not have corresponding aspects in the other schemas) as well as disparate instances (i.e., each participant may have tuples with
values that may not exist in other participants’ instances).
Recall from Chapters 1 and 2 that each participant has its own local data instance.

e CDSS is

responsible for translating updates from other participants, and choosing a subset of those to apply
to participant’s local instance, based on user preferences. As mentioned previously, this chapter assumes a single xed schema for all participants; the techniques described here would be performed
on the output of the update exchange procedure described in Chapter 2 in a full O

im-

plementation. In Figure 3.1, therefore, all participants (p1 , p2 , p3 ) share the same database schema
ProteinFn.

same.

ey may of course trust diﬀerent data, and so their instances will not necessarily be the

ey publish their changes (∆1 , ∆2 , ∆3 ) to the CDSS, which uses them to maintain their in-

stances (I1 , I2 , I3 ). Finally, a series of acceptance rules or trust conditions (shown as the labels along the
arcs between participants) de ne, for each participant, a trust priority level for updates from other participants.

is may include rejecting some updates (or some entire other participants) out of hand,

even if there is no con icting data.
A central problem in a CDSS is determining the subset of updates that a participant should apply.
We term this problem reconciliation: given the acceptance rules and updates published by participants,
the reconciliation operation determines which updates should be applied to (“accepted by”) the reconciling participant p. All updates that satisfy the acceptance rules and do not mutually con ict (or

con ict with existing state) should be accepted; for con icting updates, priorities are used to determine which (if any) updates are to be applied. Figure 2.2 from Section 2.2 showed how reconciliation
ts into O

as a lter between the update exchange process and the application of translated

updates to a participant’s local instance. As mentioned previously, in this chapter we assume a single
schema for all participants, so there is no need for the complex query processing capabilities shown
on the right side of that gure. We instead consider two simpler implementations of data storage
and retrieval to provide the features needed from the right side of the gure. We will consider more
general distributed data storage and query processing in Chapters 4 and 5.
We adopt a fairly simple con ict model, which de nes a con icting update as any update that (1)
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results in an instance that is inconsistent with its integrity constraints, when applied applied to the
current database instance, or (2) is mutually incompatible with some other published update that also
satis es an acceptance rule. We de ne later precisely what is meant by mutual incompatibility. It includes simple problems, like two updates that together cause a constraint violation (such as inserting
two diﬀerent values for the same key), and more complex problems, like two diﬀerent modi cations
to the same tuple.

e CDSS takes the idea of the peer data management system (Halevy et al., 2003)

to the logical next step: in a PDMS, each participant has full control of its virtual mediated schema,
which has schema mappings to other participants. Here, the participant also has control of its own
data instance, including whether certain external updates should be applied, and what the preference

between them should be, based on the trust conditions.
We assume that reconciliation is an operation that is done periodically, but not in real-time, by
each participant: the participant will accept and apply a subset of all “recently published” updates to
its data instance. Note that reconciliation is a ma er of importing data, and therefore it can be done
more or less frequently than publishing, though we assume that the two are performed together.
Informally, the goal of the CDSS is to, on demand from participant pi , recompute instance Ii (Σ),
such that its contents satisfy the constraints imposed by the acceptance rules and the schema mappings, given the data instances in I(Σ) and the ∆ update operations published since Ii (Σ) was last
reconciled. For the se ing we address in this chapter, all schema and update translation mappings
are identity mappings, since every participant shares the same schema. In the next section, we more
formally de ne what it means to for an instance of a CDSS to satisfy the acceptance rules, and we
develop a semantics for reconciliation.

Consistency Model
O

departs in a major way from other consistency models. While we put oﬀ a complete

discussion of related work in this area until Chapter 6, we observe that most other work on consistency and concurrency a empts to create a transaction order that is serializable. Transactions that
violate serializability are either rolled back and restarted (if possible) or simply undone, in order to
restore consistency. Given that database instances are allowed (even expected) to diverge, traditional
serializability makes less sense in this context.

e goal of serializability is to ensure that the global

instance is one that could have been reached if all transactions were applied, sequentially, to the same
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instance. If there is no global instance, this goal is somewhat ill-de ned.
As described previously, participants periodically publish and reconcile to export and import
changes, respectively. We assume a global ordering on these operations, and term each such step an
epoch. At each reconciliation, a single participant imports updates from outside. While it may also

publish its own updates, no other participant will receive these until it reconciles.

us, information

ow is inherently (1) relative, as the updates participant p sees from participant q are those published
since p last reconciled, and (2) asymmetric, as q will not immediately receive p’s updates. Moreover,
a reconciling participant has no way of knowing whether the updates it “sees” now will be revised in
the future, or whether some other participant will publish a con icting update in the future.
Since asymmetric data ow is a natural consequence of the way we require the system to operate,
we adopt a data ow-centric consistency model, rather than one based on global consistency. We consider data items to ow from participant to participant as they are created, modi ed, and deleted. We
then ensure that, if a transaction is applied, the transactions upon which it depends are also present.
is ensures that related portions of the global instance are kept synchronized for certain subsets of participants, but that the subsets are allowed to diverge; any participant can leave one of these subsets and

start a new, related one at any time.

is exibility is critical for our goal of allowing local autonomy

while allowing data to ow between participants. We initially do not track reads, and instead only ensure that dependencies are satis ed for modi cations and deletions; read tracking is necessary only
if derived data is inserted into the database. Read tracking ts nicely into our framework, however,
and we show later how it can be added.

Other Preliminaries
Before providing an example of reconciliation in a CDSS, we begin with a description of our highlevel goals and basic approach. We rst provide an overview of the goals, giving the rationale behind
them, and then explain how these guide our strategy.
Monotonicity Once an update has been accepted by a participant, a future reconciliation may result

in changing the results of the update, but the update itself will not be rolled back from the data
instance. We feel that rolling back accepted updates (whose eﬀects have been seen by the user)
could be very confusing.
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Trust policies In many bioinformatics and other se ings, some sources are known to be more credi-

ble than others. We allow for each participant to provide a partial ranking of authority for such
cases, allowing the system to automatically resolve certain con icts.

is can greatly reduce

the need for user intervention.
Maximal progress Each reconciliation should make maximal use of all published updates available

at the time. Since reconciliation only happens occasionally, it might otherwise be a very long
time before the eﬀects of published updates become available.
Least interaction Update sequences made at participant p should not interact with update sequen-

ces made at participant q in unexpected ways: in particular, if q makes a modi cation that conicts with p, but revises its modi cation so it no longer con icts, before p imports its changes,
then p should consider q’s update sequence to be compatible. We feel that transient con icts,
such as this, that are never observed by a participant, do not generally have semantic meaning, and can therefore be safely ignored.

is is very similar to the log cleaning operation of

IceCube (Kermarrec et al., 2001), which removes intermediate state to avoid temporary conicts.
We now describe how each of these principles guides the functionality of the CDSS, before we
present an example.
Monotonicity. We believe that a causality model in which every participant makes maximal progress

based on what it has seen, and never “changes its mind,” has several desirable properties. If a participant applies an update, then the results of that update remain in its instance until another participant
explicitly changes them; updates never simply “vanish” because a competing transaction has a higher
priority. If transactions contain multiple updates, and there are many con icting transactions, then a
single decision about which of the con icting updates to accept can have many rami cations. If past
decisions could be reconsidered, then a large portion of the database, seemingly unrelated, might be
aﬀected as a consequence the change. We were eager to avoid this potentially confusing behavior.
Trust policies. Acceptance rules of the form ⟨predicate, priority ∈ N⟩ assign a positive integer prior-

ity level to a set of updates, based on predicates over the content as well as the origin of these updates.
Larger numbers denote higher priority, and by default all updates are not trusted (priority level zero).
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When multiple updates have equivalent (and highest) priority, our semantics is to adopt a “certain
answers,” open-world model in which none of the con icting updates will be applied until a user intervenes.
Consider the relation F(organism, protein, function) that will be a running example throughout this
chapter (the compound key consists of the a ributes organism and protein). Participant p1 might not
trust p2 at all, p3 in general at priority 10 but at priority 20 when organism = ‘mouse’, and p4 only when
protein = KIF4 at priority 10. When there are con icting updates, a participant will prefer a higher

priority one over a lower priority update. For example, p1 would prefer the insertion of F(mouse,
KIF4, spindle stabilization) by p3 to the insertion of F(mouse, KIF4, chromosomal positioning) by p4 ,

since the former is given priority 20 and the la er priority 10. Continuing this example, the system
cannot automatically choose between the insertion of F(chicken, KIF4, spindle stabilization) by p3 to
the insertion of F(chicken, KIF4, chromosomal positioning) by p4 , since they are both given priority 10,
and neither is applied, pending manual intervention.
In general, we assume that the trust policies are correct and immutable from the moment a participant joins the system. In practice, it is clearly preferable that they be mutable. A variety of semantics
are possible in this situation, including applying the new trust conditions retroactively. A full discussion of them is beyond the scope of this thesis, but is an interesting avenue for future exploration.
Maximal progress. When the partial ordering given by the trust policies is not suﬃcient to resolve

a con ict, we continue to make progress using what we term deferral. If several updates con ict and
the participant has not indicated a preference between them, the system will mark them as being deferred until a user resolves the con ict. Any future updates that might con ict with an unresolved
con ict are themselves deferred — ensuring that the user does not inadvertently render them inapplicable. At some later time, the user can decide between them, and the system will reach the same
state as if the decision had been made immediately.

e participant can continue to update, publish,

query, and reconcile in the interim, and all non-eﬀected portions of the database will continue to be
synchronized.
Least interaction.

e mode of information exchange (and hence the cause of dependencies oc-

curring among updates) will solely be via acceptance of updates from other participants. Since two
participants may reconcile at diﬀerent frequencies, we believe that any intermediate states of tuples
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should not interact, i.e., if diﬀerent participants make successive modi cations to a tuple while not in
contact with one another, any intermediate states should be disregarded, and only the nal updates
should be considered. As mentioned above, we consider strict serializability to be overly restrictive.
Instead of a empting to serialize all transactions between participants when reconciling, we consider
the eﬀects of a subset of transactions visible to the reconciling participant.
In order to support acceptance predicates over update origins, we assume that every update is
annotated with its provenance. In general, as described in Chapter 2, a single update may be the
result of operations at multiple participants, and therefore our implementation uses the semiring
provenance of Section 2.2. If all participants have the same schema, then each update comes from
precisely one participant, and identifying that participant is suﬃcient; we use this for the remaining
of this chapter.

is model resembles the Information Source Tracking method of Sadri (1994) and

the multi-viewpoint formalism of Ives et al. (2005).

CDSS Example
We now give an example of CDSS operation, to show how O

works at a high level, before

formalizing the semantics of reconciliation. We refer to the example CDSS in Figure 3.1, where participant p1 has a policy to accept update sequences from either p2 or p3 , assigning them equal priority.
In contrast, p2 prefers updates from p1 versus p3 , and p3 only accepts updates from p2 . An exception
to this rule, which we describe later, is that p2 may make revisions to updates that originated from p1
— in this case, p3 must transitively accept this portion of p1 ’s data.
Notation. In this chapter we describe all updates in terms of changes to values, and annotate them

with the identi er of a single originating participant. We consider the following operations: insert
tuple (denoted +R(ā; i) for an insertion of the tuple ā by participant i into some relation R with a
schema compliant with ā); delete tuple (−R(ā; i)); modify tuple (R(ā → ā ′ ; i), where ā ′ is a new
set of a ribute values conforming to schema of R). We also assume that updates may be grouped into
transactions, denoted Xi:j , where i represents the identity of the originator of the transaction, and j
represents its unique local transaction identi er. We assume that transaction identi ers are assigned
in increasing order.
Figure 3.2 illustrates reconciliation over four epochs within this CDSS, for a single relation
F(organism, protein, function), where (organism, protein) is a key. At time 0, each participant pi ’s in-
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Epoch
0

1

Participant p3
I3 (F)|0 :

{}
X3:0
{+F(rat,prot1,cell-metab; 3)}

Participant p2
I2 (F)|0 :
{}

Participant p1
I1 (F)|0 :
{}

X3:1 :
{F(rat,prot1,cell-metab →
rat,prot1,immune;3)}

publish and reconcile
I3 (F)|1 :
{(rat,prot1,immune)}
X2:0 :
{+F(mouse,prot2,immune; 2)}
X2:1 :
{+F(rat,prot1,cell-resp; 2)}

2

publish and reconcile
I2 (F)|2 :
{(mouse,prot2,immune),
(rat,prot1,cell-resp)}

3

reconcile
I3 (F)|3 :
{(mouse,prot2,immune),
(rat,prot1,immune)}

4

reconcile
I1 (F)|4 :
{F(mouse,prot2,immune)}
{X3:0 , X3:1 , X2:1 } deferred

Figure 3.2: Reconciliation of F(organism,protein,function), with key (organism,protein), among the participants of Figure 3.1, over four epochs. Each participant chooses the transactions to apply when it
publishes and reconciles according to the policies in Figure 3.1. e resulting instance for each epoch
e is denoted with Ii (F)|e . When transactions con ict, the participant always picks its own version
rst, or else the highest-priority one and its antecedents (if this is unique). It defers any transactions
that have no unique “winner.”
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stance of this relation, denoted Ii (F)|0 , is empty. In epoch 1, participant p3 applies two transactions
(one of which revises the other), and then it publishes and reconciles its data. Since no other updates have been published, pe ends Epoch 1 with state I3 (F)|1 , obtained by applying its own update
sequence.
In the next epoch, participant p2 introduces two new tuples and then reconciles. Its resulting
state, I2 (F)|2 , is the result of applying its own updates. Although p3 published two updates that p2
trusts, these updates con ict with p2 ’s own updates — hence, it rejects them. In Epoch 3, p3 reconciles a second time. Now it applies the mouse update from p2 ; it rejects the rat tuple that is incompatible with its own local state. Finally, in the last epoch, p1 reconciles. It trusts p3 and p2 equally. Hence,
it accepts the non-con icting mouse updates, but it must defer the remaining rat update transactions
because they all con ict.
Given our intuitions from the basic principles and the preceding example, we now proceed to
de ne a formal semantics for reconciliation.

3.2 Reconciliation
We begin by specifying the collaborative data sharing system formally. Recall that, for purposes of
this chapter, we will de ne the CDSS for a se ing in which all participants share a single schema.
De nition 1 (Collaborative data sharing system). A collaborative data sharing system (CDSS) includes the following components:
• Σ, a schema representing the relations in the system.
• P, a set of participants, {p1 , . . . , pn }.
• A, a mapping om each pi ∈ P to a set of acceptance rules, each of which is a pair (θ, v) where θ
is a predicate on updates in ∆ over some relation R and v is an integer priority that pi assigns to tuples
satisfying θ.
• ∆, a sequence of transactions of updates of the form +R(x̄; i), −R(x̄; i), R(x̄ → x̄ ′ ; i), over each
relation R and published by each participant pi .
• I(Σ) = {I1 (Σ), . . . , Ii (Σ), . . . , In (Σ)}, the public database instances controlled by each pi .
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• e, an integer clock or reconciliation epoch counter. It is incremented each time a diﬀerent participant
publishes data. We assume that the rst publication or reconciliation step de nes the beginning of epoch
1. We denote the subset of ∆ published in epoch e as ∆|e .

Suppose we are given a CDSS as in De nition 1. Let us denote an update made to relation R as
δR . We de ne the priority relative to participant pi of a transaction X, prii (X), as follows:

• 0, if any δ ∈ X is untrusted, i.e., there is no (θ, v) ∈ A(pi ) such that θ(δ) is satis ed and v > 0.
• max({v | (θ, v) ∈ A(pi ) ∧ θ(δ) ∧ δ ∈ X}), otherwise.
is is done to ensure that accepted transactions are fully trusted, and to favor the highest-priority
updates over all others. Other methods of determining transaction priority from update priorities
are of course possible, and may be more appropriate for certain applications. An obvious alternative
is to use the minimum priority update in a transaction.

e techniques presented here depend on

a consistent method of determining transaction priority, but are not sensitive to precisely how it is
done.
We say that two updates δR , δR′ con ict (denoted δR ̸

δR′ ) iﬀ

• δR , δR′ are both insertion operations with the same values for their key a ributes, but diﬀerent
values for at least one other a ribute, or
• one of δR , δR′ is a deletion and the other is a replacement or insertion operation, and they have
the same values for their key a ributes, or
• δR , δR′ are both replacement operations with the same source tuple value, where the replacement tuples have diﬀerent values.
An update δR may also be incompatible with an instance I if applying δR to I would violate an integrity constraint, or modify or delete a value that is not present. We generalize this to say that two
transactions X, X ′ con ict (denoted X ̸

X ′ ) iﬀ an update δ ∈ X con icts with an update δ ′ ∈ X ′ ,

and that a transaction X is incompatible with an instance I iﬀ an update δ ∈ X is incompatible with I.
Our model of con icts is quite conservative, in that any two updates that result in diﬀerent result tuples for the same input tuple are deemed con icting. Without detailed knowledge of which
a ributes are independent, this is the best a system can do. For example, consider a relation R(a,b,c),
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where a is the key a ribute, and b and c are truly independent. In this case the updates that replace
the tuple R(a, b, c) with R(a, b ′ , c) and R(a, b, c ′ ) are considered by O
However, their eﬀects could be combined as updating R(a, b, c) to R(a, b ′ , c ′ ).

as con icting.
e problem can in

this case be solved by fully decomposing the schema into two relations, RB(a,b) and RC(a,c). However, if the connection between b and c were deeper, this might not be the case. Studying the eﬀects of
schema design on system operation is an interesting area for future research, but will not be discussed
further in this thesis.
We now consider two versions of the reconciliation problem. We begin with an insert-only setting, which is simpler and easier to understand but much less powerful. We then consider the general
reconciliation problem, where tuples may be updated or deleted, as would happen in most real-world
se ings.

Insert-Only Reconciliation
In the insert-only case, every transaction in a given epoch can be considered independently; without
modi cation of existing data, there are no (write) dependencies between transactions. An insertion
may be applied so long as it does not con ict with a previously applied insertion, nor does it con ict
with a transaction of equal or higher priority.
For any epoch e, let ∆acc (i)|e be the set of transactions from ∆|e acceptable to pi . We de ne
∆acc (i)|0 to be the empty set, and for all other epochs let


′
′
′

(̸ ∃X ∈ ∆|e s.t. X ̸ X ∧ prii (X ) ≥ prii (X)) ∧ 
∆acc (i)|e = X ∈ ∆|e s.t.


(̸ ∃X ′′ ∈ ∆| ′ s.t. e ′ < e ∧ X ̸ X ′′ )
e

From this, it is straightforward to de ne the reconciliation problem for a given participant in the
insert-only model.
De nition 2 (Insert-only reconciliation).
Let Ii (R)|e be the instance of relation R at participant pi in epoch e.

e insert-only reconciliation problem

for participant pi is to compute Ii (R)|e for every R ∈ Σ, given some initial Ii (R)|e0 and ∆ om e0 to e. For
each relation R, let Res = Ii (R|e0 ). A tuple t must appear in instance Ii (R)|e iﬀ it appears in the instance Res
resulting om recursively applying, for each τ om e0 to e − 1 (in increasing order), Res = apply(δR , Res)
for every δR in ∆acc (i)|(τ+1) .
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Insert-only reconciliation is very simple to compute algorithmically: during epoch τ, for each pi ,
we simply consider each published transaction X in isolation and determine whether it is in ∆acc (i)|τ ,
meaning that it uniquely has the highest priority of any transaction with which it con icts. If so, we
apply the transaction.

Replacement and Deletion
If we allow for replacement and removal, the semantics of reconciliation must change signi cantly:
now an update may depend on other, antecedent updates. For example, participant p1 may insert the
tuples F(mouse, KIF5, spindle stabilization) and F(mouse, KIF4, chromosomal positioning) in one transaction, and then update F(mouse, KIF4, chromosomal positioning) to F(mouse, KIF6, chromosomal positioning) in another transaction. We say that the second transaction is dependent on the rst one,

since it modi es data from it. Since the tuples in the rst transaction were inserted together, there is
some higher-level meaning to the fact that they are both there, and they are in some sense related. If
a second participant p2 reconciles and receives these transactions, it should either apply the rst one
or both of them, since these represent states which p1 experienced at some point in time.
is is a simple example, since there are only two transactions involved, which therefore form
a linear chain. In general, though, the dependencies between transactions form a directed, acyclic
graph. We think of the edges in the graph as indicating data ow, so an edge from transaction t1 to
transaction t2 indicated that t1 is an antecedent of t2 . A transaction may depend on multiple previous transactions, which in turn may depend on additional, possibly overlapping, sets of transactions.
In order to apply a transaction, we require that all of its immediate and transitive antecedent transactions have been applied rst.

erefore, for a given set of related transactions (i.e. transactions that

have at least one transitive antecedent in common, or equivalently a connected component in the
transaction dependency DAG), a participant must accept a (possibly empty) subset of them, such
that each accepted transaction does not depend on any unaccepted ones. We think of the terminal
accepted transactions, those upon which no other accepted transactions depend, as forming the ontier of acceptance. Since no transactions are accepted and then later rejected, this frontier is always

expanding away from the root transactions (those with no dependencies).
Figure 3.3 shows an example transaction dependency graph for our running example schema.
e set {t1 , t2 , t3 } forms a valid set of accepted transactions, with t2 and t3 being the frontier.
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e

t1

t2

t4

F(s1,p1,f1)→F(s1,p1,f3)
+F(s1,p3,f4)

F(s1,p1,f3)→F(s1,p1,f6)
F(s1,p2,f5)→F(s1,p2,f7)

F(s1,p2,f2)→F(s1,p2,f5)

F(s1,p2,f5)→F(s1,p2,f8)
+F(s1,p3,f9)

t3

t5

+F(s1,p1,f1)
+F(s1,p2,f2)

Figure 3.3: Example transaction dependency graph
set {t1 , t2 , t4 } is not a valid set of transactions to accept, since t4 depends on t3 . {t1 }, {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }
and {t1 , t3 , t5 } are also valid such sets.

e set of all the transactions in the graph and {t1 , t2 , t3 , t5 }

are also valid from a dependency point of view; however, since t2 and t5 con ict, they cannot both
be accepted by a single participant (though later we will see that if a later transaction removes the
con ict between the two transactions they then could coexist).
ese antecedent updates may have originated from participants other than the participant who
published the most recent update, and the original source of that update might not itself be trusted
by the participant who is reconciling. In our above example this must have been the case. Perhaps
p1 performed t1 , t2 , t3 , and t4 and p2 performed t5 , or perhaps all transactions came form diﬀerent

participants. Regardless, diﬀerent pieces of the transaction dependency graph may originate from
diﬀerent participants.
As mentioned previously, in a reconciliation model with deletions and updates, one transaction
may introduce a con ict, but a succeeding transaction may remove that con ict. For instance, to continue the example of Figure 3.2, suppose that in epoch 2, participant p3 rst introduced a sequence
of transactions:
X3:2 : {+F(mouse,prot2,cell-resp)}
X3:3 : {F(mouse,prot2,cell-resp) → (mouse,prot3,cell-resp)}

where initially the wrong protein was given the function cell-resp. In this case, while transaction X3:2
clearly con icts with X2:0 , intuitively p3 should accept X2:0 , since this does not con ict with its state
a er applying the full transaction sequence above. In general, given a transaction sequence, one can
take the constituent update sequence and “ a en” it into a set of direct updates by removing intermediate steps, as described in Ghandeharizadeh et al. (1996) and Ives et al. (2005).
[X3:2 , X3:3 ] above can be minimized to {+F(mouse,prot3,cell-resp)}.
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e sequence

Let applied(pi , e) be the set of updates that have been applied by participant pi up through epoch
e. Also, for a transaction X published in epoch e, we de ne the antecedent set, ante(X), to contain any

transaction X ′ ∈ ∆τ , 1 ≤ τ ≤ e, where X ′ either inserts a new tuple, or makes a modi cation to a
tuple, which X directly deletes or modi es.
De nition 3 (Transaction extension). We de ne pi ’s transaction extension of transaction X, reconciled
in epoch e, to be the transitive closure of X’s antecedents, so long as those transactions have not yet been accepted
by pi in epoch e. We denote this transaction extension as tei|e (X), and sort the transactions by their order in
∆. tei|e (X) therefore contains the sequence of transaction identi ers that pi needs to apply at epoch e in order

to apply transaction X while respecting the dependency rules described above. We say that X is the root of its
transaction extension.

De nition 4 (Update footprint). Given a list of transactions L, sorted by the order of their application, we
can de ne their update footprint to be the concatenation of the updates in those transactions as
uf(L) = [δ ∈ X for each X ∈ L]

De nition 5 (Update extension). Now, given a function a en(s) which a ens a sequence of updates into
a set of mutually independent updates, as described above, we can compute the update extension of transaction
X for participant pi at epoch e as
( (
))
Ui,e (X) = a en uf tei|e (X)

As before, we say that X is the root of this update extension.

e update extension Ui,e represents the set of changes need to apply transaction X to participant
pi ’s instance at epoch e, with all intermediate steps removed; recall that this eliminates transitory con-

icts between transactions that are later removed. Since the update extension is the smallest unit of
changes that can be applied to an participant’s instance without violating the transaction dependency
constraints, the reconciliation procedure updates at the granularity of update extensions. At a very
high level, the reconciliation procedure needs to
1. retrieve all newly available, trusted transactions,
2. compute their update extensions, and
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3. choose a set of non-con icting update extensions to apply, while favoring high-priority update
extensions.
Before de ning precisely what this means, there are several cases where con icts between update
extensions are in fact not a problem.

ese occur when the transaction extensions used to create

the update extensions intersect; in other words, the roots of the update extensions have unapplied,
transitive antecedents in common.
De nition 6 (Subsumption). We say X subsumes some other X ′ if its transaction extension is a superset
of X ′ ’s transaction extension.

If the root X of one update extension Ui,e (X) being considered subsumes another one Ui,e (X ′ ),
then clearly the system should apply either Ui,e (X), Ui,e (X ′ ), or neither of them. Ui,e (X) should be
favored, since it contains the eﬀects of X ′ , but if the update extension of X cannot be applied, then
Ui,e (X ′ ) should be considered.

Since the dependencies form a DAG and not a linear graph, however, potential interactions between update extensions are more complicated than subsumption and being completely disjoint. We
therefore de ne the notion of a direct con ict between two update extensions.
7 (Direct con ict). Two transactions X, X ′ directly con ict iﬀ
( (
))
( (
))
a en uf tei|e (X) − tei|e (X ′ ) con icts with a en uf tei|e (X ′ ) − tei|e (X) , or in other words,

De nition

there is a con ict between their update extensions when excluding the transactions the two have in common.

We only consider direct con ict to be a cause for an update extension to not be applied during reconciliation. Indirect con icts are the result of the transaction dependency requirements, and
while they may require some additional work during reconciliation to avoid repeated application of
antecedent transactions (to avoid inserting the original and modi ed version of a tuple, say), they do
not indicate any fundamental incompatibility.
ere is one nal point to be considered before de ning the semantics of reconciliation. Up to
now, we have de ned priorities for individual updates and transactions, but we have not discussed
priorities for update extensions. In general, a trusted transaction may depend on other transactions
of higher priority, lower priority, or ones that are entirely untrusted. We assign the priority of its
root to each update extension, which has the eﬀect of favoring higher-priority transactions over all
lower-priority transactions, even if there are many lower-priority transactions or those high-priority
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transactions have untrusted antecedents. While this is a choice, it leads to a simple explanation for
why transactions are accepted or not; we felt that transparency of operation was an important quality
in a system such as O

.

We can now de ne the general reconciliation problem for updates that include deletions and replacements. A solution to the general reconciliation problem must also maintain information about
whether prior reconciliation operations marked certain transactions as rejected or deferred. We must
defer any transactions that depend on a deferred transaction, since we cannot yet tell if the transaction con ict with a participant’s current instance. As presented here, reconciliation also rejects any
transactions that depend on a rejected transaction, since otherwise the system would be “changing
its mind” about whether to accept a transaction or not; additionally, transactions may have been explicitly rejected by a user when resolving a con ict between two transactions at the same priority.
is approach leads to perhaps the simplest semantics, though others are certainly possible.
De nition 8 (General reconciliation). We de ne the general reconciliation problem for participant pi
as follows. During epoch e, given an initial Ii |e0 , sets of previously deferred transactions deferred(pi , e0 ),
previously accepted transactions accepted(pi , e0 ), and previously rejected transactions rejected(pi , e0 ), all ∆i
om e0 to e, and the newly available, trusted transactions T ⊆ {∆e0 ∪ . . . ∪ ∆e } (where all t ∈ T are trusted
by pi ), create sets accepted(pi , e), rejected(pi , e), and deferred(pi , e), subject to the following conditions:
1. accepted(pi , e)

⊇

accepted(pi , e0 ), rejected(pi , e)

⊇

rejected(pi , e0 ), and

deferred(pi , e) ⊇ deferred(pi , e0 )
e transaction extension tei|e (X) of a X ∈ {T − rejected(pi , e)} must be contained in deferred(pi , e)

2.
if

a) Ui,e (X) directly con icts with some X ′ ∈ deferred(pi , e),
b) tei|e (X) ∩ deferred(pi , e) ̸= ∅, or
c) Ui,e (X) con icts with Ui,e (X ′ ) for some X ∈ {T − rejected(pi , e)} of equal priority.
3. A transaction X ∈ T must be in rejected(pi , e) if
a) tei|e (X) ∩ rejected(pi , e) ̸= ∅,
b) Ui,e (X) con icts with Ui,e (X ′ ) for some X ′ ∈ accepted(pi , e) of higher priority, or
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c) applying Ui,e (X) to Ii |e0 would either cause a constraint violation or a empt to modify or delete
a value that is not present.
4. No transactions may be in more than one of rejected(pi , e), deferred(pi , e), accepted(pi , e). T ⊆
{rejected(pi , e) ∪ deferred(pi , e) ∪ accepted(pi , e)}.

5. Any X ∈ T that is not is neither required to be in rejected(pi , e) or deferred(pi , e) due to the above
rules (or con ict resolution, described in Section 3.2) must be in accepted(pi , e).
6. For any transaction X ∈ accepted(pi , e), all transitive antecedents of X must also be in accepted(pi , e).

and for every X ∈ {accepted(pi , e)− accepted(pi , e0 )} (that is to say, every newly applied transaction), apply
those transactions to Ii |e0 to produce Ii |e .

We now describe and motivate the items in the above de nition.

e rst part of De nition 8

enforced monotonicity properties. Condition 1 simply says that no transaction that was accepted,
rejected, or deferred during the previous reconciliation is aﬀected by the reconciliation procedure.
e second part of De nition 8 describes situations under which transactions must be deferred.
Conditions 2a and 2b defer any transactions whose potential to be accepted might be impacted by
the decision a user makes about another deferred transaction; pending that user input the system
cannot determine whether the transaction is compatible with the current database instance or not,
or whether the transaction has an antecedent transaction that was rejected. Condition 2c ensures
that all transactions that con ict with another transaction of the same priority are deferred; initially,
when deferred is empty, this is only way for transactions to become deferred. It speci cally excludes
transactions that can be rejected out of hand, rendering the con ict moot. Note that these conditions
defer all transactions in a trusted transaction’s transaction extension, since all of these would need to
be applied in order to apply that trusted transaction.
e third part of De nition 8 describes the three situations in which a transaction must be rejected. Condition 3a rejects all transactions that have a rejected antecedent. Condition 3b rejects all
transactions that con ict with a transaction of higher priority that is being accepted, since the user has
expressed a preference for the higher priority transaction and both cannot be applied simultaneously.
Condition 3c rejects all transactions whose update extension cannot be applied to the participant’s
current instance without violating integrity constraints.
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Condition 4 of De nition 8 states that transactions may be deferred, rejected, or accepted, but
not more than one of the above, and that all trusted transactions for the current reconciliation must
be in one of these sets. In other words, the reconciliation procedure must decide what to do with
each trusted transaction.
Finally, condition 6 enforces that, if a transaction is accepted during the current reconciliation, its
antecedents must also have been, either during the current reconciliation or during a previous one.
More precisely, it enforces this condition for all transactions that have ever been accepted. However, inductively this must already have been the case for all transactions accepted during previous
reconciliations. Since the set accepted grows monotonically, the constraint only aﬀects transactions
that might be accepted during the current reconciliation; it is already satis ed for earlier accepted
transactions.
is de nition hides a subtlety implicit in the de nition of the transaction and update extensions
of a transaction: they may change during the reconciliation process. If an antecedent transaction is
applied in the process of applying another update extension (i.e. the transaction extension overlap),
then a naive approach to reconciliation that simply applied a precomputed update extension might
apply a transaction multiple times.

erefore, it is necessary for an implementation to ensure that

each transaction is applied only once. We will revisit this in Section 3.3, where we discuss algorithms
for reconciliation.

Read Dependencies
An extension to this model is to add read dependencies between transactions. We can do this with
an additional operation, the so-called “ check” operation, denoted by ?R(t).

is operation says that

the participant that created a transaction X read (but did not update) the tuple t.

is adds the last

transaction to modify t as an antecedent of the current transaction, enabling read dependency.

is

is still a somewhat relaxed de nition of consistency. For a participant p to accept X, it is not required
that t still be present in Ip , just that the transaction that inserted t have been accepted; another transaction may have modi ed it. We do not experimentally explore this extension. While there are cases
where it may be useful, for such dependencies to show up in a database transaction log, the read and
write must occur in the same transaction; this is unlikely to be the case for complex analyses. It would
be interesting to explore this further for our target bioinformatics workloads.
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An interesting case does, however, arise if we ensure read dependencies are satis ed, and a er
each transaction, the participant that performed it publishes it and all other participants then reconcile. If all participants trust each other fully, we then achieve complete serializability. As we have said
before, we do not feel that in general serializability is either practical or desirable (due to the inherent inconsistency in collaborative data sharing). It is nevertheless reassuring to see that it appears at
the limit of what a CDSS can do. We do not, however, see this mode of CDSS operation as being
generally useful.

Con ict Resolution
Like many data management systems, O

makes as many decisions as possible automati-

cally, and defers to the user when necessary. In O

’s case, this means that it gives prefer-

ence to higher priority transactions over lower priority ones, but needs user input to decide between
con icting transactions of the same priority. A key feature is that the system can continue to make
progress even while it is not yet know whether some transactions will be accepted or not. Transactions whose acceptability depend on user decisions (directly or indirectly) will be deferred, along
with the initial transactions of equal priority. All other transactions can be decided, since they are
independent of the user decisions about past transactions.
Once a number of items have been deferred, the process of con ict resolution makes use of the
solution to the reconciliation problem stated above. To resolve a con ict, the user speci es one or
more trusted transactions to remove from the deferred set for some epoch e (and all subsequent
epochs) and instead places them in the corresponding rejected sets; the deferred sets at and a er e
are cleared. Con ict resolution is speci ed in this negative way (the user speci es transactions to
accept instead of transactions to reject) because it is always possible to respect a user’s request that a
transaction not be accepted; it may not be possible to respect a request that a particular transaction
be accepted, due to constraint violations, deferred transactions, or rejected antecedents.
e reconciliation procedure is then rerun for e and all subsequent epochs. All decisions that
were already made for a particular epoch will continue to stand, but it may be possible to decide
that transactions that previously had to be deferred may be accepted or must be rejected, due to the
smaller set of deferred transactions. When applying a transaction during an epoch e ′ ≥ e to Ii |e ′ , it
is also applied Ii |e ′′ for all epochs e ′′ > e ′ . Clearly only transactions that are being newly decided
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(and their transaction extensions) should be applied to instances.
Proposition 1 (Applicability).

e update extension Ui,e (X) for any trusted transaction

X ∈ deferred(pi , e) can be applied to any Ii |e ′ for any e ′ ≥ e without introducing constraint violations

or a empting to modify non-present values.
Proof. If X was not rejected in by the reconciliation algorithm in epoch e, then Ui,e (X) could be

applied to Ii |e without introducing constraint violations or a empting to modify non-present values,
or the reconciliation algorithm would have been forced to reject it instead of deferring it. Since any
modi cation in an epoch e ′ ≥ e that would have con icted with Ui,e (X) (and could therefore render
it inapplicable) would also have been deferred, any Ii |e ′ must have the same state for all values created,
modi ed, or deleted by Ui,e (X).

erefore, since Ui,e (X) could be applied to Ii |e , it can also be

applied to Ii |e ′ .
From Proposition 1 and its proof, it should be clear how deferred transactions allow automatic
updating of a participant’s instance through reconciliation to continue while ensuring that deferred
transactions can still be applied if and when a user makes a decision to do so.

e more quickly a user

resolves con icts, the more database state is available, but the system will all reach the same state
irregardless of the order in which con icts are resolved.
We now move on to algorithms that perform the reconciliation procedure described in this section.

3.3 Reconciliation Algorithms
De nition 8 describes in a declarative fashion what a general reconciliation algorithm must do. When
participant pi decides to reconcile, it must retrieve the newly published, trusted transactions (the
relevant transactions). It must compute their transaction and update extensions, and then chose a

subset of those to apply, based on integrity constraint and user preferences. It then must update the
participant’s instance to re ect the transactions it has chosen to accept, and record the decisions it
made. In this section, we describe concrete algorithms that satisfy this de nition.
e computation described above can either be centralized or distributed. If the work is centralized on the reconciling participant, we call it client-centric reconciliation, since it is typically the reconciling participant that retrieves all of the relevant transactions and decides which to apply. An
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Distributed
Store

Central
Store

Pros: No central store,
medium communication
Cons: Needs stable base of
connected peers,
reconciliation work all at one
peer
Pros: Low communication,
high reliability
Cons: Needs reliable central
server, reconciliation work all
at one peer

Client-Centric
Reconciliation

Pros: No central store,
distributed reconciliation work
Cons: Highest communication,
needs stable base of
connected peers
Pros: Distributes reconciliation
work across many peers, high
reliability
Cons: High communication,
needs reliable central server

Network-Centric
Reconciliation

Figure 3.4: Comparison of reconciliation algorithms and update stores

alternative is network-centric reconciliation, in which computation is distributed across the entire network of participants. While the network-centric approach would place less load on the reconciling
participant by distributing almost all of the work across the network, the client-centric approach generates less network traﬃc, and it allows for a considerably simpler reconciliation algorithm. It also
may allow potentially sensitive information, like the trust conditions, to be kept private from other
participants.
In this thesis, we only consider client-centric reconciliation. Experimental evaluation, given in
Section 3.5, showed that the cost of retrieving updates from storage (either local or distributed) was
the dominating cost in reconciliation, so we did not consider it necessary to develop a distributed
implementation of the reconciliation procedure.
e reconciliation algorithm needs to access several diﬀerent kinds of data to perform the operations outlined above. It must access the log of published transactions, and the instance of the
reconciling participant. It also needs to read and modify the sets of applied, rejected, and deferred
transactions for the reconciling participants. We de ne an update store module to provide a general
interface to much of the aforementioned state. We have explored using both a centralized server and
a distributed store in which the participants themselves store the state.
Each combination of reconciliation algorithm and update store implementation has its own
unique bene ts, as shown in Figure 3.4. Our initial implementation uses client-centric reconciliation, which is considerably simpler both to understand and to implement; we couple that with either
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central or distributed storage. As future work we propose to implement network-centric reconciliation over distributed storage using the distributed storage layer described in Chapter 4.
In order to implement an algorithm for the general reconciliation problem given in De nition 8,
we introduce several new concepts:
Dirty values are key values that are modi ed (i.e. read or wri en) by a deferred transaction. As men-

tioned previously, any transaction that reads or writes a value whose key is in the dirty value
set must be deferred, in order to ensure that a previously-deferred transaction can always be
accepted later.

ey are used to enforce condition 2c from the de nition to avoid performing

many pairwise compatibility checks; instead a set can be maintained.
Con ict groups are groups of con icts with the same type that involve the same key value; the rec-

onciliation algorithm groups con icts for each reconciliation into such groups.
Options are groups of transactions within a con ict group that make the same modi cation to the

key value. At most one option can be accepted for each con ict group when con icts are resolved; the transactions from the other groups are rejected.
In the common case, each option within a con ict group will have only one transaction in it.
Consider our running example of the F(organism, protein, function) relation. Suppose we had three
transactions
t1 {+F(mouse, KIF4, spindle stabilization), +F(mouse, KIF5, spindle stabilization)}
t2 {+F(mouse, KIF4, chromosomal positioning)}
t3 {+F(mouse, KIF5, chromosomal positioning)}

Here there would be two con ict groups, one for ⟨mouse,KIF4⟩ with options {{t1 }, {t2 }}, and one for
⟨mouse,KIF5⟩, with options {{t1 }, {t3 }}.

ese list the sets of compatible transactions for each key, and

the user should choose one (or none) of those sets as valid; the others will be rejected in the con ict
resolution procedure outlined in Section 3.2.
In a more complicated scenario, there may be multiple transactions within each option. If we
slightly alter the above example to
t1 {+F(mouse, KIF4, spindle stabilization), +F(mouse, KIF5, spindle stabilization)}
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t2 {+F(mouse, KIF4, chromosomal positioning)}
t3 {+F(mouse, KIF4, chromosomal positioning)}

then there would be one con ict group with two options, {{t1 }, {t2 , t3 }}.
We now present the client-side algorithm for reconciliation, the core of which is the R
U

-

procedure given in Algorithm 3.1. It determines which updates the participant can apply or

reject during a particular reconciliation, and which it must defer, in a manner satisfying the requirements of De nition 8. It also assigns the deferred transactions into con ict groups, as described
above, to explain to users which transactions were deferred and why. As described in Section 3.2,
this algorithm is also run again a er decisions for deferred transactions have been supplied by the
user.

en, a er recording the transactions a user has decided to reject, it reexamines the remaining

deferred transactions to discover which, if any, can now be accepted.
Algorithm 3.1 R
U
(recno)
Input: recno (reconciliation number to perform)
Helper functions are given as Algorithms 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.
1: txns ← IDs of the undecided trusted transactions new for recno for this participant
2: prio ← Mapping from index in txns to priority
3: prios ← Set of all transaction priorities
4: Sort prios in decreasing order
5: for t ∈ txns do
6:
upEx[t] ← e a ened update extension of t
7:
decision[t] ← C
S
(recno,upEx[t])
8: end for
9: con icts ← F
C
(txns, upEx)
10: for txnPrio ∈ prios do
11:
decision ← D G
(txnPrio, con icts,prio,decision)
12: end for
13: Record decision at recno
14: for t ∈ txns do
15:
if decision[t] =
then
16:
Apply upEx[t]
17:
end if
18: end for
19: deferred ← {txn | decision[txn] =
}
20: U
C
(recno,deferred)

eR

U

is given as Algorithm 3.1, and the various helper functions appear as

Algorithms 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. R

U

begins by computing the a ened update ex48

tension of each trusted transaction.

e call to C

S

at line 7 determines which transactions

much be rejected or deferred because of the reconciling participant’s dirty value set or materialized
state.

e call to F

C

sions of trusted transactions.

at line 9 discovers con icts between the a ened update extene algorithm then calls D G

at line 11 to consider each group

of transactions with the same priority, in decreasing order of priority; the decreasing order allows
the algorithm to proceed greedily and consider each group only once. Within each group, transactions that con ict with higher-priority accepted transactions are rejected, and those that con ict
with higher-priority deferred transactions are themselves deferred; if con icts are found between
two non-rejected transactions within a group, both are deferred. Once all priority groups have been
considered, R

U

has made decisions for all trusted transactions. Line 13 records

which transactions the participant has decided to accept or reject. Lines 14-18 update the state of the
local database; it is necessary to recompute the update extension since the antecedents of the trusted
transactions may overlap. Line 20 updates the participant’s dirty value set and list of con icts for the
current reconciliation.
Algorithm 3.2 C
S
(recno,upEx)
Input: recno (reconciliation number), upEx (update extension of transaction)
Output: decision for input transaction
1: if upEx contains a value dirty at recno then
2:
return
3: else if upEx contains a rejected transaction then
4:
return
5: else if upEx is incompatible with the instance at recno then
6:
return
7: else
8:
return
9: end if

Suppose that during a particular reconciliation there are t relevant transactions, each of which has
at most a undecided antecedents. Further suppose that each transaction contains at most u component updates. In this case, computing the a ened update extensions will take time O(tua), since
that much time is needed even to read through the updates for the relevant transactions. Checking for
(

)

pairwise con icts between the update extensions will take time at most O t2 + tua , if a hash tablebased con ict detection algorithm is used.

is con ict detection step asymptotically dominates all

other work done a erwards by the R

U

procedure, giving a combined running time
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Algorithm 3.3 F C
(txns,upEx)
Input: txns (set of transaction IDs), upEx (map from transaction ID to a ened update extensions)
Output: Map from transaction ID to set of con icting transaction IDs
1: con icts ← ∅
2: for t, t ′ ∈ txns do
3:
if upEx[t] con icts with upEx[t ′ ] then
4:
if neither t nor t ′ subsumes the other then
5:
con icts[t] ← con icts[t] ∪ {t ′ }
6:
con icts[t ′ ] ← con icts[t ′ ] ∪ {t}
7:
end if
8:
end if
9: end for
10: return con icts

Algorithm 3.4 D G
(txnPrio,con icts,prio,decision)
Input: txnPrio (map from transaction ID to priority), con icts (map from transaction ID to IDs of
con icting transactions), prio (value of priority to make decisions for), decision (map from transaction
ID to decision for already decided transactions)
Output: Map from transaction ID to decision
1: prioGrp ← Values in prio that map to txnPrio
2: higher ← Values in prio that map to a priority > txnPrio
3: Remove rejected transactions from prioGrp
4: for t ∈ prioGrp do
5:
for c ∈ (con icts[t] ∩ higher) do
6:
if decision[c] =
then
7:
decision|[t] ←
8:
prioGrp ← prioGrp − {t}
9:
else if decision[c] =
then
10:
decision[t] ←
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end for
14: for t, t ′ ∈ prioGrp do
15:
if t con icts with t ′ then
16:
decision[t] ←
17:
decision[t ′ ] ←
18:
end if
19: end for
20: return decision
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Algorithm 3.5 U
C
(recno,deferred)
Input: recon (reconciliation number), deferred (IDs of deferred transactions)
Clear all con ict state (con ict groups, dirty values) from reconciliation recno
for t ∈ deferred do
upEx[t] ← the a ened update extension of t
Remove from upEx[t] all clean updates inapplicable at recno
Mark upEx[t] dirty at recno
end for
con icts ← F C
(deferred,upEx)
con ictGroups ← ∅
for t ∈ deferred, t ′ ∈ con icts[t] do
for con ict ⟨type, value⟩ between t and t ′ do
Add {t, t ′ } to con ictGroups[⟨type, value⟩]
end for
end for
for ⟨type, value⟩ ∈ con ictGroups.keys do
Combine compatible txns for ⟨type, value⟩ into same option
end for
Record con ictGroups as con ict set for recno
(
)
O t2 + tua .

Proposition 2 (Correctness of R

U

).

eR

U

procedure given in Al-

gorithm 3.1 satis es the conditions given in De nition 8.
Proof. Condition 1 of De nition 8 enforces that decisions from a previous reconciliation are never

overruled. It is satis ed, since transaction extensions that contain rejected transactions are rejected
at line 4 of the C

S

method. Otherwise, since R

U

only considers newly

arrived transactions and their transaction extensions, which by de nition only contain transactions
that have not yet been accepted.
Conditions 2a and 2b are enforced by line 2 for transactions deferred in a previous reconciliation,
since any con icts with or dependency on a deferred transaction will cause the update extension
under consideration to touch a dirty value. Con icts with transactions deferred during the current
reconciliation (which will also catch dependent transactions, since they must modify an overlapping set of keys) are caught at line 10 of the D G
of D G

method. Condition 2c is caught at line 16

.

Condition 3a is enforced at line 4 of C

S

. Condition 3b is checked at line 7 of D G

By considering the trusted transactions in decreasing order by priority, R
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U

.

greed-

ily ensures that condition 3b is satis ed; since lower priority transactions can never aﬀect whether
higher priority transactions are accepted, the lower priority ones can be considered independently
in subsequent iterations. Condition 3c is caught at line 6 of C

S

if the instance was not

compatible with the transaction before any transactions were accepted during this reconciliation (if
the instance was compatible at the start of the reconciliation but was made incompatible during the
reconciliation, then the transaction must also con ict with some transaction of higher priority that
was already accepted, and was rejected for violating Condition 3b above).
e remaining conditions are trivially satis ed.

e algorithm does not reject or defer transactions

that it could accept, no transaction is given more than one decision, and the instance is updated.
Lines 14 to 18 of R

U

omit the complexity of applying overlapping update exten-

sions correctly, but this is trivial to implement by recomputing upEx[t] immediately before applying
it.

3.4 Update Store
e update store’s fundamental role is to archive the transactions published by participants, and to
retrieve from storage the transactions that a participant will need during during the reconciliation
process. It must also associate a timestamp (the aforementioned epoch) with each publication or reconciliation operation, so it can determine which transactions have been published since a participant
last reconciled. All other state, such as deferred transactions, con icts, participant state, trust conditions, and which transactions each participant has accepted or rejected, can at least in theory remain
private data to each participant.
Such a system, however, would require a great deal of communication across the network, as each
update needed during reconciliation would have to be requested individually. Our implementations,
therefore, move the sets of applied and rejected transactions from the participant into the update
store, along with the trust conditions; this allows the update store to determine that some transactions need not be retrieved, and thereby reduces that amount of network traﬃc. An additional result
of this approach is that each participant contains only so state; it is possible to reconstruct the entire
state of the participant, up to his or her last reconciliation, from the update store.

is does have the

side eﬀect of pushing potentially sensitive information into the system, which may be implemented
on a central server or using a distributed system. If privacy of this information is of paramount im52

portance, a simpler update store implementation should be used; even if this is done, however, it may
still be possible to deduce some sensitive information from the requests made to the store. For the
rest of this chapter, and indeed this thesis, we a empt to make as full use as possible of the resources
available in a distributed system, and do not focus on privacy or security.
For these reasons, we implement an update store with the following basic operations:
• publish transactions from a participant,
• record that a participant has accepted and rejected certain transactions,
• record that a participant has decided to reconcile and associate with that reconciliation operation a particular set of published transactions,
• retrieve the current reconciliation number of a participant, and
• retrieve all of the transactions (trusted transactions and their unapplied antecedents) that a
participant may need to see in order to perform its most recent reconciliation, along with the
priorities associated with the fully trusted transactions in that set.
In order to perform these operations eﬃciently, the update store must log all of the updates published
and their epoch, which transactions each participant has accepted or rejected, the current epoch,
the epoch corresponding to each participant’s previous reconciliation, and the trust conditions for
each participant. To facilitate more eﬃcient implementations, the operations are rather high level,
allowing signi cant potential for parallelism and other batch computation; in particular, we chose
one operation to retrieve all relevant transactions, rather than operations to, say, get a list of trusted
transactions and to retrieve transactions one at a time.
In essence, the update store abstraction hides the details of communication between all participants from the reconciliation algorithm. We now describe at a high level two means of providing
the update store functionality.

e rst uses a standard relational database, and the second is based

on the Distributed Hash Table, or DHT (Rowstron and Druschel, 2001; Ratnasamy et al., 2001;
Stoica et al., 2001), a peer-to-peer overlay network.

e distributed implementation builds directly

over an oﬀ-the-shelf DHT. Our experience with this implementation, as discussed later in this section, suggested the need for consistent replication and reliability features, which we show how to add
in Chapter 4.

at chapter shows how to implement a declarative peer-to-peer storage and query
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processor that can both serve as a reliable update store and execute the update translation queries
generated by update exchange.

e more naïve DHT-based approach we show here is much simpler,

but lacks the reliability and query processing capabilities we implement for the more general case.

Relational Database Update Store
Relational database technology provides an eﬃcient way to implement a centralized update store.
Commercial RDBMSs oﬀer high performance and durability, both important characteristics in a
system such as ours, and ease implementation by providing a high-level interface that deals with all
synchronization issues automatically.

e main potential problem with such an approach is that it

requires dedicated hardware and typically some amount of human intervention to tune and maintain.
Here we highlight some of the more interesting and innovative aspects of our design; many features
are easy to implement, given that the relational database abstraction is high-level and the data being
stored is already relational.
In our implementation, an epoch count (implemented using an SQL sequence) is used to timestamp each batch of transactions that it is published. Since publishing is not instantaneous, each participant records when it has started publishing, and also when it has nished. We decouple publishing
from reconciliation to support greater concurrency: when a participant requests to reconcile a er
publishing, it determines the latest epoch not preceded by an “un nished” epoch, and it uses this as
its reconciliation epoch. No additional transactions will be published by any participant prior to this
point.

e inputs to reconciliation, then, are any transactions whose epoch number lies between the

participant’s prior reconciliation epoch and this new epoch.
Implementing this approach requires care to avoid sacri cing performance.

e series of epoch

numbers can contain gaps if reconciliations are rolled back or aborted; therefore each publishing participant must record when it has nished writing all transactions to the database, as mentioned above.
However, we also want to allow as many participants as possible to publish updates simultaneously.
Repeatable read isolation at the DBMS level prevents race conditions: when the reconciling participant determines the epoch to associate with its reconciliation, it immediately stores that value in
the reconciliations table and commits the transaction, releasing all locks.

us it holds an exclusive

lock on the epochs table just long enough to determine the largest stable epoch number; therea er
reconciliation operations are decoupled from the epochs table. By minimizing the time that lock is
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held, we enable maximum concurrency in publishing updates, as well as in the operation of reconciling. As long as no participant is recording its decision to reconcile, there is no limit on the number
of participants that can simultaneously start reconciliation, publish updates, or record that they have
nished publishing.
Additionally, the richness of SQL makes it easy to express the more complex operations needed
for the update store in a succinct manner. Trust condition evaluation can be pushed into an SQL
query, ltering out untrusted transactions before they leave the database. Recursive queries, if available, can be used to compute transaction extensions within the database as well. Both techniques can
reduce the amount of communication between the reconciling participant and the database, and the
load on that participant. extensions are sent over the network.

DHT-Based Store
We have also explored how to create a distributed implementation of the update store. In particular,
we explored an update store based on the Distributed Hash Table, a well-studied peer-to-peer overlay
network. A peer-to-peer approach has several virtues. First, it is easy to scale, since adding more
nodes increases the available storage space and processing power. Second, peer-to-peer networks
are self-con guring, so it is possible to create a truly self-managing system, which is important for
easy setup of an O

instance. While peer-to-peer networks are o en also used for their

ability to scale to large numbers of nodes, we do not make use of that property. We use a DHT for its
ability to perform self-con guration, including redistributing data as nodes join and leave the system,
with no manual intervention. Additionally, the DHT nodes can be less powerful computers, perhaps
underused machines owned by some of the participants in the CDSS.
In our DHT-based update store, work (both storage and computation) is spread over the entire
network of participants, using transaction identi ers and epochs as keys.

e participants store three

kinds of data, and each responds to several kinds of messages, which are described below in detail. In
this implementation, we assume successful message delivery and postpone a study of fault-tolerance
to future work. We do not describe in detail how to incorporate redundancy into the system, to
deal with the failure of individual nodes; we rely on replication of all data stored in the system to
ensure that the system can continue to operate in the event of node failure. We postpone a more
general discussion of reliability to Chapter 4, where we build a more general reliable DHT-based
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e messages sent are request epoch (1), begin epoch e (2), con rm epoch begun (3), begin publishing
at epoch e (4), publish transaction IDs for epoch e (5), and con rm epoch nished (6). A er this the
publishing participant can send the transactions for epoch e to their transaction controllers.

Figure 3.5: Epoch publication in the DHT store

query processor.
One participant, the owner of a predesignated key, keeps track of the epoch count. When a participant wants to publish updates, it requests the next epoch count from this epoch allocator (see Figure 3.5). A distributed counter, made reliable through such standard techniques as Paxos (Lamport,
1998) or PBFT (Castro and Liskov, 2002), could also be used to allocate epochs.

e epoch allo-

cator informs the epoch controller for this epoch (the DHT participant who “owns” the hash value
of the epoch) that this participant wants to publish updates, and then returns the epoch count to
the requesting participant. A er sending the epoch number to the requesting participant, the epoch
allocator increments its epoch counter.
e participant then sends each of the transactions it wishes to publish during that epoch to the
participant that owns the hash of the ID of that transaction (the transaction controller). By taking the
hash of the transaction ID and storing the transaction at the node that owns that key, we are distributing the largest piece of data (the update log) across all participants approximately evenly. A er
a participant publishes its set of transaction, it transmits their IDs to the epoch controller, which
records the list of transactions associated with that epoch.
ing the epoch as complete.

e epoch controller concludes by mark-

is sequence of operations (updating the epoch allocator, then the epoch

controller, then publishing the transactions, and nally marking the epoch controller’s record as nished) is necessary to avoid race conditions when determining the most recent “stable” epoch, the last
epoch for which there are no publication operations in progress, which must be determined during
reconciliation.
When a participant reconciles, it rst needs to associate an epoch with the reconciliation operation, to determine which transactions it will consider. It requests the most recent epoch from the
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In this example p requests reconciliation information for transaction ta . p has already applied tb , but has
not decided ta or tc . tb and tc are antecedents of ta ; tb has other antecedents, but tc has none.
e
messages sent are request ta (1), send ta (2), request tc for p (3), request tb for p (4), send tc (5), and tb
not relevant (6).

Figure 3.6: Example transaction retrieval in the DHT store

epoch allocator, and uses that information to request the contents of all epochs since its last reconciliation from their respective epoch controllers. It uses this information to determine the most
recent stable epoch, and records this as its reconciliation epoch at its participant coordinator.

en, for

each epoch since the participant’s prior reconciliation, it requests the set of transactions published
in that epoch from the epoch controller, and then requests that set from the transaction controllers.
Each transaction controller either sends back the requested transaction, its priority, and a set of antecedents, or a noti cation that the transaction is untrusted or irrelevant (due to having already been
accepted or rejected).

e reconciling participant maintains a pending transactions set, to which it

adds antecedents and from which it removes received (or irrelevant) transactions.

is procedure is

visualized in Figure 3.6; it minimizes the the number of hops across the DHT that must occur before
all necessary transactions have been received.

e recursive portion transaction dependency pro-

cessing happens in a distributed fashion, instead of requiring the reconciling node to actively request
each antecedent transaction a er receiving a dependent transaction. When the pending transactions
set becomes empty, the participant runs the centralized (client-centric) reconciliation algorithm described in Section 3.3.

at algorithm noti es the appropriate transaction controllers when a partic-

ipant decides to accept or reject transactions.
When the transaction controller receives a request for a transaction during reconciliation, it rst
determines the priority with which the reconciling participant trusts that transaction; it can do that
since the trust conditions are globally available in this approach. If the participant has previously
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accepted or rejected this transaction, that information is stored locally, since it is owned by the transaction controller. If the transaction is trusted and not already decided, the transaction controller
sends the transaction and the priority back; if not, it sends a message saying the transaction is not
relevant. It also sends a message requesting the antecedent for reconciling participant for each antecedent transaction. When a transaction controller receives such a requesting antecedent message
for a particular participant, it checks to see if the participant has accepted or rejected that transaction
(which again is stored locally). If it has, it sends a message to the reconciling participant saying that
the transaction is not relevant for the reconciliation; otherwise, it sends the contents of that transaction back to the participant, and sends a requesting antecedent message for that participant for each
antecedent transaction.
e approach described above is free of race conditions due to delays in message propagation
across the DHT, and since we assume reliable message delivery, it will function correctly if the set of
nodes participating in the DHT holds constant. Background replication can be used to ensure that
state moves between nodes in the DHT as needed; however, since the data for many keys is mutable,
background replication combined with churn might lead to reliability issues.

is was the motivation

for the more general work on reliable storage we describe in Chapter 4.
Additionally, in the process of developing an implementation of the DHT-based update store, we
learned the extreme importance of data placement for good processing performance. We observed
that, for many workloads, network operations become the dominant cost, and should be avoided as
much as possible. While this is not in itself surprising, we were very surprised by the eﬀect that optimizing based on this idea had on performance in preliminary experiments.

is observation is the

reason that records of which transactions have been accepted or rejected are stored with the transactions, eliminating an extra network hop when performing the recursive transaction retrieval. Similarly, the transaction retrieval is performed in a distributed fashion, with the node that holds each
transaction requesting its antecedent transactions, rather than the reconciling node, since this reduces the overall latency of retrieving a chain of dependent transactions, and lessens the load on the
reconciling participant. We will explore ways to generalize data colocation and distributed many-tomany communication to improve performance and reduce latency in the context of reliable, declarative query processing, also in Chapter 4.
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3.5 Experimental Analysis
We have implemented the reconciliation algorithm of Section 3.3 above in Java, and also constructed
a centralized update store, built in Java over a major commercial RDBMS, and a distributed store,
based on FreePastry (Rowstron and Druschel, 2001). In the analysis of our prototype presented
here, we explore con gurations of up to
sized O

y participants, which we feel is representative of medium-

instances.

Given that no comprehensive workload already exists for bioinformatics data sharing, we developed a synthetic workload generator based on the Swiss-Prot bioinformatics database, which contains organisms, proteins, and protein functions.

e simulator mimics the process of incrementally

maintaining a curated database like Swiss-Prot. Each transaction consists of a series of insertions
or replacements over the Function relation, and if it is an insertion, a secondary table of database
cross-references is updated to include a reference for the new key. On average, 7.3 such tuples are inserted into the secondary table for each value inserted into the primary table; these are taken directly
from Swiss-Prot.

e key of the Function table to update is chosen from the approximately 280,000

proteins present in Swiss-Prot at the type of these experiments.

e key to insert or update is cho-

sen according to a heavy-tailed Zip an distribution with characteristic s = 1.5, thus simulating the
“hotspots” of contention or current research that are likely.

e function to associate with that key

(either through an insertion or an update) is chosen from the approximately unique 7,000 functions
present in Swiss-Prot, weighted by their frequency in the database; this distribution also has Zip an
characteristics.

is de nition means that con icts can only arise on insertions to or modi cations

of the Function relation.
We feel that transactions are likely to be small, since each transaction likely represents the determination of a single research paper; therefore transactions aﬀecting a few proteins are likely, but
not transactions aﬀecting hundreds or thousands.

e simulation is turn-based: it cycles through

the list of participants, and for each participant performs an action (insert a new transaction, publish
and then reconcile, randomly resolve a previously recorded con ict, or do nothing). We change the
probabilities of these various actions to alter the simulation parameters, such as the average number
of transactions published between reconciliations. All participants in the simulation trust each other
at the same priority for all updates, which means that all con icts must be manually rather than automatically resolved. It also maximizes the work of the reconciliation algorithm, since all transactions
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retrieved during a reconciliation must be checked for con icts, rather than just those with the same
priority. Recall that querying a participant’s customized local instance requires no work on behalf of
the CDSS, since it was synchronized during the reconciliations; therefore these operations, which
may in fact be the most frequent, are not in our simulation.
Our experimental evaluation focuses on two metrics.

e rst metric is, as one might expect, exe-

cution time of the reconciliation procedure. We wanted to understand the eﬀects of changing various
system parameters on execution time, and to validate that our prototype implementation performs
as expected. Clearly any data sharing system needs to continue to perform well as we increase the
number of participants in the system and the amount of data in the system. We additionally wanted
to explore the relative costs of various operations in our implementation of O

. In partic-

ular, we wanted to know if dominant costs of reconciliation were in transaction retrieval from the
update store or in the client-centric reconciliation algorithm. Clearly this would guide our decisions
as to where work on improving performance should be focused.
e second metric does not focus on validating our O

implementation, but rather on

the CDSS model itself. It is what we term the state ratio, the average number of values in all participants’ states for a key (including lack of a value). It measures the amount of divergence between
databases, ranging from one, if all the participants have exactly the same state, to the number of participants, if there is no overlap at all between the participants’ states. Since a lower ratio indicates
more of the data is shared, we consider a smaller value for this metric to generally indicate higher
quality result.

ese experiments were performed to answer questions posed by anonymous review-

ers of Taylor and Ives (2006).

ey were concerned that an O

instance could quickly

degenerate into a situation where virtually no data was shared between participants due to con icts,
especially between antecedent transactions. Clearly from an implementation perspective, a higher
state ratio is not bad, since the system is still performing according to the rules outlines in De nition 8; however, complete divergence of participants’ instances in a simulation would raise questions
about the appropriateness of the model. It would have been preferable, of course, to compare against
another system for collaborative data sharing, but none exists; we therefore use the state ratio as our
benchmark of result quality.
Our experiments examine the eﬀects of transaction size, number of participants, and reconciliation frequency on these metrics. Experiments were run at least ve times, and the mean of these
trials is presented; 95% con dence intervals, calculated using the the standard deviation of a mean,
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are given in all gures. Unless indicated, all experiments were performed with ten participants. All
of the running times quoted in this chapter are the averaged over all trials over all participants. For
the experiments using the central store, the RDBMS ran on a dual Xeon 3.0GHz server with two
gigabytes of
one gigabyte of

M running Windows Server 2003, and the client ran on a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 with
M running SuSE Linux 9.2.

e computers were connected via switched 100Mb

Ethernet. For experiments with the distributed store, all nodes were run on the Windows server,
with a delay of at least 500 microseconds added to every message (and reply) transmission; this is a
reasonable delay within a physical building and should allow direct comparison to the central store
performance. All machines used Sun’s JRE 1.5.0. We feel that this rather modest con guration represents a worst-case scenario for the resources available to the system. An actual O

instance

would likely contain more powerful nodes, and would certainly achieve at least some bene t from
the parallelism that comes with an increased number of nodes; our experimental results only show
the overhead.

Exploration of Running Time
We began our study of running time with an obvious scaling experiment. With each participant publishing an average of 20 transactions between reconciliations and performing an average of 10 publish/reconciliation operations, we explored the the eﬀect of increasing the number of participants
on reconciliation time; each transaction contains only one update (to the Function table) that may
con ict with other data or transactions.

e results of this experiment are given in Figure 3.7, which

shows that total reconciliation time (per participant) depends linearly on the number of participants,
and therefore on the amount of data being considered; this is true for both reconciliation over the
centralized update store and the distributed update store. More interesting, in the case of the results
for the distributed update store, shown in Figure 3.7b, the cost of retrieving the updates totally dominates the cost of execution the reconciliation algorithm.

is indicates to us that we should focus on

improving the performance of the distributed update store, rather than the performance of the reconciliation algorithm. We will return to this challenge in the work on distributed query processing in
Chapter 4, which can be used to implement an eﬃcient, reliable update store in a declarative fashion.
We were also concerned about performance if reconciliation is very frequent or relatively infrequent. In very frequent reconciliation, xed per-operation costs might dominate. In very infrequent
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Figure 3.7: Eﬀect of number of participants on execution time. Local time is the time to execute the
client-centric reconciliation algorithm, while total time also includes the time to retrieve the necessary transactions from the update store.
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Figure 3.8:
e eﬀect on execution time of varying reconciliation interval (the average number of
transactions performed by each participant between its reconciliations) while holding transaction
size at one.
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reconciliation, the larger sets of potentially con icting transactions may cause performance problems. Figure 3.8 shows the average execution times participant when each participant publishes approximately 500 transactions, but performs a publish/reconcile operation a er a varying number
of these transactions; we term the average number of transactions performed between each publish/reconciliation operation to be the reconciliation interval. Again, we show results for both centralized and distributed update stores, and break out time spent in the client-centric reconciliation
algorithm, from the time spent retrieving the necessary transactions. As one would expect, the time
needed to perform the client-centric reconciliation algorithm (the local time) becomes more varied
as the reconciliation interval increases, due to the possibility of more con icting transactions; however, the mean is not strongly correlated with the reconciliation interval. Overall, therefore, reconciliation interval does not have a strong connection to the total amount of time needed to choose consistent subsets of transactions to apply. Of course, the results here show the average per-participant
execution time for all of its reconciliations; the time per-reconciliation will change.
Most of the variation in the performance shown in Figure 3.8 comes from the cost of retrieving
the updates from the update store.

e centralized update store results shown in Figure 3.8a show

that in that case there is a large xed per-reconciliation cost to retrieve the needed transactions from
the update store; this is not surprising, giving the relatively high xed cost of posing any query to
a RDBMS. For the distributed update store shown in Figure 3.8b, where the requests to follow antecedent transaction chains dominate the running time, the penalty for more smaller reconciliation
intervals is much less pronounced. In both cases, however, O

users would have the exi-

bility to reconcile frequents or more infrequently without having a dramatic impact on overall system
performance. Once again, we observe that retrieving transactions from the distributed update store
is a dominant cost; by focusing on retrieval and query processing performance in Chapter 4, we can
reduce this cost in a distributed update store build over our peer-to-peer data storage and processing
layer.

Exploration of the State Ratio
As mentioned previously, we were also concerned that an O

instance could devolve into

a collection of databases with almost no overlap between them, due to con icts and transactional
dependencies. We therefore explored the scenarios from the previous section from the perspective
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Figure 3.9: Eﬀect of number of participants on state ratio. Note that the relationship, at least for the
skewed distributions studied here, is sublinear.
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of result quality, as measured by the state ratio; recall that this ranges from one to the number of
participants, with a higher number indicating greater divergence between participant instances.
Figure 3.9 shows the eﬀect on state ratio of increasing the number of participants while keeping
the reconciliation interval and average number of reconciliations for each participant constant. Once
again, all transactions contained only one update. Increasing the number of participants (and the
number of data) does increase the mount of divergence, but the eﬀect seems to be rather sublinear;
this bodes well for the amount of overlap possible in larger O

instances.

Figure 3.10 repeats the second experiment from the previous section, again looking at state ratio
instead of running time. Here we see the eﬀects increasing the reconciliation interval while keeping
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Figure 3.11: e eﬀect of varying transaction size on state ratio, while holding the number of updates
between reconciliations constant.

the average number of single-update transactions performed by each of the 10 participants xed at
500. As in the previous experiment, the results are promising. Increasing the reconciliation interval
results in an increase in the state ratio, as one would expect, but once again the eﬀect is decidedly sublinear; this indicates that it should be possible to reconcile much less frequently without increasing
the amount of divergence too much.
Figure 3.11 examines the relationship between transaction size and the overall amount of data
shared between participants. Once again, each of the ten participants performed approximately 500
updates to the main protein function table; they were grouping into transactions of varying sizes. As
one might expect, increasing transaction size increases the state ratio: larger transactions increase the
number of transactions that con ict with each other, thus result in more overall (inconsistent) state
within the CDSS. Surprisingly, while going from single-update transactions to transactions with two
updates greatly increases the state ratio, further increases in transaction size have negligible eﬀect, at
least for our synthetic workloads. We believe that this is because the number of direct and indirect
antecedents of a transaction is exponentially related to the number of updates in that transaction,
since each update may depend on an independent antecedent.

erefore, if update chains of length

n are possible, and each transaction has m updates in it, a transaction may depend on up to mn other

transactions. If, as in our workload, there is a relatively small set of “hot” items that are likely to cause
con icts, a transaction chain will likely be rejected if it contains any of those hot items, as its unlikely
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that the transaction chain’s value matches the participant’s current state.

e probability that one

of the mn antecedent transactions con icts with a hot item increases much more rapidly when m is
small; once m is large it is already very likely that one of the antecedents will con ict with a hot value.
In summary, the experiments on the state ratio show that result quality is not aﬀected greatly by
reconciliation interval or the number of participants. It is more aﬀected by transaction size, though
the eﬀects do not seem much more pronounced for large transactions than for medium-sized ones.
However, further exploration of this topic, based on real data instead of synthetic workloads, is necessary before any de nite conclusions can be reached.

e eﬀects we saw here do not necessarily

hold for other workloads. Performing the user studies needed to get actual workloads would be an
interesting challenge in and of itself, but is well beyond the scope of this document, and the expertise
of its author.

3.6 Conclusions and Analysis
In this chapter, we detailed the semantics of reconciliation. We showed how trust conditions and priorities determine which transactions are accepted, and detailed eﬃcient algorithms for determining
a maximal set of compatible transactions. We explored the eﬀects of various parameters on O

-

system performance, both in terms of execution time and in terms of the amount of divergence
that reconciliation allows to remain in the system. We showed that our reconciliation procedures can
operate eﬃciently over data stored both in a single-server RDBMS and in a peer-to-peer storage and
retrieval layer built over an oﬀ-the-shelf distributed hash table.
e initial peer-to-peer storage layer validated that eﬃcient storage and retrieval of the participant update logs was possible, and showed the extreme importance of data locality in this se ing.
However, it lacked reliability features, and could return incorrect or inconsistent results under churn.
While it could distribute the work of storing and retrieving updates, it could not distribute the execution of update exchange queries, needed for the complete O

case of multiple schemas. In

the next chapter, we describe a declarative peer-to-peer storage and query processing layer that adds
support for complex SQL queries, and guarantees correct results under node failure and churn.

e

reconciliation procedures described here can be used in concert with an update store, implemented
in a declarative way, over this storage and query processing layer, to provide a fully functional and
reliable implementation of O

over an easily setup and scalable peer-to-peer system.
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Chapter 4

Reliable, Declarative Peer-to-Peer Storage
and Computation
In this chapter, we address a key limitation in the techniques presented in Chapter 3.

at chapter

described how to reconcile con icting updates from other participants, and in Section 3.4 proposed
several methods for implementing the update store, the global update log that is the principal shared
state in O

. Recall that the update log contains a permanent record of all updates published

to the system. Since all updates must be available at all times for a participant to be able to reconcile,
the system cannot simply rely on each participant storing the de nitive record of its own updates;
they are instead published to an archive that ensures high availability.
Both of the proposed implementations of an update store have signi cant shortcomings.

e ap-

proach of using a centralized relational database is clearly not scalable, requires signi cant computer
resources and human support to maintain, and is a single point of failure.

e distributed hash table-

based approach was promising, in that it distributed storage of the update log in a scalable way, required li le management and virtually no setup, and did not have a single point of failure. It did not,
however, make the same strong consistency guarantees as the relational database approach, which
are necessary for correct O

system operation, and its hard-coded execution mechanisms

made it in exible to change to add features or improve performance. Additionally, it does not integrate with the update translation and provenance work from Chapter 2, which executes over an SQL
database. In this chapter, we show how we can provide a uni ed substrate which can ful ll the storage
and query processing needs of both of these O

components by building a highly scalable
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and reliable versioned storage and query processing system for O

. Since it provides rela-

tional storage and execution of SQL queries, it can be used as the execution layer for both the update
store and the update translation services. To avoid the need for dedicated servers, we employ an ad
hoc cloud of nodes, consisting of the existing CDSS nodes, possibly supplemented on an as-needed

basis with machines leased as-needed from cloud services such as Amazon EC2; since our system is
entirely self-con guring, adding or removing nodes from it while running is supported (and indeed
expected). By using a peer-to-peer approach, we avoid the single point of failure of a central relational
database, gain easy scalability, and avoid the need for extensive human management of the system.
is chapter in structured as follows:
• Section 4.1 gives the speci c goals of our peer-to-peer storage and query processing substrate,
which focus on performance and reliability over scalability.
• Section 4.2 details our modi cations to the standard data partitioning techniques used in traditional distributed hash tables, such as Pastry (Rowstron and Druschel, 2001). We customize
them for a smaller, more stable environment, and provide greater transparency of operation to
the layers above.
• Section 4.3 describes our novel indexing technique that allows reliable access to versioned data,
including eﬃcient processing of updates, in the presence of network churn and replication lag.
• Section 4.4 describes our partitioned-parallel distributed query processor, including new operator algorithms that use the versioned indices. It also shows how we detect and compensate
for node failure by either completely restarting or incrementally recomputing the query, while
ensuring the correct and complete query results are returned.
• Section 4.5 presents the results of experiments, using a standard OLAP benchmark and schema
mapping tasks, that validate the performance of our techniques across local and cloud computing nodes. We also validate our methods under diﬀerent network se ings, and induce failures
to study the bene ts of incremental recovery.
Our goal is to provide the bene ts of peer-to-peer architectures like Pastry (Rowstron and Druschel, 2001), PIER (Huebsch et al., 2005; Loo et al., 2004), Seaweed (Narayanan et al., 2008),
CAN (Ratnasamy et al., 2001), and CHORD (Stoica et al., 2001), which typically oﬀer support for
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autonomous domains with no common lesystem, transparent handling of membership changes,
and plug-and-play operation. We hybridize this with the bene ts commonly associated with traditional parallel DBMSs and with emerging cloud data management platforms, like Google’s
GFS (Ghemawat et al., 2003) and Bigtable (Chang et al., 2008), Amazon’s S3 (DeCandia et al.,
2007), and Yahoo!’s Pig (Olston et al., 2008) and PNUTS (Cooper et al., 2008), which oﬀer eﬃcient data partitioning, automatic failover and partial recomputation, and guarantees of complete
answers. By exploiting some of the features of the CDSS domain (namely smaller numbers of nodes,
lower churn, and batch-oriented publication of updates), we can avoid what we perceive to be the
negative aspects of each architecture: the lack of completeness or consistency guarantees in peer-topeer query systems, and requirements for shared lesystems and centralized administration in the
aforementioned cloud data management services.
In particular, we exploit the fact that our system does not need all of the properties provided by
existing distributed substrates. Our problem space is less prone to “churn” than a traditional peerto-peer system like a distributed hash table: we assume that membership in a CDSS, while not completely stable, consists of perhaps dozens to hundreds of participants at academic institutions or corporations, with good bandwidth and relatively stable machines. We support archived storage of data under
a batch-oriented update load: in a CDSS, users rst make updates only to their local storage, and they
occasionally publish a log of these updates (which are primarily insertions of new data items) to the
CDSS.

en they perform an import (transforming and importing others’ newly published data to

their local replica). Only in this step is information actually shared across users, and it is then that
con ict resolution is performed. Hence, we do not need special support for global consistency, such as
distributed locking or version vectors, at the distributed storage level.
We address these needs through a custom data partitioning and storage layer, as well as a new
distributed query processor. We develop novel techniques for ensuring versioning, consistency, and
failure recovery in order to guarantee complete answers. While we implement and evaluate our techniques within the O

collaborative data sharing system, the techniques are broadly applica-

ble across a variety of emerging data management applications, such as distributed version control,
data exchange, and data warehousing.
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Figure 4.1: Basic architecture components of O
. Chapters 2 and 3 described the components on the le , which execute over a storage and data processing system. In this chapter, we focus
on implementation of the O
reliable, peer-to-peer storage system and query processing
engine.

4.1 System Architecture and Requirements
Figure 4.1 repeats Figure 2.2 from Section 2.2, which gave an outline of the architecture of O

-

. In Chapters 2 and 3, we have focused on the le half of this gure: the logic needed to create and
use the SQL queries supporting update exchange and reconciliation, and the modules to “hook” into
the DBMS to obtain update logs. In this chapter, we focus on the right half of the diagram: how to
implement distributed, versioned storage and distributed query execution. We would like our system
to be as “plug and play” as possible, requiring much less administration and tuning than a traditional
relational database. We would also like to make use of an ad hoc “cloud” of participant nodes, to
avoid a central server and point of failure, while maintaining high reliability. In addition, we are particularly concerned with performance in support of update exchange (data transformation) queries,
which were by far the main bo leneck in performance in Green et al. (2007a). We also develop capabilities in the query execution layer to support mapping and OLAP-style queries directly over the
distributed, versioned data. Data is primarily stored and replicated among the various participants’
nodes. However, as greater resources, particularly in terms of CPU, are required, participants may
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purchase cycles on a cloud computing service capable of running arbitrary code, such as Amazon’s
EC2 (considered here) or Microso ’s Azure. Given the automatic failover and replication present in
system we describe here, it is trivial to add supplemental nodes when they are needed, and to remove
them later if they are not.
In the remainder of this section, we explain the unique requirements of O

and why

they require new solutions beyond the existing state of the art. In subsequent sections, we describe
our actual solutions.

Data Storage, Partitioning, and Distributed Lookup
As discussed previously, we assume that the participants number in the dozens to hundreds, are usually connected, and together have enough storage capacity to maintain a log of all data versions. Our
target domain diﬀers from conventional peer-to-peer systems, where connectivity is highly unstable.
We only expect low “churn” (nodes joining and leaving the system) rates, perhaps as participants
go down for maintenance or are replaced with new machines. We expect failures to be infrequent
enough that keeping a few replicas of every data item is suﬃcient. We avoid single points of failure,
as we want the service to remain available at all times, even if some nodes go down for maintenance.
In a distributed implementation of a CDSS, we need a means of (1) partitioning the stored data
(such that it is distributed reasonably uniformly across the nodes), (2) ensuring eﬃcient repartitioning when nodes join and leave, (3) supporting distributed query computation, and (4) supporting
background replication.

ere are two main schemes for doing this in a distributed system: distribut-

ing data page-by-page in a distributed lesystem, and then using a sort- or hash-based scheme to combine
and process the data; and distributing data tuple-by-tuple according to a key, and using a distributed
hash scheme to route messages to nodes in a network. Google’s MapReduce and GFS, as well as
Hadoop and HDFS, use the former model. Distributed hash tables (Rowstron and Druschel, 2001;
Ratnasamy et al., 2001; Stoica et al., 2001) and directory-based schemes use the la er.
Cloud-oriented distributed lesystems like GFS and HDFS suﬀer from several drawbacks as the
basis of a query engine. First, they require a single administrative domain and a single coordinator
node (the NameNode), which introduces a single point of failure. Moreover, they use two diﬀerent distribution models. Base data is partitioned on a page-by-page basis, but can only be accessed
directly when being scanned. All multi-pass query operations (joins, aggregation, nesting) must re-
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distribute data between nodes in some manner.

is is typically done using a MapReduce scheme

that partitions the data on keys (mapping them to nodes via sorting or hashing), and then produces
joined or aggregated output (in the reduction phase); examples from the literature include

usoo

et al. (2010) and Abouzeid et al. (2009). Since the data must be redistributed for any processing to
take place, there is no way to exploit data locality by colocating multiple relations in a way to facilitate
common queries.
We instead adopt a tuple-by-tuple hash-based distribution scheme for routing messages: this is
commonly referred to as a content addressable overlay network and is exempli ed by the DHT. Our goal
is to provide good performance for the complex queries that arise from update exchange and to tolerate nodes joining or failing, but we do not require scalability to millions of nodes as with the DHT.
In Section 4.2 we adapt some of the key ideas of the DHT in order to accomplish this.

e uni ed

distribution model aﬀords several bene ts. In addition to simplicity, it allows relations to be colocated; relations likely to be joined might be partitioned on the same hash key, reducing the cost of
joining them. Alternatively, if one of them is already partitioned on the join key, only the second relation might need to be repartitioned to facilitate the join.

is is in contrast to the GFS/MapReduce

approach described above, where virtually any operation will involve repartitioning (i.e. mapping)
all of the data.

Versioned Storage
Each time a participant in O

publishes its updates, we create a new version of that partic-

ipant’s update log (stored as tables).

is also results in a new version of the global state published

to the CDSS. Now, when a participant in O

imports data via update exchange and recon-

ciliation, it expects to receive a consistent, complete set of answers according to some version of that
global state. We support this with a storage scheme (described in Section 4.3) that tracks state across
versions, and manages replication and failover when node membership changes, such that queries
receive a “snapshot” of the data according to a version.
When data is stored in a traditional content-addressable network, background replication methods ensure that all data eventually is replicated, and gets placed where it belongs when a node fails —
but if the set of participants is changing then data may temporarily be missed during query processing. Furthermore, such systems also require the data assigned to each key to be immutable. Similarly,
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existing distributed lesystems like GFS and HDFS assume data is within immutable les, and they
are additionally restricted to a single administrative domain.
Hence our versioned storage scheme must provide bookkeeping than a traditional distributed
hash table, but oﬀers more autonomy and exibility than a distributed lesystem. In Section 4.2 we
describe our customized data storage, partitioning, and distributed lookup layer.

Query Processing Layer
As is further discussed in Section 6.3, a number of existing query processing systems, including
PIER (Huebsch et al., 2005; Loo et al., 2004) and Seaweed (Narayanan et al., 2008), have employed
DHTs to perform large-scale, “best-eﬀort” query processing of streaming data. In essence, the DHT
is treated like a very large parallel DBMS, where hashing is used as the basis of intra-operator parallelism. Immutable data can be stored at every peer, accessed by hashing its index key. Operations like
joins can be performed by hashing both relations according to their join key, co-locating the relations
to be joined at the same node. Such work has two related shortcomings for our context: multiple data
versions are not supported, and their “best-eﬀort” consistency model in the presence of failures or
node membership changes is insuﬃcient.
A primary goal is to support eﬃcient distributed computation of query answers; in our case, this
is the retrieval of newly available updates and the translation between schemas that occurs during
update exchange.

e DHT nicely distributes the work of retrieving data from persistent storage

and the computation of query results, both of which are potentially the limiting factors in query performance. However, we also need to detect and recover from node failure during query execution.
We emphasize that this is diﬀerent from recovery in a transactional sense: here our goal is to compensate for missing answers in a query, ideally without redoing the entire query from scratch (whereas

transactional recovery typically does involve aborting and recomputing from the beginning). Failure
recovery in query answering requires us (in Section 4.4) to develop techniques to track the processing of query state, all the way from the initial versioned index and storage layer, through the various
query operators, to the nal output.
Furthermore, we develop techniques for incrementally recomputing only those results that a failed
node was responsible for producing. Given that every operator in the query plan may be executed in
parallel across all nodes, the failure of a single node aﬀects intermediate state at all levels of the plan.
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(a) Pastry-style partitioning

(b) Totally even partitioning

Figure 4.2: Schemes for partitioning the DHT key space among the participants

Our goal is to restart the query only over the aﬀected portions of the data, and yet to ensure that the
query does not produce duplicate or incorrect answers.

4.2 Hashing-Based Substrate
Any scalable substrate for data storage in a peer-to-peer se ing needs to adopt techniques for (1) data
partitioning, (2) data retrieval, and (3) handling node membership changes, including failures. We
describe how our custom hashing-based storage layer addresses these issues, in a way that is fully
decentralized and supports multiple administrative domains.

Data Partitioning
Like most content-addressable overlay networks, we adopt a hash-based system for data placement.
Similar to previous well-known distributed hash tables (DHTs) such as Pastry (Rowstron and Druschel, 2001), we use as our key space 160-bit unsigned integers, matching the output of the SHA-1
cryptographic hash function. It is convenient to visualize the key space as a ring of values, starting at 0
and increasing clockwise until they get to 2160 − 1, at which point they over ow back to 0. Figure 4.2
shows two examples of this ring that we will discuss in more detail.
Most overlay networks assign a position in the ring to each node according to a SHA-1 hash of the
node’s IP address (forming a DHT ID). Values are placed at nodes according to the relationship with
their hash keys. In Chord, keys are placed at the node whose hashed IP address lies ahead of them
on the ring; in Pastry the keys are placed at the node with nearest hash value.

e Pastry scheme

of partitioning the key space among the participant nodes is shown in Figure 4.2a. Both of these
approaches can determine the range a node “owns” given its ID and the IDs of its neighbors.
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ese

schemes are optimized for se ings with large numbers of nodes, and assume the nodes will be more
or less uniformly distributed across the ring. Each node maintains information about the position of
a limited number of its neighbors, as it has a routing table with a number of entries logarithmic in the
membership of the DHT. DHTs, as presented so far, o en have highly nonuniform (approximately
Poisson) distributions of values among the peers. Indeed, in the gure, nodes n3 and n4 are together
responsible for more than

of the key space, while node n2 is only responsible for

of it.

e canonical approach to load imbalance in DHTs is to use many virtual nodes, also referred to as
virtual servers in, e.g., Dabek et al. (2001), at each physical node.

is makes it much more likely that

each physical node receives an approximately even fraction of the key space; even though the amount
assigned to individual virtual nodes will vary, the total amount assigned to a large number of them is
very consistent with high probability. Virtual nodes have some drawbacks, and in particular, they lead
to key space fragmentation. For our purposes, it is very advantageous to assign a single contiguous key
range to each node; in addition to reducing the size of the routing table, this improves data retrieval
performance by allowing us to colocate data at nearby DHT keys, as discussed in Section 4.3.
For this chapter, we adopt a simple solution we term totally even partitioning. We divide the key
space into evenly sized sequential ranges, one for each node, and assign the ranges in order to the
nodes, sorted by their hash ID. Such an assignment for the same network we examined for Pastrystyle partitioning is shown in Figure 4.2b; it distributes the key space, and therefore the data, uniformly among the nodes. In response to node arrival or failure, we redistribute the ranges over the
new node set.

is approach is more sensitive to churn than the Pastry approach. Pastry has what we

term partitioning resiliency: only a neighboring node’s arrival or departure causes a change to a node’s
owned range. In totally even partitioning, any node’s arrival or departure will cause a change to a
node’s owned range. Partitioning resiliency reduces the eﬀect of churn by causing less of the key
space (and therefore less data) to be moved when a node arrives or departs¹. However, in a smaller,
low-churn network the performance bene ts aﬀorded by more even data distribution outweigh the
lack of partitioning resiliency. In this chapter, we our experiments exclusively consider totally even
partitioning to explore the limits of scale-up. In Chapter 5, we will explore an alternative approach
that uses the exibility aﬀorded by data replication to oﬀer almost as good performance while restor¹It is worth noting that the use of virtual nodes can also increase the eﬀects of churn by giving each physical node
more neighboring nodes. However, it does not increase the number of data items that must be moved, only the number
of (now much smaller) sections of the key space that must be moved.
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ing partitioning resiliency.
Additionally, our partitioning approach assumes that all nodes are equally powerful, as they are
assigned the same fraction of the key space and therefore approximately the same amount of data.
is assumption holds true for the experiments (with one explicit exception) in this chapter.

e

virtual node approach can compensate for this by assigning more virtual nodes to more powerful
or be er connected nodes, making them more likely to own a larger fraction of the key space.

e

techniques of Chapter 5 will also consider node heterogeneity. For the rest of this chapter, however,
we focus on the simpler case of totally even partitioning over totally homogeneous nodes.

Data Retrieval
As mentioned above, a traditional DHT node maintains a routing table with only a limited number
of entries (typically logarithmic in the number of nodes).

is reduces the amount of state required,

enabling greater scale-up, but requires multiple hops to route data. Recent peer-to-peer research in
Gupta et al. (2004) has shown that storing a complete routing table (describing the partitioning of the
key space among all nodes) at each node provides superior performance for up to thousands of nodes,
since it provides single-hop communication in exchange for a small amount of state; we therefore
adopt this approach. Our system requires a reliable, message-based networking layer connection with
ow control. We found experimentally that, for scaling at least to one hundred nodes, maintaining a
direct TCP connection to each node was feasible. With the use of modern non-blocking I/O, a single
thread easily supports hundreds or thousands of open connections. For larger networks, a UDPbased approach could be developed to avoid the overhead of maintaining TCP’s in-order delivery
guarantees, as all of the techniques described here are independent of message ordering.

Node Arrival and Departure
Traditional DHTs deal with node arrival and departure through background replication. Each data
item is replicated at some number of nodes (known as the replication factor). In Pastry, for example,
for a replication factor r, each item is replicated at

⌊r⌋
2

nodes clockwise from the node that owns it,

and the same number counterclockwise from it, leading to r total copies. In the ring of Figure 4.2a,
if r = 3, each data item that is owned by node n1 will be replicated to n4 and n2 as well. When a
node joins, background replication slowly brings all data items that a node owns to it, as they must
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be stored at one of its neighbors. If a node leaves, each of its neighbors already has a copy of the data
that it owned, so they are ready to respond to queries for data stored at the departed node. A similar
approach works in the totally even partitioning scheme we adopt.
is approach makes an implicit assumption that all of the state at the nodes is stored in the DHT,
and therefore that any node that has a copy of a particular data item can handle requests for it. If a
node joins or fails, certain requests will suddenly be re-routed to diﬀerent nodes, which are assumed
to provide identical behavior (and hence do not get noti ed of this change).

is does not work in

the case of a distributed query processor, where in addition to persistent stored data there may be
distributed “so state” that is local to a query and is not replicated; this includes operator state, such
as the intermediate results stored in a join operator or an aggregator. If data for a particular range is
suddenly rerouted from one node to another, tuples might never “meet up” with other tuples they
should join with, or data for a single aggregate group may be split across multiple nodes, causing
incorrect results.
To solve this problem, our system works on snapshots of the routing table, which for us is the
complete partitioning of the key space, since all nodes have global knowledge of other nodes’ owned
partitions. When a participant initiates a distributed computation, it sends out a snapshot of its current routing table, which all nodes will use in processing this request.

erefore, if a new node joins

in mid-execution, it does not participate in the current computation (otherwise it may be missing important state from messages prior to its arrival). If a node fails, the query processor can detect what
data was owned by the failed node, and thus can reprocess this state (this is discussed in Section 4.4).
Our system must still handle replication of base data, which is done in a manner very similar to
that of Pastry; each data point is replicated at
node that owns it.

⌊r⌋
2

nodes clockwise and counterclockwise from the

is ensures that data can survive multiple node failures, and that in the event of a

node failure, the nodes that take over for a failed node have copies of the base data for the sections of
the ring they are newly responsible for. Unlike in Pastry, a single node arrival or departure will cause
all the ranges in the range to change slightly; this causes a membership change to be more expensive,
but we are assuming reasonable bandwidth and less frequent failures. With smaller numbers of fairly
reliable nodes, the performance bene ts of uniform distribution likely outweigh the costs of extra
shipping.
Currently we only replicate data as it is inserted into the DHT.

is has been suﬃcient for the

development and experimental analysis of our system, since we inserted data before any node fail78

ures, and failed few enough nodes that data was never lost. For completeness we plan to implement
the Bloom lter-based background replication approach of the Pastry-based PAST storage system
described in Druschel and Rowstron (2001), which can be directly applied to our context.

Using the Substrate on Cloud Services
One of the goals of our work is to be able to scale not only across the participants in the O

-

system, but also, especially as query load increases, to be able to exibly expand to incorporate
cloud computing nodes. As we describe later, O

can employ Amazon’s Elastic Comput-

ing Cloud (EC2), which provides virtual Linux nodes upon which our query processor can be easily
deployed. EC2 has several regionally distributed host sites with excellent connectivity, and we can
quite eﬃciently migrate and replicate data to the EC2 nodes and bring them up to speed.

4.3 Versioned Data Storage
Recall from our earlier discussion that O

supports a batched publish/import cycle, where

each participant stores its own updates in the CDSS, disjoint from all others.

ere is no need for

traditional concurrency control mechanisms, as con icts among concurrent updates are resolved
during the import stage (via reconciliation) by the participant. We therefore do not focus on such
techniques. While this work is motivated by the needs of O

, the system described here

supports general reliable storage of relational data, provided concurrency control is not needed.
However, there is indeed a notion of global consistency. We assign a logical timestamp (epoch)
that advances a er each batch of updates is published by a peer. When a participant performs an import or poses a distributed query, it is with respect to the data available at the speci c epoch in which
the import starts.

e participant should receive the eﬀects of all state published up to that epoch, and

no state published therea er (until its next import).

e current epoch does require some additional

synchronization. As mentioned in Section 3.4, a distributed counter, maintained through standard
techniques from distributed systems such as Paxos (Lamport, 1998) or PBFT (Castro and Liskov,
2002), is necessary for complete consistency. However, such “heavyweight” distributed consensus
protocols are only needed once during each publish/import cycle. One an epoch is associated with
this operation, all writes and reads can be relative to this epoch, using the techniques we describe
here.
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Of course, in order to support queries over versioned data, we must develop a storage and access
layer capable of managing such data.

ere are several key challenges here:

• Between database versions, we want to eﬃciently reuse storage for data values that have not
changed.
• We must track which tuples belong to the desired version of a database. Such metadata should
be co-located with the data in a way that minimizes the need for communication during query
operation.
• Each tuple must be uniquely identi able using a tuple identi er that includes its version. Yet,
for eﬃciency of computation, we must partition data along a set of key a ributes (as with a
clustered index). It must be possible to convert from the tuple ID to the tuple key, so that a
tuple can be retrieved by its ID; therefore a tuple’s hash key must be derived from (possibly a
subset of) the a ributes in its ID.
We maintain all versions of the database in a log-like structure across the participants: instead
of replacing a tuple, we simply update our records to include the new version rather than the old
version, which remains in storage. Disk space is rarely a constraint today, and the bene ts of full
versioning, such as support for historical queries, typically outweigh the drawbacks. We distribute
this log partitioned along (possibly a subset of) a tuple’s key a ributes. Tracking temporal information is an integral part of temporal databases, where it was surveyed in Özsoyoglu and Snodgrass
(1995). Associating versioned (or timestamped) information with a key is a standard approach in
both peer-to-peer systems and databases. Examples include Haeberlen et al. (2005) in the former
and Stonebraker (1987) and Buneman et al. (2002) in the la er.
Each node, therefore, may contain many versions of each tuple. If the set of nodes is in ux,
nodes may come and go between when a tuple is inserted or updated and when it is used in a query;
therefore, a node may not have the correct version of a particular tuple. We assume that background
replication is suﬃcient to ensure that each tuple exists somewhere in the system, but that it may not
exist where the standard content-addressable networking scheme can nd it. We therefore need to
be able to determine, for a particular epoch, the collection of tuple IDs that are present in a relation.
Once the system has this information, scanning a relation becomes relatively simple.
are partitioned using the DHT routing table, and sent to the nodes that own them.
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e tuple IDs

ose nodes then

probe against persistent storage to nd the full tuples associated with each ID. If the node has data for
the tuple ID, it scans that tuple. Otherwise, it must have stale data for that key, or be entirely missing
it, due to replication lag and network churn.

e node that should own the tuple therefore searches

outwards from the current node, looking rst at nodes nearby in the key space, and then at those
farther away, until it nds a copy of the data for that ID. If the tuple is eventually found in the system,
it is copied to the node that should own it and scanned there to preserve data partitioning; otherwise
we have con rmation that data has been lost due to insuﬃcient replication. Such an approach will
never suﬀer from silent failure.
A key property we adopt from CFS (Dabek et al., 2001) is that, once there is enough information
to begin a request, it is always clear what data should be present in the distributed storage layer. In
our case, this means that the current epoch has been determined by one of the distributed protocols
discussed above; in CFS, it means that the root block has been retrieved, which determines which
versions of all les will be used. In either case, stale data will never be retrieved. If expected data is
not found at the node that should own it, this is likely due to network churn.

e request can either

be retried a er background replication has moved state around, or the system can proactively try to
retrieve the missing state from other nearby nodes. Our query-oriented approach, described above,
a empts to proactively retrieve the necessary data.
e key feature of our approach to reliable storage are the two complementary storage layers.
Primary storage contains a log of all versioned tuples, tagged with version numbers. Secondary storage

contains what we term the index, which maps from versions of a relation to versions of particular
tuples that are present in that relation. Implementing primary storage directly over raw distributed
hash table is an obvious choice. As we require that the hash a ributes be a subset of the primary
key, it is possible to determine which node should store the full version of a tuple given its ID. In this
thesis, we do not consider alternate ways of storing the versioned tuple log.

ere are, however, many

possible ways of storing the index. At the limit, one could store a list of tuple IDs as a single object
in the DHT.

is could be very expensive to update, however, since any update to a relation would

require the (slightly) modi ed list of tuple IDs to be rewri en in its entirety.
We have experimented with several hierarchical implementations of the index, which introduce
a level of indirection to allow unmodi ed portions of the index to be used by a relation at multiple
epochs. We were initially inspired by lesystem i-nodes, the CFS lesystem (Dabek et al., 2001), and
log-structured lesystems, where for append operations and small changes, the page-level data in a
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large le mostly remains unchanged. Such schemes all make use of a versioned system for tracking
the contents of a le, which greatly resembles our index. With this prior work in mind, we decided
to divide a relation into multiple index pages, each of which is given a unique ID. A master record for a
relation records which index pages are used by that relation for a particular epoch. When a relation
is updated, only those index pages that are changed need to be rewri en, and a new master record
wri en out that refers to a mixture of old and new pages.

e new versions of updated tuples need

also be wri en out to primary storage, of course.
is leaves the question of how to organize tuple IDs onto index pages. If they are organized in a
particular way, we may be able to exploit that when updating or querying a relation. One option, of
course, is not to organize the index pages in any particular way.

is would make deleting or updat-

ing a relation expensive, since all index pages might have to be searched to nd the page that would
need to be updated when updating a tuple. It would, however, allow the system to cluster frequently
updated keys on the same index page, maximizing the reuse of index pages by ensuring that as many
index pages as possible remain unchanged from epoch to epoch. A second option is to sort the tuple IDs by their primary key in the relation (i.e. by their logical keys), and partition them into pages
based on that ordering, so each page holds a continuous range for the primary key.

en it is easy to

nd which page contains a key when updating or deleting a tuple, eliminating the potentially lengthy
search described above.

is approach will also potentially allow range predicates over the primary

key to be executed at the level of the index, eliminating tuples as early as possible in a scan. A third
option is to sort the tuple IDs by their ID in the DHT key space, and partition them into pages so
that each page holds a contiguous range in the key space.

is has the same bene ts for updating as

clustering the tuple IDs by their primary key, but does not allow range predicates over the primary
keys. It does, however, allow the pages to be stored near to the tuples they reference in the DHT key
space. If the number of pages is large enough and the number of nodes is small enough, then with
high probability a node will own the index pages for the tuples it owns. Preliminary experiments
showed that the bene ts of the last approach for scan performance are very high, and that performance was much be er than for the second option. We therefore cluster index pages by DHT ID in
our implementation, and all experimental results shown in this chapter use this approach.
Figure 4.3 shows the main data structures used to ensure consistency. All data structures are replicated using the underlying network substrate, so failure of any node will cause all of its functionality
to be assumed transparently by one or more neighboring nodes. All nodes in the system perform a
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Figure 4.3: Storage scheme to ensure version consistency and eﬃcient retrieval. Rounded rectangles
indicate the key used to contact each node (whose state is indicated with squared rectangles).

number of tasks based on the data stored at them. In its capacity as a data storage node, each participant holds a portion of the versioned tuple log by storing a mapping from tuple IDs (recall that this is
the primary key plus a version identi er) to full tuples; this is the primary storage mentioned above.
e hierarchical index is shared among three types of nodes.

e relation coordinator for a particular

relation at a particular epoch holds the master record for that relation and epoch, a list of the page
IDs used in that version of the index. It also holds the inverse page ID, which identi es a B+ tree that
allows the system to quickly determine which page a particular primary key would fall onto.

is is

split apart from the master record because small changes to a relation over time may not necessitate
changing the boundaries in the DHT key space between pages, and therefore the lookup tree can be
reused; it references indices in the list of page IDs instead of actual page IDs. An index node holds
index pages, keyed by page ID. Each page holds the tuple IDs for a contiguous range of the DHT key
space.

ese tuple IDs can used to probe the data storage nodes for the full version of each tuple in

the relation. Recall that we place the index node entry at the same node as the tuples it references,
by storing the index page at the middle of the range of tuple keys it encompasses.

is is why the

network substrate, as discussed in Section 4.2, assigns a large, contiguous region in the key space to
each node; it means that the vast majority of tuple keys are never sent over the network. If each node
is responsible for many smaller ranges, this is no longer the case, and performance suﬀers.

us for

most tuples the same participant is both the index node and the data storage node.
Our scheme is designed to improve update performance and reduce storage overhead by eﬃ-
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ciently supporting relatively small changes to tables. Modifying a tuple in a relation requires us to
look up the page holding the old version of the tuple using an inverse node, modify that page to include the ID of the new tuple, and write out that modi ed page as the new index page for the region
of the table surrounding the updated tuple.
ten out to the network.

e entire contents of the new tuple must also be writ-

e system then creates a new version record linking to the updated index

page, and all of the unaﬀected pages from the previous version. No modi cations happen at the data
storage nodes except to add the new version of the modi ed tuple; the previously used versions of all
other tuples continue to be referenced by the reused or updated index pages.
Example 1. Suppose we have three participants, each storing a partition of a simple, one-table data-

base, R(x, y), where x is the key and y is a non-key a ribute. Node n1 is responsible for the range
[0x00…,0x55…], n2 for [0x55…,0xAA…], and n3 [0xAA…,0x00…]. In this example, the tuple
ID is the key a ribute of a tuple and the epoch in which it was last modi ed, e.g., ⟨f, 1⟩ for R(f, a).
e index page ID consists of the relation name, the epoch in which it was last modi ed, and a unique
identi er for that relation and epoch, such as ⟨R, 1, 1⟩ for the second index page created for relation
R during epoch 1. It also includes the hash ID where the index page is stored.

In the rst epoch (epoch 0), a participant inserts the tuples R(a, b) and R(f, z); system state a er
this operation is shown in Figure 4.4a. In epoch 1, someone inserts R(b, c), R(e, e), and R(c, f) while
also changing R(f, z) to R(f, a); this is shown in Figure 4.4b. In epoch 2, someone inserts R(d, d).
e nal state of the system is shown in Figure 4.4c. All of the structures stored in the system at
epoch 2, included state from previous epochs, is shown in Figure 4.5.
Pseudocode for performing a lookup appears as Algorithm 4.1. Retrieval starts at the relation
coordinator for the requested epoch, from which a list of index nodes can be obtained. It sends a scan
request to each index node, along with any predicates that can be evaluated over the key a ributes
present in the tuple IDs (the so-called sargable predicates).

e index nodes apply all such predicates

to the list of tuples for each index page, and requests that the matching tuples be retrieved.

is

operation is highly parallelizable; the only operation done at a single node is the sending of the scan
requests, which is very fast.
Example 2. Figure 4.6 shows how the lookup procedure works for our example instance. First, the

lookup request from n2 for relation R at epoch 2 is hashed to nd the node (in this case, n1 ) that is
the relation coordinator for the relation at the desired epoch.
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e data stored there contains the list

(a) State at epoch 0

(b) State at epoch 1

(c) State at epoch 2

Figure 4.4: State of the versioned relation R at each of the epochs for Example 1. Data is partitioned
across nodes by the key (the rst a ribute), which is a subset of the Tuple ID. Redundant copies of
replicated data are not shown, nor are versions of tuples that only appear at previous epochs. e le
brackets indicate which nodes a tuple is stored on, while the right brackets indicate which index page
a tuple’s ID is on.
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Figure 4.5: All of the state stored in the system for versioned relation R a er all of the operations
described in Example 1 have taken place.

1

2

3

Figure 4.6: Lookup of relation R at epoch 2 for the example instance, as described in Example 2.
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of index pages that contain the tuple IDs for that version of the relation.

e request to scan those

pages is sent to the index nodes that contain the contents of the pages, in this case n1 and n3 .

ose

index nodes then send requests on to the data storage nodes that contain the full tuples (stored as
a mapping from Tuple ID to full tuple) to scan the desired tuples given their IDs.

e data storage

nodes then retrieve the desired tuples and return them to the requester (not shown). Note that only
two of the six Tuple IDs were actually sent over the network, due to the colocation of index pages
and tuple data.
As mentioned before, this approach avoids any possibility of seeing stale data due to replication
lag. Suppose that, for some reason, n1 had not yet received a copy of the record for R at epoch 2. It
would search other nodes nearby in the system until it found a copy before proceeding. Similarly, if
n1 had not yet received the data ⟨f, 1⟩, it would never simply return the data for ⟨f, 0⟩; it knows that

data is stale because it does not appear in the index page. It would instead try to retrieve the full tuple
for ⟨f, 1⟩ from the network before proceeding.
Algorithm 4.1 D
R
(R, e, f(k̄))
Input: R (relation), e (epoch), f(k̄) ( lter function over key k̄)
Output: Matching tuples t ∈ R satisfying f(k̄).
1: relCoord ← h(⟨R, e⟩)
2: Contact Relation Coordinator at relCoord, retrieve pageIDList
3: for page ∈ pageIDList do
4:
Ask Index node at h(⟨e, (page.max + page.min)/2⟩) to scan page page
5:
Index node retrieves page contents Tuples
6:
Index node lters Tuples with f(k̄) → fTuples
7:
for t ∈ fTuples do
8:
Index node requests that Data Storage node at h(t.key) scan the tuple t
9:
Data Storage node sends t to node that requested scan, bypassing the Index node and Relation Coordinator
10:
end for
11: end for

4.4 Reliable Query Execution
e prior section described how to achieve reliable access to mutable data in a distributed hash table.
In this section, we explore how to perform reliable processing over this data. In combination, this will
allow us to achieve correct and complete answers to queries, even under network and in the presence
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of node failures.

is is contrast to prior peer-to-peer query engines, such as PIER (Huebsch et al.,

2005) and Seaweed (Narayanan et al., 2008), which were best-eﬀort.

eir focus was on scaling to

large numbers of nodes, and do to so it was necessary to sacri ce strict consistency. In our work on
query processing for collaborative data sharing, we can exploit the fact that we are limited to a smaller
scale to ensure reliable processing. In the case of O

, this means reliable execution of the

queries that implement the update store and perform update exchange. For other distributed applications, this means any “single-block” SQL query, i.e. any query consisting of joins, scalar function
evaluation, predicate evaluation, and possibly a single level of aggregation.
As in this prior work on peer-to-peer query engines, we suﬀer from the general problems in widearea distributed systems of higher lag times, constrained bandwidth, and generally bursty communication. Like those systems, we adopt a push-driven style of distributed query processing.

e

operators at each node either receive data directly from a local scan of persistent storage, or receive
tuples as they arrive from other nodes in system.

is ensures that as much processing is done as pos-

sible given the available data, and to enables exible operator scheduling in the event of delays. Also
like PIER, most operators are partitioned-parallel, using hash ranges as the partitioning function; a
small fraction of each operator executes on each node.

is gives the system high scalability, assum-

ing a good hash function. Partitioned parallelism happens naturally for scans, given the data layout
described in the previous section. For other operators, it necessitates repartitioning to ensure that
tuples than need to end up at the same node do so. For example, in the case of a distributed join, the
tuples must be rehashed on (possibly a subset of) the join a ributes, to ensure that any tuples that
should join are able to; similarly, for an aggregation, it must be a subset of the grouping a ributes.
All data is ultimately collected at the query initiator node, which may do nal processing, such as the
last stage of aggregation, or a nal sort.

Hashing-Based Distributed Query Execution
A query plan consists of a number of operators. Most are implementations of standard relational operators, though a few are specialized to our storage layer or hashing-based partitioned-parallel databases. Our system implements the following operators:
Covering index scan retrieves data directly from the index nodes, if only key a ributes are required,

bypassing the data storage nodes.
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Distributed scan executes at both index nodes and data storage nodes, similar to in Algorithm 4.1.

e index nodes lter index pages to eliminate tuples that don’t pass a predicate over the relation’s key a ributes, and then send the passing tuple IDs to the data storage nodes.

e tuples

from each index page are stored nearby on disk, and are retrieved using the tuple IDs in a single
pass through the hash ID range for that page. Instead of being sent back to the query initiator,
the resulting tuples are pushed through the query plan.
Select implements selection on intermediate results.
Project is the standard projection operator.
Join is a pipelined hash join (Raschid and Su, 1986).
Aggregate is a a blocking, hash-based grouping operator, which supports re-aggregation of partially

aggregated intermediate results.
Ship sends the tuples it receives to the query initiator.
Rehash partitions its input among the system nodes by hashing on some subset of the tuples’ at-

tributes.
Compute-function performs scalar function evaluation, such as arithmetic or string concatenation.
Spool buﬀers its input tuples as the query initiator, so they can be retrieved once the query is n-

ished.
e query is “driven” by some combination of the leaf-level scan operators described in the table —
each is novel to our system, as it exploits the speci c versioned indexing scheme used in our storage
system. Such operators typically are run concurrently across all of the nodes in the system — each
operating on a data partition stored at those nodes.
From there, the retrieved data may be passed locally through a series of pipelined operators, such
as joins or function evaluation. Recall that most operators execute in a partitioned-parallel fashion,
meaning that a logical operator in the query plan is represented by a collection of physical operators,
one at each node, each executing over a portion of the data in the system. Processing continues using
a given partitioning of the data (i.e. using a particular subset of tuple a ributes as input to the hash
function) until the data needs to be repartitioned to enable a diﬀerent computation.
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is happens

using either a ship operator or a rehash operator.

e ship operator sends the data it receives to the

query initiator; this is needed to get the results to the spool operator that collects the results of a query.
e rehash operator repartitions its input tuples by their hash IDs in the networking substrate and
sends them to other nodes in the system. Rehashing is commonly used to enable joins or aggregation,
when a relation needs to be re-partitioned on a join or grouping key.

e rehash operator routes

tuples to a destination node by rst hashing the key using the SHA-1 hash function, then consulting
the snapshot of the query routing table described previously.
Each operator sends an end-of-stream noti cation to its parent operator when it nishes executing.
Scans can easily detect when they are done, and most other operators simply propagate an end-ofstream noti cation downstream a er they receive it (perhaps rst performing some nal computation to produce results, as in a aggregate operator). However, detecting end-of-stream with the rehash operator is slightly tricky: it cannot complete until it has acknowledgment from all downstream
nodes that they have received all of the data it sent. Once the spool operator (the root of all query
plans that holds the query results) has received an end-of-stream noti cation, all other operators
must also have nished, and so the query is complete.
We now show two examples of query plans for our system. Each is annotated with the intermediate state that might be generated during an execution of that plan. Example 3 shows how a distributed
join takes place, and Example 4 shows how a distributed aggregation takes place.
Example 3. Continuing our example of versioned storage given in Example 1, let us consider the

following query, which performs a self-join of the relation R(x,y):
SELECT x, z
FROM R r1, R r2
WHERE r1.y = r2.x

An O

query execution plan, overlaid with data from the example instance as it would ow

through the plan, is shown in Figure 4.7; we assume that node n1 posed the query and is therefore
acting as the query originator. Each node begins by scanning two copies of R, one for r1 and one
for r2.

e copy for r1 is then repartitioned on r1.y. It then joins with r2, which is already par-

titioned on with r2.x, making this a valid distributed join.

e resulting tuples are then sent to the

query originator, where they are spooled. As mentioned previously, end-of-stream noti cations will
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Figure 4.7: Distributed query plan for Example 3.
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r2

propagate up through the query plan from the leaves; when they reach the spool operator, the query
results are complete.
Example 4. Now let us consider an aggregation query. Since the relation for the previous exam-

ple contained no numeric data, let us instead consider the relation StatePop(state,region,
population).

e primary key of StatePop is state, which is also the hash key used for par-

titioning. Suppose that node n1 wished to execute the following query:
SELECT region, SUM(population)
FROM StatePop
GROUP BY region

As before, we present a distributed execution plan, overlaid with data from a possible instance; this
is shown in Figure 4.8.

is plan performs a distributed scan of the StatePop relation, which pro-

duces data partitioned by state ID.

e data is then repartitioned by hashing on the region a ribute.

Note that since there are only two regions present in the data, at least one node will not receive any
data; in that case, only n1 and n3 receive data. One the aggregate operators receive end-of-stream
noti cations from all of the scan operators, they know that they will receive no more input and can
produce their output.

ese tuples are then shipped to n1 , the query originator, which collects the

results to the query.
Of course, the queries presented in Examples 3 and 4 are relatively simple.

e each contain

only one repartitioning of the data through rehashing. More involved queries, containing multiple
joins, possibly combined with aggregation, will make considerably more use of the rehash operation
to distribute intermediate state so it can be used in a series of operators. In the examples, there were
only a few possible ways of translating the query into a query plan, and the ones chosen are intuitively
among the best. With more complex queries, where operations may be reordered and there may be
multiple partitioning schemes that make sense, the query optimizer plays a critical role in choosing
a good plan, based on data statistics and data about the participants’ capabilities. We will discuss in
more detail how it does this in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.8: Distributed query plan for Example 4.
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Architecture for Performance and Failure Detection
Several aspects of our query processing architecture are enabled by our custom hash-based substrate.
Prior work has used existing “oﬀ the shelf ” DHTs. For example, PIER uses Bamboo (Rhea et al.,
2004), while Seaweed uses Pastry. However, we additionally develop several techniques at the query
execution level that are vital for performance and correctness.
First, for eﬃciency, the query processor bene ts from the fact our substrate uses TCP to manage
connections between machines.

is allows for automatic ow control in the event of a congested

network. Of course, we could have alternatively used UDP, and implemented ow control via periodic handshaking. However, with the use of non-blocking I/O routines (to avoid the large numbers
of threads inherent in using blocking I/O over many channels), we saw no evidence that maintaining
even hundreds of open TCP connections imposed any signi cant overhead.
Second, for rapid failure detection, we use frequent UDP-based pings. While existing DHTs
also use a so-called “heartbeat” to detect node failure, they typically do not detect failures quickly
enough for our purposes. We need these noti cations of node failure to percolate quickly up to the
query execution layer, so it can compensate for them in some way. In existing DHTs, failover is o en
totally transparent to the application execution above the networking layer.
ird, for failure recovery, the query processor is given direct information about the state of the
routing tables. A snapshot of the routing tables is taken by the query initiator as it invokes the query;
recall that, as in O

all nodes have global knowledge, this is a complete snapshot of the

partitioning of the DHT key space.

is snapshot is disseminated along with the query plan to all

nodes, in order to ensure absolute consistency of the routing tables. If one or more nodes fail in the
middle of execution, the diﬀerence in the routing tables is reported back to the query initiator, such
that it can incrementally recompute only the lost portion of the query state. We describe this feature
in detail in Section 4.4.
Fourth, for performance, the query processor batches tuples into blocks by destination, compressing them (using lightweight Zip-based compression) and marshalling them in a format that exploits their commonalities.

is makes query processing much more eﬃcient than if it were built

over a DHT with many smaller messages, and reduces CPU and bandwidth use.
Finally, for correctness, each tuple is annotated with information about which source nodes supplied the data from which the tuple was derived.
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is is used to prevent duplicate answers when

recovering from a failed node.

Handling Node Membership Changes
e major challenge of reliable query processing is how to handle changes to the node set. Recall from
Section 4.2 that the query initiator takes a snapshot of the routing table (which, for us, is the complete
key space partitioning) in the system during query initiation. It disseminates this snapshot along with
the query plan so all machines will use a consistent assignment between hash values and nodes.

e

query initiator is itself deciding which participants are to participate in the query execution; this is
similar to the work performed by a distributed group membership protocol, such as in Reiter (1996)
or Birman and Joseph (1987), for example.
Node arrival

Suppose a node joins the system in the midst of execution. In a DHT, such a change immediately
aﬀects the routing of the system — and begins forwarding messages to the new node, which may
not have participated in any prior computation. In principle, one might develop special protocols
by which the new node would be “brought up to speed” by its neighbors. However, this becomes
quite complex when multiple nodes join at diﬀerent times. Instead, we let the query complete on its
initial set of nodes, and only make use of the new node when a fresh query (with a new routing table
snapshot) is invoked.

is approach provides simplicity and avoids expensive synchronization.

Node departure or failure

Our use of TCP connections between nodes is o en adequate to detect network partition or a node
failure; we assume complete system failure, or at least a crash of our so ware running on the system,
rather than incorrect operation. If a sending node (and query operator) drops its connection before
sending an end-of-stream message, or a receiving node drops its connection before query completion, then this represents a failure. As mentioned previously, the system also performs periodic ping
operations in the background to detect a machine to which the TCP connection (at least appears to)
remain open, but which on which our distributed query processor is no longer successfully running,
perhaps due to a so ware crash. In either case, ignoring the failure at the node or connectivity failure
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between the node and the rest of the system will lead to missing or possibly incorrect answers.

is

leads us to the problem of recomputation, described in the next subsection.

Recovery from Failure
Our system supports two forms of recovery from failure. One option, upon detecting a node failure,
is to terminate and and restart any in-process queries. Assuming low failure rates, we will ultimately
get the answers this way; the indexing structure described in Section 4.3 will ensure that the scans in
the restarted query are correct, and therefore, unless another node fails, the query will complete with
accurate results.

is approach is straightforward to implement in O

, since we can detect

which queries are still in- ight — in contrast to systems like PIER.
When failure during query execution is more likely, as in longer-lived queries running on large
numbers of nodes, be er performance (i.e. correct query answers are returned sooner) might be
obtained by performing incremental recomputation, where we only repeat the computations aﬀected
by the failed node, using a diﬀerent node that has data replicated from the failed one.

e key chal-

lenge here is that simply recomputing will likely result in the creation of some number of duplicate
tuples — which in turn will either lead to duplicate answers or (in many cases) to incorrect aggregate
results.
A er a failure, any derived state in the system that originated from the failed nodes is likely to be
inconsistent, due to propagation and computation delays. We can re-invoke the computation from
the failed nodes and then remove duplicate answers, or instead we can remove all state derived from
the failed nodes’ data before performing the recomputation. We adopt the la er approach due to the
diﬃculty of detecting which tuples are duplicates. As was hinted at previously, this means we must
track which intermediate and nal results are derived from data processed at one of the failed nodes.
We tag each tuple in the system with the set of nodes that have processed it (or any tuple used to
create it), and maintain these sets of nodes as the tuples propagate their way through the operator
graph. As we validate experimentally, this can be done with minimal overhead. Granted, even some
overhead will probably increase the average time to query completion, if failures are rare; however,
in many instances we feel that having less variable query execution times, and in particular reducing
the maximum time it may take to execute a query, is worth a slight increase in the average execution
time.
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We divide incremental recomputation into four stages.
1. Determine change in assignment of ranges to nodes. When a node or set of nodes fail, other
nodes “inherit” a portion of the hash key space from failed nodes.

e query initiator computes

a new routing table from the original one, assigning the ranges owned by the failed nodes to
remaining ones. If the failed nodes’ data is available on more than one replica, the initiator will
evenly divide among them the task of recomputing the missing answers.
2. Drop all intermediate results dependent on data from the failed nodes. To prevent duplicate
answers, we scan the internal state of all operators and discard any tuples that are tagged as
having passed through a failed node (we term these tainted tuples). It is critical that any state not
dependent on the failed nodes remains available.

is is easy to accomplish with join operator

state. For aggregate operators, we partition each group into sub-groups that summarize the
eﬀects of all of the tuples for each possible set of contributing nodes, and drop the sub-groups
for failed nodes. While the number of subgroups is exponential in the number of rehashes
(for n nodes and m rehashes,

∑m+1 (n)
k=1

k

), this number is typically small; critically, it does not

depend on the number of input tuples. Tuples that are in ight between operators (or crossing
the network) must also be ltered in this way.
3. Restart leaf-level operations for the failed nodes’ hash key space ranges. We restart leaf-level
operations such as tablescans, re-producing any data that would have originated at the failed
nodes. As the data propagate through the system, they will be re-processed against the data
from other nodes, generating all join and grouping results dependent on them.
4. Re-create data that was sent to the failed nodes’ hash key space ranges. Additionally, any
data that was sent to a failed node was either lost when the node failed or has become tainted
by passing through the node and will therefore be discarded. Now all data that was to have
been sent to the failed nodes must be retransmi ed. If an operator maintains an in-memory
snapshot of all data necessary to re-produce its answers (as with a pipelined hash join) this is
relatively eﬃcient. For more costly operations such as tablescans, we add a cache of their output
data, at the downstream rehash or ship operator. It is easy to detect which of the reproduced
tuples would have been sent to a failed node by consulting the query’s original routing table.
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Perhaps the most diﬃcult task in recovery is avoiding race conditions that lead to subtly incorrect query results. We have chosen to divide computation into phases corresponding to the initial
execution, followed by successive incremental recovery invocations. Each tuple gets tagged with a
phase. As each stateful operator processes a recovery message, it purges tainted data and increments
its phase counter. All tuples it (re)produces are in this new phase.

is allows the system to diﬀeren-

tiate between old, in- ight data from a failed node and new, recomputed results from recovery.

Query Optimizer
e focus of this chapter is on the distributed execution engine of O

, but we brie y de-

scribe its optimizer. It currently handles single-block SQL queries, including function evaluation and
aggregation. It adopts the Volcano (Graefe, 1990) transformational model, using top-down enumeration of plans with memoization, and employing branch-and-bound pruning to discard alternative
query plans when their cost exceeds the cost of a known query plan. Our optimizer considers bushy
as well as linear query plans. It relies on information (previously computed and stored) about machine CPU and disk performance, as well as pairwise bandwidth.

e optimizer estimates costs by

assuming that each horizontally partitioned relation will be evenly distributed by the storage layer
across all nodes. It then estimates the cost of a subplan by considering the cost at the slowest node
or link that must be used at each stage — in a sense estimating the worst-case expected completion
time of each operation.

4.5 Experimental Evaluation
We begin by brie y describing our implementation, which has been under development for more
than two years. Our execution engine is implemented in approximately 50,000 lines of Java. It uses
BerkeleyDB Java Edition 3.3.69 for persistent storage of data. We conducted most experiments on a
16-node cluster of dual-core 2.4GHz Xeon machines with 4GB

M running Fedora 10, connected

by Gigabit Ethernet. To study performance at scale, we used up to 100 2GHz dual core nodes from
Amazon’s EC2 cloud computing service.
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Workload
Queries that are generated from schema mappings, as in data exchange and collaborative data sharing
systems, are primarily select-project-join queries that vary from domain to domain, and are seldom
publicly available. Alexe et al. (2008) developed a new benchmark suite, STBenchmark, which creates synthetic data exchange schema mappings along a variety of dimensions. We ran the STBenchmark instance and mapping generator with the default parameters, but with the nesting depth set to
zero to produce relational data. We varied the size of each generated relation from 100K to 1.6M tuples (the maximum the ToXGene data generator could produce due to memory constraints). Except
for one eld, all STBenchmark tables are wide relations containing many 25-character variable length
strings (which are not necessarily representative of typical data exchange se ings). Nonetheless, we
selected a representative subset of the STBenchmark mapping scenarios to study:
1. Copy, which retrieves an entire 7-a ribute relation,
2. Select, which retrieves the tuples from a 6-a ribute relation that satisfy a simple integer inequality predicate,
3. Join, which combines a 7-, a 5-, and a 9-a ribute relation by joining them on two a ributes,
4. Concatenate, which retrieves a 6-a ribute relation, concatenates three of those a ributes together, and returns the result along with the remaining three a ributes, and
5. Correspondence, which retrieves a 7-a ribute relation and uses a correspondence table to add
an integer-valued ID based on two of the input a ributes to the result.
e last query used a Skolem function (ID generator) in the output, which we replaced with a value
correspondence table, which is typical of data integration se ings.
To add diversity and scale to our data and queries, we also experimented with the standard TPCH OLAP benchmark for the following reasons:
1. it scales to a variety of sizes, enabling us to consider dataset scalability,
2. it contains a diverse set of queries, enabling us to identify diﬀerent performance factors, and
3. it is a well-understood and standard benchmark for comparison.
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We used the standard TPC-H data generator to create source data at several scale factors, and we
selected the TPC-H queries meeting the single-SQL-block requirement of our optimizer. We distributed the 8 TPC-H tables by partitioning on their key a ribute ( rst key a ribute, if more than
one a ribute was present). Two of the tables, Nation and Region, were small enough that we replicated
them at each node; together they take up less than 3KB on disk. We use TPC-H queries 1, 3, 5, 6,
and 10, and measure running time to completion of the full query. Queries 1 and 6 are aggregation
queries over the Lineitem table; Q1 performs a distributed aggregation followed by re-aggregation
at the query coordinator, while Q6 only performs an aggregation at the coordinator. Queries 3, 5,
and 10 are 3-way, 6-way, and 4-way joins, respectively, followed by aggregation.
While we feel that the distributed storage and computation approaches described in this chapter
are potentially applicable to a variety of problems, they were developed with a distributed implementation the O

CDSS in mind. In such an implementation, the query and storage layer

would provide a distributed implementation of the update store, the log of all transactions. It is also
responsible for executing the SQL queries that arise from the update exchange process, and for evaluating trust conditions over translated transactions. Given that there are no actual collaborative data
sharing instances in production use, and in fact the implementation of O

over this new

storage layer is not complete, we feel that the data integration queries from STBenchmark and the
many-way joins and aggregations provided by TPC-H give a representative sample of the kinds of
queries that our system will eventually have to execute.
All measurements were taken a er results converged to a stable range of values; this is done to ensure warm caches and to avoid invoking the Java JIT compiler, which otherwise adds a large amount
of noise. We present the mean of ve runs, and show 95% con dence intervals for the mean for all
data points

Performance in the Local Area
We rst study the performance of our engine over our cluster’s local network (running at the full
Gigabit speed), to see how the architecture scales.
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Figure 4.9: Running time: STBenchmark, 800K tuples/relation, 1-16 nodes. Performance continues to improve as the number of nodes increases.
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Figure 4.10: Running time: TPC-H Scale Factor 0.5, 1-16 nodes. Execution times continue to decrease as the number of nodes is increased.
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Figure 4.11: Normalized running time: STBenchmark, 800K tuples/relation, 1-16 nodes. e normalized time shown, the product of execution time and the number of nodes, would be at if the
system scaled perfectly. As shown, join queries scale worse than other queries, but all bene t from
adding additional nodes.
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Figure 4.12: Normalized running time: TPC-H Scale Factor 0.5, 1-16 nodes. e normalized time
shown, the product of execution time and the number of nodes, would be at if the system scaled
perfectly. All queries scale somewhat well, though Q10 and Q5 rehash more data and therefore scale
less data than the others.
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Scaling Nodes

Figure 4.9 shows execution times for STBenchmark (at 800,000 tuples/relation) for 1 to 16 physical nodes, while Figure 4.10 shows times for TPC-H queries over the 500MB data set (scale factor
0.5). Ideally, the running times would be halved each time we double the number of nodes. Our
results come very close to matching this expectation for all of the TPC-H queries and about half of
the STBenchmark queries. In the other STBenchmark queries (in particular Copy), so much data
is returned (because the tuples consist of many long strings), that collecting the results at the query
initiator becomes a bo leneck. With 16 nodes, all but 0.1 sec of the Copy query is spent transmi ing
and receiving the results. We conducted separate experiments to verify that performance is mostly
limited by network bandwidth, with some additional performance degradation due to the unmarshalling and storage at the query initiator. All queries continue to show some performance improvement as the number of processing nodes increases.
If scaling were perfect, the product of the number of nodes and the execution time, which we
term the normalized running time, would be constant. We present normalized running times for the
experiment just described in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. As one might expect, there is overhead in scaling
to larger numbers of nodes, in addition to the bene t of increased parallelism demonstrated above;
the lines in these gures are not constant. However, they are not steep, showing that the overhead
is not too great. Also as one might expect, the queries that exchange data between nodes to perform a join (Q3, Q5 and Q10 for TPC-H, and Join and Correspondence for STBenchmark) have
more overhead, as exchanging data is a many-to-many operation that becomes more complex as the
number of nodes increases; more network connections are used, and the routing table consulted to
determine where tuples should be sent becomes larger. It is important to remember, though, that as
shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, there is still bene t to increasing the number of nodes.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the total network traﬃc while executing these queries, and Figures
4.15 and 4.16 show the per-node traﬃc. As expected, the network traﬃc increases as we scale up
the number of nodes, but not dramatically so, and the per-node traﬃc (a er rising signi cantly when
we move from single-node computation to distributed operation) continues to decrease as nodes are
added to the system.
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Figure 4.13: Network traﬃc: STBenchmark, 800K tuples/relation, 1-16 nodes. Network traﬃc
increases as the number of nodes increases, but plateaus.
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Figure 4.14: Network traﬃc: TPC-H Scale Factor 0.5, 1-16 nodes. Network traﬃc increases as the
number of nodes increases, but plateaus.
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Figure 4.15: Per-node network traﬃc: STBenchmark, 800K tuples/relation, 1-16 nodes. Per-node
network traﬃc continues to decrease as the number of nodes increases.
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Figure 4.16: Per-node network traﬃc: TPC-H scale factor 0.5, 1-16 nodes. Per-node network traﬃc
continues to decrease as the number of nodes increases.
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Figure 4.17: Running time vs. data size, STBenchmark, 8 nodes. For selection and foreign-key joins,
performance is linear in the amount of data, as expected.
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Figure 4.18: Running time vs. data size, TPC-H, 8 nodes. For selection and foreign-key joins followed by aggregation, performance is linear in the amount of data, as expected.
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Figure 4.19: Network traﬃc vs. data size, STBenchmark, 8 nodes. For selection and foreign-key
joins, network traﬃc is linear in the amount of data, as expected.
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Figure 4.20: Network traﬃc vs. data size, TPC-H, 8 nodes. For selection and foreign-key joins
followed by aggregation, network traﬃc is linear in the amount of data, as expected.
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Figure 4.21: Running time vs. per-node bandwidth, 8 nodes, TPC-H scale factor 4. Performance
is severely constrained by available bandwidth only at lower bandwidths. At connection speeds reasonable for a corporate or academic network, bandwidth is not a limiting factor.

Scaling Data Set Size

We next consider the eﬀects of scaling the data. Figure 4.17 shows execution times for STBenchmark on the 16-node cluster for 100K to 1.6M tuples/relation, and Figure 4.18 shows the same for
the TPC-H queries over the 8-node cluster while varying the data size from 250MB to 4GB (scale
factors 0.25 to 4). Figures 4.19 and Figure 4.20 show total network traﬃc for the same scenarios.
Execution times and network traﬃc for all queries scale approximately linearly in the size of the data,
as one would expect since there are only foreign-key joins and the data is fairly evenly distributed.
We conclude that our system scales well on a LAN, and move on to consider other network se ings.

Performance over a Simulated Wide Area Network
We next consider possible variations on Internet connectivity among compute nodes. We made use
of the traﬃc shaping and network emulation features built into recent versions of Linux to simulate various parameter changes. Speci cally, we used NetEm to delay outgoing packets, simulating a
higher latency network, and we used the HTB queue discipline to simulate a lower bandwidth network. Here we focus on the TPC-H benchmark, since STBenchmark, due to its large strings, becomes increasingly bandwidth-constrained at the query initiator, and since we feel its data is actually
less representative than TPC-H’s.
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Figure 4.22: Running time vs. added network latency, 16 nodes, TPC-H scale factor 1. Only extremely high latency has a signi cant impact on query performance.

Limited Bandwidth Se ings.

Our experimental results, shown in Figure 4.21, demonstrate that while performance suﬀers in very
low-bandwidth connections, execution times are degraded but reasonable for the bandwidths likely
to be available between academic, institutional, or corporate users (> 400 kB/sec). Queries 1 and
6, which perform no rehash operations and therefore send much less data over the network, are less
impacted than queries 3, 5, and 10, which join multiple relations and rehash data while doing so.
Higher Latency Se ings.

We also performed a series of experiments to determine the eﬀects of added latency on query execution performance. For these experiments, we used 16 cluster nodes and TPC-H scale factor 1. Since
the nodes are on a high-speed LAN, the latency of the physical network is ≪ 1 ms, so the added
latency is by far the dominant factor in the experiments. Figure 4.22 shows the eﬀect of increasing
latency uniformly on query performance.

e eﬀect of realistic (≤ 200 ms) latencies was minimal.

Figure 4.23 shows the eﬀects of adding high latency at some nodes.

e query initiator is always

the last node to be slowed, which explains the large increase from 15 nodes to 16 nodes. In general,
the system is only sensitive to higher latency at the query initiator or if many of the nodes are high
latency; a single high latency node has very limited eﬀects on performance. Figure 4.24 shows the
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Figure 4.23: Running time vs. number of higher-latency nodes, 16 nodes, TPC-H scale factor 1.
eﬀect of latency on performance is most strongly correlated with the highest latency node.
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Figure 4.25: Running time vs. number of slow nodes running at 100 KB/sec, 16 nodes, TPC-H
scale factor 1. Fast nodes run at 1600 KB/sec. is experiment validates that the slowest node is the
dominant factor in determining running time. Marks on the 1 node bars indicate the performance
of a modi ed routing table that assigns
as much of the key space to the slow node as to all other
nodes; this shows that balancing the routing table by available bandwidth compensates for slower
nodes quite eﬀectively.

eﬀect of non-constant added latency on system performance. Here the latency of each outgoing IP
packet was normally distributed, with a mean of 100 milliseconds.

e gure shows the eﬀect of

changing the variance of the added latency. As before, the system is resilient to unstable conditions;
increasing the variability caused only a small decrease in query performance.
Validation that Worst-Case Governs Performance

In our optimizer, we assumed that worst-case CPU and network performance governs system performance. To determine if this is correct, we ran the following experiment. While keeping the remaining
nodes at 1600 kB/sec, we limited some of the nodes to 100 kB/sec and measured query performance;
the last node to be reduced to the slower bandwidth was the query initiator. Figure 4.25 shows that
having only one node limited to the slower transmission rate greatly reduces query performance;
from there on the eﬀect is not very pronounced.

is con rms our approximation that the slowest

node will limit overall performance.
It seemed likely that we could improve performance, at least for a few slower nodes, by adjusting
the ranges in the DHT key space so that the slower nodes were responsible for less data. We therefore modi ed the routing table for the case with one slow node so that the slow node is responsible
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for

of the key space (

of the key space, or

of what it was before), and each of the remaining

of what it was before.

een nodes for

e results are the single data points overlaid on Fig-

ure 4.25. Encouragingly, the execution times for this “weighted” scenario come very close to those for
the case where all of the nodes are fast. Performing such tuning in an automatic fashion is a therefore
a promising avenue for future research, and we propose such work in Chapter 5.

Scalability to Larger Numbers of Nodes
Since we have a limited number of local machines in our cluster, we next tried several alternatives to
scale to higher numbers. Our initial eﬀorts were with the PlanetLab network testbed — but disappointingly, we found that most nodes here were severely underpowered and overloaded, and diskand memory-intensive tasks like ours were constantly thrashing, resulting in inconsistent and uninformative results.
Instead, we leased virtual nodes from Amazon’s EC2 service — something we envision O

-

’s user base doing as needed. Amazon has data centers geographically distributed across the
world, so round-trip times are short and bandwidth is high. We used EC2’s “large” instances with
7.5GB

M, and a virtualized dual-core 2GHz Opteron CPU; this is more memory than is needed,

but the next smaller EC2 instance size had too li le

M. We experimented with the TPC-H sce-

nario, as performance on STBenchmark at the data sizes we could generate was either too fast to be
measured reliably or dominated by the cost of collecting the results at the query initiator.
We varied the number of total participants in the se ing from 10 to 100, using TPC-H scale
factor 10 (10GB data). Network traﬃc results, shown in Figures 4.26 and 4.27, are similar to the
results shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.16 for smaller numbers of nodes. Execution times are shown in
Figure 4.28. As before, increasing the number of nodes leads to a dramatic decrease in execution time.
Figure 4.29 shows normalized execution times, again by considering the product of the number of
nodes and the execution time; if our system scaled perfectly, the line would be totally at. We see that
some queries perform signi cantly faster (on a normalized basis) as the number of nodes increases
from ten to forty or so.

is is because a greater fraction of the TPC-H relations can be cached in

memory; observe that Q1 and Q6, which read data only from the Lineitem relation (which ts into the
cache at all numbers of nodes) do exhibit this behavior. A er this, the per-node overhead increases,
and we see less than perfect scaling as we move from forty to 100 nodes; however, the scaling is still
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Figure 4.26: Total traﬃc on 10 to 100 EC2 nodes, TPC-H scale factor 10. Overall network traﬃc
increases only gradually as the number of node increases.
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Figure 4.27: Per-node traﬃc on 10 to 100 EC2 nodes, TPC-H scale factor 10. Per-node traﬃc continues to drop as the number of nodes grows.
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Figure 4.28: Execution time on 10 to 100 EC2 nodes, TPC-H scale factor 10. Adding more nodes
continues to improve execution time.
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Figure 4.29: Normalized execution time on 10 to 100 EC2 nodes, TPC-H scale factor 10. e normalized time shown, the product of execution time and the number of nodes, would be at if the
system scaled perfectly. While the system does not scale perfectly, the normalized execution times
increase slowly relative to the increase in the number of nodes, due to routing and distribution overhead. e initial decrease in normalized execution time for certain queries is due to the entire working
set of tables for those queries ing into the nodes’ caches.
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Figure 4.30: Total traﬃc on a mix of EC2 and cluster nodes, TPC-H scale factor 2. Network traﬃc
increases slowly as we increase the system size.
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Figure 4.31: Per-node traﬃc on a mix of EC2 and cluster nodes, TPC-H scale factor 2. Per-node
traﬃc continues to fall as we increase the system size.

good, as shown by the fact that running times continue to decrease in Figure 4.28, and by the slope
of the lines in Figure 4.29.

is experiment validates the scalability of our system to large numbers

of nodes.
We also experimented with a mix of EC2 nodes and machines from our cluster. For this experiment, we employed EC2’s “small” instances with 1.7GB
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M, and a virtualized CPU that is nom-
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Figure 4.32: Execution time on a mix of EC2 and cluster nodes, TPC-H scale factor 2. Increasing
system size continues to result in improved performance.

inally a 2.5 GHz Opteron but varies in performance. For smaller numbers of nodes (up to 30), we
used an equal number of cluster nodes and EC2 nodes; for larger numbers, we used 30 cluster nodes
and the rest came from EC2. To accommodate the relatively small about of

M in the EC2 nodes,

we used TPC-H scale factor 2. Total and per-node network traﬃc is shown in Figures 4.30 and 4.31,
and execution time in Figure 4.32.

e trends are very similar to to trends for experiments using ex-

clusively EC2 nodes, shown in Figures 4.26, 4.27, and 4.28.

ese results con rm the ability of our

system to scale to large numbers of nodes in a real-world se ing with geographically diverse nodes.

Failure and Recomputation
Finally, we study recovery when a node fails or becomes unreachable. One option is to abort the
query and restart it over the remaining nodes.

e other is to use the remaining nodes to recompute

the “lost” results. Our experiments used 8 nodes and TPC-H scale factor 2.
Incremental Recomputation versus Total Restart

To explore the trade-oﬀs between incremental recomputation versus full restart, we rst ran a series of
experiments using Q1(a selection and aggregation query) and Q10 (which performs three joins followed by an aggregation), chosen to represent the two classes of TPC queries we studied. We started
each query and at varying points a er the start of the query (before it nished) we caused one of the
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Figure 4.33: Running times for Q1 and Q10 with a failure with and without incremental recovery, 8
nodes, TPC-H scale factor 2. e failure occurred a er the number of seconds shown on the x axis.
As shown, regardless of when the failure occurred, incremental recovery is signi cantly faster than
restart.

nodes to fail. To avoid giving incremental recomputation an unfair advantage, we recompute using
the same routing tables (which spreads the range of the failed node evenly over the nodes holding its
replicated data). Figure 4.33 shows performance results for Q1 and Q10. In both cases, incremental
recovery outperforms aborting and restarting by approximately 20%, validating the approach. Execution is slow for both techniques (compared to no failure) due to the cache misses inherent when a
new node takes over a portion of the substrate key space.
Overhead of Incremental Recomputation

Incremental recomputation requires more data to be stored and sent over the network (to track the
provenance of intermediate results), and requires that all intermediate results be kept around until
the end of the query. Clearly, if this adds signi cant overhead to an average query, it may actually
be preferable to restart a er nodes fail. We measured the overhead of incremental recovery support
on the TPC-H queries, which we brie y summarize here. Execution time overhead for each query
is shown in Figure 4.34, while network traﬃc overhead is shown in Figure 4.35. As expected, recovery support slightly increased execution time: queries ran from 2%-7% slower. Network traﬃc
increased by negligible amounts, at most 2% (for Q10). In our view, this overhead is low enough
to make it worthwhile if there is a reasonable expectation of node failure — particularly for longrunning queries where the cost of restart may be high. Such an expectation goes up as more nodes
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Figure 4.34: Execution time overhead of incremental computation, TPC-H scale factor 2, 8 nodes.
Adding support for incremental recovery results in a small increase in execution time if there is no
failure, mainly due to the cost of maintaining the per-tuple annotations holding the contributing node
sets.
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Figure 4.35: Network traﬃc overhead of incremental recovery, TPC-H scale factor 2, 8 nodes.
Adding the per-tuple annotations needed for incremental recovery results in only a change in the
amount of network traﬃc. We a ribute the decrease in traﬃc for Q3 to experimental error arising
from the eﬀects of thread scheduling and buﬀering prior to transmi ing data across the network.
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join (and query running times go down, reducing the overall amount of overhead). Also, if query
performance is limited by available network bandwidth, incremental recovery becomes almost free
due to the low network overhead, and restarting becomes more expensive. Finally, we also feel that
in many situations predictable query performance is more important that average query performance. If
we can signi cantly reduce the worst-case running time at a small cost to the average case, this may
lead to be er perceived performance, especially in a user interactive system.

4.6 Conclusions and Analysis
is chapter has shown how to provide a reliable peer-to-peer storage and query execution engine for
a CDSS.

is involves a richer networking substrate, novel diﬀerential indexing schemes to guaran-

tee the correct versions of all tuples are used during processing, and a query evaluator that is carefully
matched to this substrate. We developed techniques for handling failures through incremental or
full recomputation, and showed the trade-oﬀs between these approaches. We experimentally validated the performance of our approach in a variety of se ings. We experimentally demonstrated
the need for load balancing in heterogeneous peer-to-peer networks, and validated a potential solution by manually altering the key space partitioning to favor more powerful nodes. We will explore
automatic means of performing such load balancing, and address short comings of the totally even
partitioning scheme we used here, as part of a more general approach in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Load Balancing
Real peer-to-peer and cloud systems contain many nodes of varying capabilities, varying background
loads, or both. Some are be er connected to the Internet, some are more computationally powerful,
some have faster disks, some have more memory, some also perform other tasks, and so on.
peer-to-peer query processor for O

e

presented in Chapter 4 did not take this into account.

It implicitly assumed that all nodes were equally powerful when it assigned equal portions of the distributed hash table key space to each node in the range partitioning scheme described in Section 4.2;
this ensured that no node was assigned more than its “fair share” of the data, assuming it is uniformly
distributed throughout the key space.

is provided optimal performance in the case that the nodes

were equally powerful and performing no other tasks, which was the scenario used in the experimental evaluation in Section 4.5.
Unfortunately, this scenario is not likely to occur in practice. In a wide-scale distributed system,
diﬀerences in network connectivity are more or less inevitable, and hardware heterogeneity is also to
be expected. Especially in the case of an ad hoc cloud of user-supplied nodes, background load due
to existing use of hardware resources is also very likely. An experiment described in Figure 4.25 of
Section 4.5 showed that the least powerful (in this case, lowest bandwidth) node was a limiting factor
in query processing performance.

is gure also shows the result of a preliminary experiment, in

which the amount of the key space assigned to each node is weighted by its available bandwidth.
With this tweak, the performance of a system with one slow node was very close to the default evenly
balanced performance when all nodes were at the same faster speed.

is promising result is part of

the motivation for this chapter: intuitively, assigning more of the key space to more capable nodes
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will result in be er performance, solving the problem of node heterogeneity.
Additionally, the totally even partitioning used in the previous chapter violated several traditional
properties of peer-to-peer networks. In traditional DHTs like Pastry Rowstron and Druschel (2001)
and Chord Stoica et al. (2001), a node arrival or departure only changes the key space partitions
owned by nodes that are “nearby” in the key space to the ID of arriving or departing node. In the
even partitioning proposed in Section 4.2, any node arrival or departure will cause some change to
all other nodes; in smaller networks, the amount of change can be very large. We would like to explore

ways to retain Pastry and Chord’s partitioning resiliency property while also ensuring the partitioning
has other desirable properties, like evenness or being skewed towards more capable nodes.
A third shortcoming of the even range partitioning was that it didn’t account for data skew, and the
resulting load skew. Hashing with a suﬃciently good hash function does a nice job of compensating
for range-based skew, or various other kinds of skew (say a bias towards even numbered IDs, or names
that end in an ‘s,’ or many other properties). However, it cannot compensate for large numbers of data
items with the same DHT ID; this is possible in our system, and perhaps even likely, if a relation has
a compound primary key.

is situation leads to a non-uniform data item density in the DHT key

space, meaning that even range partitioning may still lead to a non-even partitioning of data items. We
would like to explore ways to compensate for this issue of data skew as we solve the aforementioned
problems of node heterogeneity and partitioning resiliency.
ese three problems with partitioning motivated us to entirely rethink the partitioning scheme
used in Chapter 4. In this chapter, we replace that partitioning scheme (while leaving the rest of the
system unchanged) with a new approach to partitioning that exploits the replicated property of the
data in the system. Since each data item is stored at multiple nodes, the system has some exibility at
query execution time as to how to allocate nodes to regions of the DHT key space. If we exploit this
exibility in a suﬃciently clever fashion, we can nd a uni ed solution to these three problems.
is chapter is structured as follows:
• Section 5.1 describes in detail how replication aﬀords us partitioning exibility.
• Section 5.2 begins with an introduction of constrained optimization as a class of problems, and
then states the operations a constraint solver must support in order for our approach to work.
• Sections 5.2 and 5.2 show how we cast partitioning optimization as a constrained optimization
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problem, and consider both node heterogeneity and data skew.
• Section 5.2 gives a concrete example of the type of constrained optimization programs generated for input into the Minion constraint solver.
• Section 5.3 explores the amount of imbalance present in the base partitionings created by
Pastry-style partitioning, and shows how much our approach can reduce that under a variety
of se ings.
• Section 5.3 explores how performance of the O

query processor on a variety of

OLAP and schema mapping queries is aﬀected by partitioning optimization, and shows the
eﬀect of partitioning optimization on data skew.
• Section 5.3 compares performance of O

with several traditional RDBMSs.

While we defer a full discussion of related work to Section 6.4, we brie y discuss here the reason
that the standard techniques for load balancing from the literature do not apply.

e canonical ap-

proach to load balancing in distributed hash tables is that of virtual servers, introduced in the context
of Chord’s distributed le system CFS (Dabek et al., 2001). In this approach, each physical node in
the system runs many virtual nodes, each with its own node ID and own partition of the DHT key
space. If there are enough virtual nodes at each physical node, with high probability each physical
node will have an approximately even share of the key space assigned to it by all of its virtual nodes.
More powerful physical nodes can be made more likely to receive a large fraction of the key space by
running more virtual servers.

e approach breaks down in our context because of the locality as-

sumptions (described in Section 4.3) between index pages and the tuples they reference; preliminary
experiments showed that performance using various numbers of virtual nodes at each physical node
for a 16-node system oﬀered performance so dramatically worse than the even partitioning used in
the previous chapter that we did not study it further. Our system stores index pages near referenced
tuples in the DHT key space, making it likely that the index pages are never sent over the network. If
we assign each node many smaller discontiguous regions of the key space, more of the index pages are
sent over the network, and performance suﬀers.

erefore, we need a balancing solution that assigns

each node a contiguous region of the key space, to minimize this source of network overhead.
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(a) Pasty Ownership Assignment

Figure 5.1: Partitioning of the DHT key space.

(b) Pastry Replicated Data Assignment

e data is replicated with replication factor r = 3.

5.1 Partitioning Flexibility
Recall that Pastry-style partitioning uses a circular DHT key space (from 0 to 2160 − 1) which wraps
around. Each node has an ID in the DHT key space, typically the hash of it’s IP address (or IP address
and some unique local identi er, such as TCP port, if multiple virtual nodes are being run on the
same physical node).

ese nodes are then placed onto the DHT key space ring, and each node is

responsible for, or “owns,” the region of the key space closer to it than to its neighbors.

is is shown

in Figure 5.1a. If data is then replicated with a replication factor r, each data item (and therefore each
portion of the key space) is stored at r − 1 other nodes as well, for a total of r copies. In this chapter,
we assume that r is always odd, and that each data item is replicated at
from the node that owns it, and r−1
2 node clockwise as well.

r−1
2

nodes counterclockwise

is leads to the overlapping assignment

of regions of the DHT key space (for purposes of data storage) to nodes as shown in Figure 5.1b.
In a DHT-based storage system and query processor such as ours, the partitioning of the key
space is used both to determine where persistent data is retrieved from persistent storage, and how
intermediate results are partitioned. Each region of the key space must be assigned to exactly one
node. One such assignment in shown in Figure 5.1a. Note, however, that this assignment is rather
lopsided.
De nition 9 (Routing Imbalance). We use the routing imbalance metric as a measure of the quality of
a partitioning.

e routing imbalance is the largest action of the key space assigned to one node divided by

the action assigned to each node in a perfectly even assignment; this is equivalent to the largest action times
n, the total number of nodes. Since in any assignment one node must be responsible for at least
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1
n

of the key

space, and can be responsible for at most all of it, the routing imbalance ranges om one to n. If all nodes in
a system are equally powerful, the node that is assigned to the largest action of the key space, and therefore
has more work routed to it, is typically the bo leneck; therefore higher routing imbalance is strongly correlated
with the execution time of a query. For the time being we assume homogeneous nodes, and will address node
heterogeneity shortly.

We can use the routing imbalance to quantify how lopsided the partitioning in Figure 5.1a is.
From the node IDs, for Pastry-style partitioning we can determine that n1 owns the region [0x00…,
0x25…), n2 the region [0x25…,0x35…), n3 the region [0x35…,0x90…), and n4 the region
[0x90…,0x00…). n4 therefore owns

7
16

≈ 0.44 of the key space, giving a routing imbalance of

1.75. If the nodes are equally powerful, this partitioning would lead to much worse performance
than the totally even partitioning we used in Chapter 4, since n4 in particular would be overloaded,
and n2 in particular would be underloaded.
Since we have commi ed to preserving the property of partitioning resiliency, we cannot directly
apply the techniques of even partitioning from Section 4.2 for all operations. Scans of persistent storage must occur where a copy of the data is stored. We could, in principle, adopt even partitioning for
all operations that take place a er a scan, but use Pastry-style partitioning for base data.

is com-

plexity of multiple partitionings per query has several drawbacks. First, it signi cantly increases the
complexity of the system, and would have required extensive modi cation to our existing codebase.
Second, it reduces the potential for exploiting data locality to increase performance; data would have
to be repartitioned using the second partitioning to, say, join a table on an a ribute that was partitioned by that a ribute.
We decided to continue to use Pastry-style partitioning for data storage, since this preserves partitioning resiliency. However, since the data is replicated, each data item is stored at many diﬀerent
nodes in the system; the overlapping regions of the key space stored at multiple node are shown in
Figure 5.1b.

is redundancy is the key to our approach, as it means that data items are available at

nodes other than the nodes that own according to the original partitioning of the key space. Furthermore, since replication is designed for seamless failover, redundant data is placed in such a way that
we can adjust the boundaries of nodes’ partitions in the key space by sliding them; in particular, we
can slide them to reduce the load on overloaded nodes and increase the load on underloaded nodes.
is exibility gives us signi cant opportunities to improve query performance by using a partitioning for query
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(a) Balanced Partitioning

(b) Weighted Partitioning

Figure 5.2: Optimized partitioning of the DHT key space. Here we show several partitionings of the
key space that are possible, given the replicated data placement shown in Figure 5.1b. e overlapping colored ring segments inside the black ring show where the data is available, and the coloring of
the outer ring shows which regions of the key space are assigned to which node. Figure 5.2a shows
how the key space can be partitioned to assign equal amounts of data to each of the four nodes, and
Figure 5.2b shows how it can be partitioned to give much less data to node n4 (represented by the
do ed orange lines). ese partitionings respect the data availability due to replication.

execution that is much more balanced. We can tweak the regions of the key space assigned to each node

to create a more balanced partitioning; by ensuring that the region assigned to each node falls within
the region of the key space that it has replicated data for, we retain the ability to scan persistent storage.
is eliminates the need for two diﬀerent partitionings that was a problem with the above proposal
to use totally even partitioning only for intermediate results. Figure 5.2a shows how the redundancy
in Figure 5.1b can be used to create a more even partitioning; each each node has an exactly even
fraction of the key space, giving a routing imbalance of one.
ere are of course occasions where the routing imbalance is not as strongly correlated with performance. For example, if nodes are heterogeneous, then we want to allocate more of the key space to
more powerful nodes, and less to less powerful nodes, in proportion to some sort of capability metric
that is directly proportional to query execution speed at each node. Suppose that, of the nodes shown
in Figure 5.1b, node n4 is approximately six times less powerful than the other nodes, therefore has
capability

of theirs. Figure 5.2b shows a partitioning that assigns approximately
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as much of the

key space to node n4 (the do ed orange regions) than to each of the other nodes. In this case, instead of creating a partitioning with a lower routing imbalance, we want to create a partitioning with
a lower weighted routing imbalance, which considers the node with the largest fraction of the key space
divided by its capability; we then normalize this by multiplying by the sum of all nodes’ capabilities.

is metric ranges from one (optimal) to the quotient of the sum of all nodes’ capabilities and

the least powerful node’s capability (worst outcome). Figure 5.2b shows a partitioning that minimizes this quantity to one. Node n4 has
as

(1

19

of the key space, giving its weighted routing imbalance

)
(6
)
÷ 1 × 19 = 1, and the other nodes have their routing imbalance as 19
÷ 6 × 19 = 1; the

maximum of these is one, so the overall routing imbalance is also one.
Another case case where naïve routing imbalance is not ideal occurs when data is skewed. Here,
the implicit assumption that data points are evenly distributed through the key space is no longer true.
erefore, instead of considering fractions of the key space when computing the routing imbalance,
we must consider fractions of all data.

is is a very diﬃcult problem when considering skew in

the distribution of intermediate results or diﬀerent skews in diﬀerent relations; we want to continue
to use only one partitioning during query execution, as explained above.

erefore, we consider

data skew only to reduce the scanning cost of a single relation, when that cost may be the dominant
component of query execution cost.
In the above examples, the data was highly replicated. Each portion of the key space was stored
at

of the nodes, giving us considerable leeway in choosing a partitioning. In general, however,

each portion of the key space may be stored at a much smaller fraction of the nodes.

ere may be

a string of successive nodes with IDs very close together, meaning that some nodes may not have
anywhere near their “fair share” of the key space. In the more general se ing, it is not clear what an
algorithm to partition the key space optimally would look like. Decisions made locally (i.e. to assign
a certain region of the key space to a particular node) can have global eﬀects by forcing overly large
or small regions of the key space to be assigned to other nodes because of the constraints imposed
by data availability. However, the problem is relatively simply speci ed: we want to minimize the
(weighted) routing imbalance, subject to the constraint that each node only be assigned regions of
the key space it has data for.

ere are general so ware tools (and indeed an entire eld of computer

science research) devoted to the general problems of optimization and constraint satisfaction. In the
next section, we describe how we have formulated this problem for such a tool.
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5.2 Partitioning as Constrained Optimization
e general constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a well-studied problem in computer science (Tsang,
1993; Dechter, 2003; Apt, 2003). An instance of the CSP consists of a set of variables, each with its
own domain, and a set of constraints; the goal is to nd an assignment of all the variables to values
from their domains that satis es all of the constraints.

ere are many variants of this problem, which

impose diﬀerent conditions on the variables and constraints. A related problem is the constrained optimization problem, which is a CSP with an associated objective function, which should be maximized

or minimized. Perhaps the best-known case of constrained optimization is linear programming (Cormen et al., 2001, chapter 29), which is widely used and studied in many computer science classes.
Partitioning the key space is an optimization problem. It is not enough to simply require that
each node only be responsible for data it has a copy of; the initial Pastry partitioning will do precisely that. We want to minimize the routing imbalance, subject to those constraints. However, linear programming is not suﬃciently powerful to express the de nition of routing imbalance. A linear
programming objective function must be a weighted sum of a collection of variables, while routing
imbalance takes the maximum of a collection of variables. Our problem is therefore an instance of
the more general constrained optimization problem, and we must look to more general so ware to
solve it; unfortunately, with increased expressiveness typically comes increased diﬃculty to nd a
solution.
Here, we show how to formalize our partitioning problem for the Minion¹ constraint solver. Minion was chosen for a proof-of-concept implementation because it is modern, open-source, and welldocumented. Gent et al. (2006) provides details of how Minion is implemented; however, the Minion interface consists almost exclusively of high-level constraint speci cations, so no knowledge of
how it the problem is solved is necessary to understand our formalization of the problem. While
we show Minion syntax, the only requirements we make of the solver is that its input language can
express the following operations in a constrained optimization problem:
• Subtract one integer from another
• Divide one integer by another
• Choose the minimum from a collection of integers
¹Available from http://minion.sourceforge.net
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• Enforce strict inequality of integers (i.e. x

y)

• Enforce non-strict equality of integers (i.e. x ≤ y)
It seems unlikely that any robust constraint solver would lack these operations. We propose to explore
performance of other constraint solvers on this problem as an interesting area of future research.

Partitioning granularity
In optimization problems, there is a trade-oﬀ between the ability to nd an optimal solution and the
ability to nd an acceptable solution quickly. A more complex formulation of a problem entails a
larger search space, which takes much longer to explore fully; a simpler formulation one may never
be able to nd as good a solution, but the solver can nd the best solution (or one close to it) for that
formulation very quickly. In other words, a simpler model is faster but may be less representative of

exible, and therefore will produce results further from optimal.
Our optimization problem is no diﬀerent. Here, the search space is the possible assignments of
regions of the key space to nodes. A naïve implementation partitioning optimization would search
all possible assignments using the systems native 160-bit integers as the DHT key space.

is, how-

ever, leads to a needlessly large search space; the diﬀerence in routing imbalance between assigning
the range [0x00000000000000000000, 0x10000000000000000000) to a node and assigning the range [0x00000000000000000000, 0x10000000000000000600) to a node
is like likely to be very small. Additionally, minion (we used version 0.9) represented integers internally as signed 32-bit quantities, and therefore cannot store numbers larger than 231 − 1. Even if
it supported arbitrarily large integers, performance would likely be unacceptable due to the lack of
hardware support for very large numbers.
erefore, we choose to break the DHT key space into a much smaller number of chunks. Chunks
are assumed (for the purposes of optimization) to contain equal amount of data. If the data is approximately evenly distributed through the key space (which is very likely due to the high quality SHA-1
hash used in O

), then each chunk contains an equal fraction of the DHT keys space. If the

data is skewed within the key space, then we can use an equi-depth histogram of the distribution of
the data over the key space to split the key space into chunks. Either way, once the key space is partitioned into these chunks, the optimization problem becomes to assign these chunks to the nodes in
the system.
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ere is still a trade-oﬀ between nding the least imbalanced partitioning possible and nding
an acceptably good one quickly. Dividing the ring into a larger number of chunks leads to a larger
search space, and therefore may take longer to nd an acceptable solution; it may also, of course, nd
good solutions that a problem formulation of coarser granularity would miss. We explore the performance of diﬀerent numbers of chunks experimentally in Section 5.3. For most results presented in
this chapter, we choose the number of ring chunks to be ve times the number of nodes; this seems
to give a good trade-oﬀ between result quality and optimization speed. If the nodes have varying
capabilities, as discussed in Section 5.1 and shown in the example of Figure 5.2b, then the number
of chunks per node should be at least the ratio of the capabilities of the fastest and slowest nodes;
however, to avoid creating an overly complex formulation of the problem, it may be desirable to cap
the number of chunks per node to ensure that a reasonable solution can be found quickly.

Problem formulation
Let us begin by de ning the inputs to the problem.
•

e number of chunks, numChunks

•

e counterclockwise bounds of each chunk, chunkBo om[i], in the DHT key space.

e

clockwise bound of each chunk is implicitly the counterclockwise bound of the succeeding
chunk. Each chunk therefore holds the range [chunkBo om[(i − 1) mod numChunks],
chunkBo om[i]) of the key space.

•

e number of nodes, numNodes

•

e counterclockwise and clockwise bounds of the region of the key space available at a node
ni , lower[i] and upper[i], respectively

•

e capability of each node ni , capability[i]. Recall that is is a number directly proportional
to the speed of processing at ni . Capabilities should be scaled by a suﬃciently large factor to
avoid loss of precision when capability is subject to integer division by an integer in the range
[0, numChunks).

For the remainder of this chapter, we use ⊕ and ⊖ to denote modular arithmetic, relative to either
the number of nodes or the number of chunks depending on the context.
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e output of the problem is logically the partitioning of chunks to nodes. To ease problem
speci cation, we instead use as output the pivots, the points around the ring that are the edges of
partitions:
• pivots[i] holds the index of the most clockwise chunk that is assigned to node ni instead of
node ni⊕1
As hinted at above, our optimization problem is expressed using only integers; like many other
constraint solvers, Minion does not support oating-point numbers.

erefore, we cannot natively

express that we want to minimize the routing imbalance. We instead chose to maximize what we term
the availability, which now de ne.
De nition 10 (Node availability). For a node ni , the node availability is that node’s capability divided
by the number of chunks assigned to it. A default capability is used if the nodes are all equally capable. As
mentioned above, the capabilities are made suﬃciently large that there is not a serious loss of precision when the
capability is divided by the number of chunks using integer division. Node availability is proportional to the
inverse of the routing imbalance at anode for any particular problem instance.
More formally, for a node ni , 0 ≤ i < numNodes, we de ne
nodeAvailability[i] ≡

capability[i]
pivots[i ⊕ 1] ⊖ pivots[i]

De nition 11 (Availability). Availability is the minimum node availability over all nodes.

is corresponds

to routing imbalance for a partitioning taking the maximum of the routing imbalances at the nodes.
availability ≡

min

0≤i<numNodes

nodeAvailability[i]

e objective function of our optimization function is, therefore, to maximize the availability
of the partitioning. We now turn to the constraints. We rst describe how we translate the available
regions of each node speci ed by lower and upper into chunk numbers by rounding in the appropriate
directions. For 0 ≤ i < numNodes,
lowerChunk[i] ≡ index in chunkBo om of rst ID clockwise from lower[i]
upperChunk[i] ≡ (index in chunkBo om of rst ID clockwise from upper[i]) ⊖ 1
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Note that this de nition is conservative and correct, in that it ignores partial chunks. As the number
of chunks is reduced, the fraction of each node’s available range that is ignored because it is in partial
chunks increases; this is why some accuracy is sacri ced when the number of chunks is reduced.
A er this “chunki cation” is complete, we can express the availability constraints (to enforce that
each node can only be assigned portions of the key space for which it has a copy of the data). We
would like to simply state that each pivot (where the key space switches from one node to the next)
be in the region of overlap between those two nodes, i.e.
pivots[i] ∈ [lowerChunk[i], upperChunk[i]] ∩ [lowerChunk[i ⊕ 1], upperChunk[i ⊕ 1]]

Unfortunately, there is an added layer of complexity: the overlap range may wrap around zero, and
disjunction is not expressible (i.e. one cannot state that the pivot must be greater than 12 or less than
3).

ere can be at most one node whose owned region in the original Pastry partitioning wrapped

around zero. If we assume that the replication factor is less than the number of nodes (otherwise all
nodes have all data and this is not a very constrained optimization problem!), then there must be a
node whose available region does not include the region owned by the wrapping node.

erefore

there is at least one node whose available region does not wrap around zero. Moving counterclockwise from this node to other nodes, eventually their available ranges may start to wrap around zero;
the same hold moving clockwise.

erefore, if we number the nodes in increasing order by ID (with

n0 as the rst clockwise from zero), we can partition the nodes as follows

wrapsDown ≡ {i∥lowerChunk[i], upperChunk[i]) wraps around 0 ∧ ∀ j ∈ noWrap i < j}
noWrap ≡ {i∥[lowerChunk[i], upperChunk[i]) does not wrap around 0}
wrapsUp ≡ {i∥lowerChunk[i], upperChunk[i]) wraps around 0 ∧ ∀ j ∈ noWrap i > j}

and can guarantee that noWrap ̸= ∅; wrapsDown and wrapsUp may be empty.
For the purposes of expressing overlapping regions, we can therefore “unroll” the key space ring
by going around it three times. We express the overlap between nodes in noWrap in the “primary”
circuit around the ring; overlap from wrapsDown that wraps begins before the primary circuit extends
into the “down” circuit from the primary circuit, and overlap from wrapsUp that nishes a er the
primary circuit extends into the “up” circuit.

e three circuits are numbered sequentially, beginning
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with the down circuit, using the supplied division of key space into chunks. We then require that each
pivot be in the overlapping regions, as expressed over those three circuits.
Example 5. Suppose we have the four nodes shown in 5.1b, and the DHT ring is broken into 20

chunks. For the purposes of this example we number the nodes from 1, as they are in the gure,
rather than from 0.

en wrapsDown = {1}, noWrap = {2, 3}, and wrapsUp = {4}. Since we go

around the ring three times, pivot values can range from 0 to 60. pivots[1], where assignment switches
from n1 to n2 , can take place anywhere in their overlap, [0, 4). Since 2 is in noWrap, we require that
20 ≤ pivots[0] < 24. Continuing around the ring, we generate the following complete set of con-

straints. In our implementation, for simplicity’s sake we store an extra pivot, which is required to be
one complete circuit around the ring from the rst pivot; this is also shown here. Note that allowable
values of pivots[4] do wrap around zero.

20

≤

pivots[1]

<

24

24

≤

pivots[2]

<

30

25

≤

pivots[3]

<

40

32

≤

pivots[4]

<

42

40

≤

pivots[5]

<

44

From here, the only additional constraint needed is that the pivots progress around our unrolled
ring, i.e. pivots[i] < pivots[i + 1].

e size of the generated problem is linear in the number of nodes,

not surprisingly, since all of the constraints are on the pivots between nodes. Now that we have seen
what how optimized partitioning is expressed as constrained optimization in general, let us examine
a concrete example.

Constrained Optimization in Minion
Figure 5.3 shows a Minion input le generated by our implementation for the scenario in the previous
example (shown in Figure 5.1b).

e VARIABLES section de nes all of the variables that will be

used in the search and in the computation of the objective function; the objective function is also
calculated using constraints. We use the default capability value of 1,000,000 for all nodes. All of the
arrays are indexed from zero.

e size array holds the number of chunks assigned to each nodes.

e SEARCH section simply says to search through possible assignments to the pivots array, and
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MINION 3
**VARIABLES**
BOUND pivots[5] {0..60}
BOUND nodeavailability[4] {0..1000000}
BOUND size[4] {0..20}
BOUND availability {0..1000000}
**SEARCH**
VARORDER [pivots]
PRINT [[pivots]]
MAXIMIZING availability
**CONSTRAINTS**
min(nodeavailability, availability)
difference(pivots[4],pivots[0],20)
ineq(pivots[0],pivots[1], -1)
ineq(pivots[1],pivots[2], -1)
ineq(pivots[2],pivots[3], -1)
ineq(pivots[3],pivots[4], -1)
difference(pivots[1],pivots[0],size[0])
difference(pivots[2],pivots[1],size[1])
difference(pivots[3],pivots[2],size[2])
difference(pivots[4],pivots[3],size[3])
div(1000000,size[0],nodeavailability[0])
div(1000000,size[1],nodeavailability[1])
div(1000000,size[2],nodeavailability[2])
div(1000000,size[3],nodeavailability[3])
ineq(1,pivots[0], 0)
ineq(pivots[0],3,-1)
ineq(4,pivots[1], 0)
ineq(pivots[1],10,-1)
ineq(5,pivots[2], 0)
ineq(pivots[2],19,-1)
ineq(12,pivots[3], 0)
ineq(pivots[3],22,-1)
ineq(21,pivots[4], 0)
ineq(pivots[4],23,-1)
**EOF**

Figure 5.3: Example Minion input le. is balancing program a empts to distribute the DHT key
space as evenly as possible among the four nodes, given the replicated data placement shown in Figure 5.1b.
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to print out the results, while maximizing the availability variable; availability is as de ned
above.

e interesting part of the input le is in the CONSTRAINTS section, unsurprisingly.

e

min line de nes the overall availability used in the function as the minimum over all individual node

availabilities.

e difference line enforces that the rst and last pivots be one full cycle around

the ring (i.e. 20 chunks) apart.
order.

e following ineq lines enforce that the pivots be in ascending

e difference lines enforce that the size array holds the number of chunks assigned to

each node.

e div lines ensure that the nodeavailability array holds the availability of each node; if

the nodes were not equally capable, their capabilities, included here, would not all be the same.

e

nal set of ineq lines ensures that the pivots are in allowable locations, as speci ed above.
e restrictions on the pivots are slightly diﬀerent that given above, for two reasons. One is that
our constraint generator will start the primary circuit at zero if nothing falls into the down circuit, as
in this case.

e second is that it naïvely assumes that the edges of intersection regions do not fall

exactly on chunk boundaries, and so always rounds conservatively. In this case, due to the synthetic

nature of the node IDs, they do, but this is extremely unlikely with the pseudorandom node IDs that
result from hashing.

Limitations
is approach has several limitations. One is that each node will be assigned at least one chunk, even
if this increases the weighted node imbalance; this is necessary because otherwise the division operation will fail. Very underpowered nodes could be removed in a preprocessing step. In a related
problem, nodes that have available less than one chunk of data will cause the constraints to be insoluble; this would require that, say 7 ≤ pivots[i] < 7.

ese will also have to be removed in a prepro-

cessing step. It would be desirable if both of these problems could be addressed inside the generated
problem instead of as a modi cation to its input. Neither problem arose while we were performing
our experimental analysis of performance, and so we did not pursue these issues further.
A second limitation of this approach is that, if the optimizer cannot nd an optimal solution, either due to time constraints (likely due to the very large search space), or due to inherent unevenness
of the data distribution among nodes, the objective function does not try to ensure evenness among
the remaining nodes.

is is desirable to reduce the eﬀect of slowdown causes by transient load.

Consider the following example. Suppose we have a system with 20 equally capable nodes. Half
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have a per-node routing imbalance of 1.2, and half 0.8, meaning that the half of them are underloaded.
e overall partitioning has a routing imbalance of 1.2. Now consider a second system, also of 20
equally capable nodes, where one has per-node routing imbalance 1.2, one 0.8, and the remaining
18 have per-node routing imbalance 1.0.

e overall partitioning still has routing imbalance 1.2.

Suppose that with perfect partitioning, a query would execute in 10 seconds. With either of these
partitions, we expect the query to take 12 seconds to execute, since some nodes are performing 20%
more work than they would in perfect partitioning.
Suppose, then, a single randomly chosen node’s execution is slowed (due to “last-mile” network
congestion, or transient load at that node) by a factor of 10%. In the rst instance, with probability
, an already-overloaded node will be slowed, causing that node to take 10 ∗ 1.2 ∗ 1.1 = 13.2 seconds to execute the query, and therefore being the bo leneck. With probability , an underloaded
node will be slowed, and query completion time is not slowed. In the second instance, only slowing
the overloaded node will delay query completion, with probability

. In general, it is desirable to

minimize the number of overloaded nodes.
For future work, we propose to explore approaches to solve both of these limitations. In particular, however, it is not immediately obvious how to alter the constraint solver’s objective function. We
discuss this and other ways to improve the techniques presented here in Section 7.3.

5.3 Experimental Analysis
We conducted an extensive experimental evaluation of several aspects of load balancing. We wanted
to explore the costs and bene ts of balancing using constrained optimization on routing imbalance, to
verify if improvements were in fact generally possible. We also wanted to explore the eﬀects of various
parameters, such as execution time, replication factor, and partitioning granularity on result quality.
ese results are presented in Section 5.3. We also wanted to verify that optimized partitioning improved query performance in the various cases outlined earlier. Section 5.3 begins with a comparison
of query execution using partitioning generated by the optimization techniques described previously
with more traditional Pastry-style partitioning and the totally even partitioning from Chapter 4.

is

is followed by the results of a series of experiments on query performance when executing over heterogeneous nodes. We then discuss the eﬀect of taking skew into account when creating optimized
partitionings. We conclude our experimental analysis with a comparison of O
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query ex-

ecution using partitioning optimization with several more-traditional RDBMSs, now that we have
solved the major shortcoming of Chapter 4. We compare both with large databases on high-powered
servers, and with proportionally smaller databases running on a lower-powered node, to give an idea
of the overhead imposed by our query processing and data storage layers.

Balancing Quality
We begin our experimental analysis with a veri cation that the Minion optimizer can signi cantly decrease the routing imbalance from the baseline (standard Pastry partitioning) in a reasonable period
of time.

ese experiments were all performed on an 2.83 GHz Intel Core2 Quad with 4GB

M

running Windows Vista. It should be noted, however, that Minion is single-threaded and typically
used about 32MB

M; we expect similar performance results on less capable machines of a similar

clock speed.
Imbalance of Initial Partitionings

We set out to quantify the amount of imbalance present in basic Pastry-style partitionings for the
system sizes we’re interested in. Clearly, if most partitionings are approximately balanced already,
then any a empt to create be er partitionings would be wasted eﬀort. We show histograms of routing
imbalance from an experiment using random node IDs (as would likely occur in our system, where
we take the SHA-1 hash of a node’s IP address and port) on the le side of Figure 5.4 for 20, 40, and
100 nodes. Most partitionings are somewhat even; no single node is responsible for, say, half the data,
which would require a routing imbalance of 10 in Figure 5.4a and 50 in Figure 5.4e. However, it is
clear that for smaller systems imbalance is o en at least 2 (implying queries take approximately twice
as long as they would in truly even partitioning), and for larger systems imbalance is o en at least 3.
e right side of Figure 5.4 gives cumulative histograms for the same data, to show what fraction of
the Pastry-style partitionings for each system size are more even that each routing imbalance. Finally,
Figure 5.5 shows summary statistics of the distribution of routing imbalances as the number of nodes
increases.
In general, it is clear that initial Pastry-style partitionings slowly become more imbalanced as
the size of system increases.

is is not surprising, as the more (randomly chosen) node IDs are

used to partition the key space, the more likely it is that two adjacent ones will be (relatively) very far
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Figure 5.4: Initial quality of partitionings for 20, 40, and 100 nodes with randomly generated node
IDs. For the default Pastry-style partitionings, we show the percentage of all partitionings created that
have or have at most the speci ed imbalance. Lower imbalance implies a more even, higher quality
partitioning. We show results from 100,000 trials for each system size. Bucket size for the histograms
is 0.1.
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Figure 5.5: Initial quality of partitioning as system size changes. We plot summary statistics ( rst
and third quartiles, median, and mean) as the number of nodes goes from 2 (where partitioning is
inherently even) to 100. Note that while the amount of imbalance increases along with the number
of nodes, adding nodes to a system will never increase the amount of data at a given node. We show
results from 100,000 trials for each system size.

apart, increasing the imbalance relative to optimal. It is important to remember, however, that adding
nodes while keeping the data size xed will never increase the amount of data stored at any node (or
therefore the most loaded node); it merely increases the imbalance relative to ideal, totally even data
partitioning. If the size of the system is very large relative to the amount of data, then data imbalance
is unlikely to be a cause of poor query performance. However, if one were to increase the amount of
data in the system in direct proportion to the number of nodes, one would expect execution time of
a query to increase; the increased routing imbalance will mean that the amount of data stored at the
most loaded node will increase, making it more of a bo leneck in query execution.
We observe that for all system sizes greater than or equal to ten, the average (and median) partitioning has imbalance greater than two.

erefore, there is signi cant room for improvement even

in modestly sized systems. In larger systems, there is the potential for even larger gains relative to
the baseline Pastry partitioning; at 100 nodes

of the partitionings had imbalance more than three.

Given these potential bene ts in query execution speed, even relatively expensive balancing operations can be justi ed, especially if amortized of a number of query executions.
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Figure 5.6: For optimization times between 1 and 256 seconds, we show the eﬀect of optimization
time on balancing quality. Lower imbalance implies a more even, higher quality partitioning. We
performed 100 trials for each balancing time, with 20 nodes with randomly generated IDs and replication factor 5. We show a cumulative histogram of the percentage of partitionings created that are
at least as good as each imbalance amount, and summary statistics ( rst and third quartiles, median,
and mean) of the imbalances for each amount of optimization time.
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Imbalance and Optimization Time

Next, we set out to study how long it takes to created a reasonably good partitioning of the key space,
and how much the amount of time given to the constraint solver to work on the problem aﬀects
the quality of the output. We used 20 randomly generated node IDs, and assumed data was stored
with replication factor 5. We use 5 partitioning chunks for each node, meaning that the key space
was divided into 100 total chunks. Routing imbalance is, in this context, always a value of the form
i
5,

where the integer i ≥ 5; routing imbalance 1.2 means that at least one node was assigned more

than its even share of chunks. We vary the time budget given to the optimizer from one second to
256 seconds. Figure 5.6a shows cumulative histogram for routing imbalance for various optimization
times, and Figure 5.6b show summary statistics for routing imbalance as a function of time.
From these results, we can draw several conclusions. Even for virtually no optimization time, the
average routing imbalance was less than 1.3, as shown in Figure 5.6b; in contrast, as shown in Figure 5.5, the average routing imbalance for the Pastry baseline Pastry with 20 nodes is approximately
2.2, and 75% of partitionings have imbalance greater than 2.

erefore partitioning has been greatly

improved. If we are willing to devote even slightly more time to optimization, then routing imbalance
can be reduced even further. From Figure 5.6a, we see that for the still modest optimization times
of 2 to 16 seconds, it is possible to achieve routing imbalance of at most 1.2 70-80% of time. Imbalance was worst than 1.4 at most 10% of the time, and was virtually never worse than 1.6. All of these
represent a signi cant improvement from the baseline.

ese results verify that signi cant decreases

in routing imbalance are possible, and that much of the bene t comes relatively at a relatively small
cost.
Imbalance and Replication Factor

We were also interested in how data replication aﬀects our approach’s ability to balance the partitioning. Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of replication factors 3, 5, and 7 for 20 nodes and relatively limited
optimization time (16 seconds). Recall that, in our system, the replication factor r must be odd; data
is replicated at

⌊r⌋
2

nodes on each side of the node that owns the data in the original partitioning. In

this scenario, we see that replication factor 7 oﬀers no bene t beyond that aﬀorded by replication
factor 5. Our approach does not produce as good partitionings for replication factor 3; the signi cantly reduced amount of replication constrains the system to the point where be er balancing is not
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Figure 5.7: Eﬀect of replication factor on balancing quality. Lower imbalance implies a more even,
higher quality partitioning. We performed 100 trials each for replication factors 3, 5, and 7, with
each using 20 nodes with randomly generated IDs and 16 seconds optimization time. We show a
cumulative histogram and summary statistics (quartiles, median, and mean) of the imbalances for
each replication factor. Recall that, since we use ve chunks per node, imbalance 1.2 means that at
least one node was assigned an extra chunk.
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Figure 5.8: Eﬀect of number of nodes on balancing quality. Lower imbalance implies a more even,
higher quality partitioning. We performed 100 trials each for 20 to 100 nodes with randomly generated IDs and 16 seconds optimization time. We show a cumulative histogram and summary statistics
(quartiles, median, and mean) of the imbalances for each system size.

possible. We see, however, that even the limited balancing possible can be a signi cant improvement
from the baseline, where imbalance for 20 nodes was o en at least 2 (as shown in Figure 5.5).
Optimization for Larger Systems

e balancing experiments presented so far have focused on systems with 20 nodes.
because we feel it is a reasonable size of an O

is was chosen

instance. However, we would like to explore

what happens to the quality of optimized partitionings as the system size increases. As we saw before
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Figure 5.9: Eﬀect of number of nodes on optimization time. Increasing the number of nodes requires
both an increase in optimization time and leads to inherently greater imbalances.

in Figure 5.5, larger systems have greater imbalance in the baseline Pastry partitionings. Figure 5.8
shows the results of this experiment. As we vary the system size (while holding the replication factor
at 5), we see that larger system sizes result in a less evenly balanced partitioning.

is is not surprising,

given that we hold the replication factor constant; therefore larger systems have proportionally less
partitioning exibility, as each data item is stored at a smaller fraction of the nodes. With ve nodes,
each data item is stored at every node, giving the system complete partitioning exibility, but with 80
nodes, each data item is stored only at

of them. Additionally, the more nodes there are, the more

likely that a number of them will be very close together; this will cause some of the n nodes to have
less than n1 of the data, making even partitioning impossible.
Given that increasing the number of nodes also signi cantly increases the search space (since we
hold the number of chunks per node constant at 5), we wanted to verify that larger systems were inherently more imbalanced, instead of just more diﬃcult to balance. We therefore performed another
series of experiments to vary the number of nodes and the amount of time given to the constraint
solver.

e results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.9 as cumulative histograms of routing

imbalance for a variety of optimization times and system sizes, including our baseline of 20 nodes
allo ed 16 seconds. While increasing the amount of execution time does improve performance for
larger systems, even when execution time is increased by a factor of 16 we see that imbalance for
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Figure 5.10: Eﬀect of changing replication factor for 40 nodes. We kept optimization time at 256 seconds, and continued to use 5 chunks for each node. We see that increasing replication for 40 nodes
never creates balancing as good as for 20 nodes, even when each data item is stored at approximately
half of all nodes. We conclude that the constraint solver is not performing well given a larger search
space.

40 nodes is never as low as it is for 20 nodes; similarly, 10 nodes can be optimized much be er than
20 nodes, even when given

as much time.

Given our concerns about constraint solver performance, and to be er understand the amount
of replication needed in larger systems to ensure that we can create partitionings as even as those
for 20 nods, we decided to also explore more complex scenarios. Figure 5.10 compares baseline
performance for 20 nodes at replication factor 5 with performance for 40 nodes at various replication
factors. We see that increasing the replication factor for larger systems does not correspond to an
increase in the quality of the resulting partitioning, and conclude that the constraint solver is not
doing a good job at exploring the much larger search space. Reducing the number of chunks per
node improved performance somewhat, but as this is clearly not feasible for systems much beyond
40 nodes we did not perform an exhaustive study of this and do not present such results here. It
therefore may be necessary to alter the objective function or nd other ways to assist (or replace) the
constraint solver; we mention ways this might be accomplished in Section 7.3.
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Figure 5.11: Eﬀect of number of partitioning chunks on balancing quality. Lower imbalance implies
a more even, higher quality partitioning. We performed 100 trials each for 3 to 10 chunks per nodes,
with 20 nodes with randomly generated IDs. Since increasing the number of chunks increases the
problem complexity, we also considered increasing the optimization time from 16 seconds to 64 or
256 seconds, a four- or eight-fold increase, respectively. We also give results when optimization time
is extremely limited, at 1 second. We show a cumulative histogram for each such experiment; it is
also interesting to compare results between experiments.

Necessary Number of Chunks

We have just seen that increasing the number of nodes lead to increased routing imbalance, due to
both the increased problem complexity and the reduced availability of each piece of the key space.
We also wanted to explore the eﬀect of increasing problem complexity. We expect that coarse-grained
partitioning of the key space will give be er solutions for short optimization times, since the problem is simpler; ner-grained partitioning may allow be er solutions for certain instances, since it has
greater exibility, though at the cost of a much larger solution space. We see in Figure 5.11 that this
is somewhat the case. For shorter optimization times, 3 chunks per node (60 chunks total) creates
the highest fraction of optimized partitionings that are totally even. However, for most instances,
5 chunks per node (100 chunks total) creates the best partitionings. Clearly the large increase in
the search space does not create that many be er solutions, and in general just adds complexity. We
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conclude that a conservative number of chunks per node oﬀers the best performance. Based on the
results of this experiment, we used 5 chunks per node for our later experimental evaluation of query
performance.

Query Execution Performance
We have shown that optimized partitioning can produce signi cantly more balanced partitionings
than traditional Pastry partitioning. Now, we would like to explore the eﬀect this has on query performance. Since we need to generate a new optimized partitioning only when the set of participant
nodes changes, we can potentially use a partitioning for many diﬀerent queries; were therefore do
not consider the optimization costs here. We used the system described in Section 4.5, with the following minor modi cation. In our implementation, the node initiating a query already distributed
a partitioning snapshot (or equivalently, a routing table with complete knowledge of all the node)
along with the query plan; we simply added the ability to distribute a precomputed optimized partitioning instead of the default one. In this way, we gain the ability to use optimized partitioning
without introducing any consistency issues: as before, the set of nodes known to the query initiator
when the query begins participate in the query. In fact, we had to make no modi cations whatsoever
to the query execution implementation. While we assume here that the node that poses the query
is the node that performs the partitioning optimization, in practice the nodes would likely share optimized partitionings with each other and choose to use the best one they’re aware of, assuming it’s
up-to-date.
We compare query performance of optimized partitioning against two baselines. One is naïve
Pastry partitioning, which is used in many distributed hash table implementations. It is worth remembering, of course, that practical Pastry-based implementations typically achieve load balancing
(with high probability) using virtual nodes; as explained previously, this virtual node approach is
not an option for us due to the index page fragmentation it creates. Pastry-based approaches do have
the partitioning resiliency property described in the introduction.

e totally even partitioning from

Chapter 4 lacks this property. Since our optimization approach relies on (replicated) Pastry-style
data layout, it is resilient; recall from the introduction to this chapter that this was a major motivation of this work. We also benchmark against totally even partitioning, despite its limitations, as it
may be reasonable in low-churn se ings, and it oﬀers an upper bound on the performance that we
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can hope to achieve. We expect performance of our approach to fall somewhere in between Pastrystyle partitioning and totally even partitioning, and hopefully much closer to even partitioning.

is

means that it will combine the good performance (due to excellent load balancing) of even partitioning with the resistance to churn of Pastry-style partitioning.
We explore query performance over three sets of queries, which operate over two data sets. One
data set is the standard TPC-H benchmark data, which we also used in Chapter 4. It is a well-studied
benchmark in the query processing community. We use it at scale factor 10; at this size, it contains
approximately 10GB data in total. Additionally, to study data skew, we use a modi ed TPC-D² data
generator, developed by Surajit Chaudhuri and Vivek Narasayya of Microso Research (Chaudhuri
and Narasayya, 1999). It alters the standard TPC-D data generator to choose all values using a Zipan distribution, where some values are much more likely that others. We use it to explore query
performance over skewed data, which as mentioned earlier is also a goal of this work. Also as in
Chapter 4, we use TPC-H queries Q1, Q3, Q5, Q6, and Q10; these are single-block SQL queries
that our optimizer can support.
However, these queries from the benchmark suite are all aggregate queries. While we expect that
aggregate queries will show up frequently in a distributed implementation of O

(such as

in the computation of transaction priorities), we also expect non-aggregate queries with many join
to appear; many mapping queries have this form. Speci cally, mapping queries are o en over a socalled star schema, where there is a main central table that all other tables join with.
schema comes very close to this, so we use it as the basis for several star-schema queries.

e TPC-H
e rst,

which we call “Star Schema Query 1,” and label in some of the gures as QA to diﬀerentiate it from
TPC-H Q1 above, creates the “open machinery orders” relation for March 15, 1995:
SELECT c_name, p_name, l_quantity, o_orderdate, o_shippriority,
l_shipdate
FROM customer, orders, lineitem, part
WHERE c_mktsegment = ‘MACHINERY’ AND c_custkey = o_custkey AND
l_orderkey = o_orderkey AND p_partkey = l_partkey AND
o_orderdate < date ‘1995-03-15’ AND
l_shipdate > date ‘1995-03-15’

e second, “Star Schema Query 2” or QB, creates the “international large part order” relation
for the rst half of 1993:
SELECT l_orderkey, c_name, s_name
²TPC-D and TPC-H share the same schemas and data.
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DB1(pName : CHAR(8), speciesId : INT, desc : VARCHAR(75))
SPECIES(speciesId : int, genus : VARCHAR(20),
species : VARCHAR(20))
(a) Base relations

DB1toDB2(pName : CHAR(8), db2Id : INT)
DB2toDB3(db2Id : int, db3Id : INT)
DB3toDB4(db3Id : int, db4Id : INT)
(b) Correspondence tables

DB4(db4Id : INT, genusSpecies : VARCHAR(41),
desc : VARCHAR(75))
(c) Result relation

Figure 5.12: Relations for BioJoin benchmark

FROM lineitem, customer, supplier, part, orders
WHERE p_partkey = l_partkey AND c_custkey = o_custkey AND
s_suppkey = l_suppkey AND p_partkey = l_partkey AND
l_orderkey = o_orderkey AND p_size > 40 AND
c_nationkey <> s_nationkey AND
l_shipdate >= date ‘1993-01-01’ AND
l_shipdate < date ‘1993-06-01’

We feel these queries represent the types of queries liable to be posed over star schemas, with a
variety of selective predicates being posed over the “leaf ” relations, and the selection of a variety of
a ributes from both the central relation and the leaf relations.
However, many mappings, especially in bioinformatics se ings, are expressed as correspondence
tables that equate IDs in diﬀerent databases. We explored a complex “chain” join that arises from the
composition of several such correspondence tables (for hypothetical databases of proteins and their
functions), and also performs some simple data transformation. While the databases are hypothetical, the types of transformations and data that are used in this scenario come from our experience
with data integration for bioinformatics.

e base data, correspondences, and, result schema are

shown in Figures 5.12a, 5.12b, and 5.12c, respectively.

e transformations substitute the string ID

from DB1 with integer IDs for DB2, DB3, and DB4. Additionally, the separate genus and species
a ributes from DB1 must be combined into one a ribute in DB4 using string concatenation.
query that we use to perform this is as follows:
SELECT db4Id, genus || ’ ’ || species, desc
FROM DB1 NATURAL JOIN SPECIES NATURAL JOIN DB1toDB2
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e

NATURAL JOIN DB2toDB3 NATURAL JOIN DB3toDB4

For our experiments, we used 20,000 species, which were assigned uniformly at random to the proteins in DB1. We vary the sizes of the other relations together, and hold each join selectivity constant
at 0.75, meaning that

of the proteins in DB1 correspond to an entry in DB2, and the same for

the other correspondences. We call this scenario the BioJoin benchmark for obvious reasons. We
consider instances where each of DB1, DB1toDB2, DB2toDB3, and DB3toDB4 has size 1,000,000,
1,500,000, 2,000,000, and 2,500,000; given the selectivities, these produce DB4 instances with approximately 421,875, 632,813, 843,750, and 1,054,688 tuples, respectively.
As with other measurements of system performance in this thesis, each data point represents the
average of at least 5 trials. We show 95% con dence intervals for all data points. For such con dence
intervals, the standard formula gives the uncertainty of a mean x is 1.96 √σn as a function of the sample
standard deviation σ and the number of trials n, giving a range of x ± 1.96 √σn .
Balanced Partitioning Query Performance

We begin with a comparison of optimized partitioning with both baseline Pastry partitioning (which
has the partitioning resiliency property important for replication, but which does not distribute data
that evenly) with the totally even partitioning used in Chapter 4, which distributes the data very
evenly but which lacks partitioning resiliency, increasing the data movement caused by churn. As
we are trying to balance the partitioning as much as possible, given data placement, we call this balanced partitioning. Figure 5.13 shows performance results for the TPC-H queries and the star schema

queries, running on 20 nodes from Amazon’s EC2 cloud computing service. We use the “large”
nodes, which, despite their name, are in fact the second-smallest nodes in terms of processing power
and memory: they each have 7.5GB

M and a virtualized dual-core 2GHz Opteron CPU. As ex-

pected, the optimized balanced partitioning has performance between Pastry partitioning and our
original partitioning scheme. Fortunately, it has performance only 10-15% slower than even partitioning, and much faster than Pastry-style partitioning.

is validates the approach, showing that bal-

ancing is important for good performance; it also shows that the overhead of partitioning resilience
is not too high.

is result is approximately what we would expect, given that Pastry partitioning for

20 nodes averages a routing imbalance of about 2.5 (as in Figure 5.5), while balanced partitioning
for a reasonable partitioning time (we used 16 seconds) for 20 nodes averages about 1.2, as shown
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Figure 5.13: Eﬀect of balancing on TPC-H performance. Here we use TPC-H scale factor 10 on
20 EC2 m1.large nodes. We show execution times for TPC-H queries Q1, Q3, Q5, Q6, and Q6,
as well as the Star Schema queries 1 and 2, listed as QA and QB respectively. Pastry shows performance using naïve Pastry partitioning, Balanced shows performance using our optimized partitioning
scheme (with data replication factor 5), and Even shows performance under our original totally even
partitioning (from Chapter 4, which lacks partitioning resilience). Recall that Balanced can perform
at best as well as Even, and will typically perform worse, since it is subject to limitations on data availability and the ability of the constraint solver to explore its search space.

in Figure 5.6b. It is also interesting to note that the queries that rehash more data (Q3, Q10, and
the star schema queries) are more sensitive to routing imbalance; this con rms our earlier observations that repartitioning the data is an expensive operation and one that can o en be a dominant cost.
Fortunately, it is very parallelizable, and bene ts from more even data partitioning.
We performed the same experiment on our BioJoin query and data sets. Here we explored performance on 20 of the “fast” nodes we used in the previous experiment, and also on 20 of EC2’s “slow”
nodes; these nodes have a single core, and much less memory (1.7GB, leaving about 1.2GB for the
query processor). Figure 5.14 contains results for the fast nodes (Figure 5.14a) and slow nodes (Figure 5.14b). We see that the fast nodes are about twice as fast as the slow nodes. More interestingly,
though, it is clear that the trend we saw for the TPC-H queries and the Star Schema queries holds
for a chain mapping as well; optimized partitioning performs much be er than the baseline Pastry
partitioning, and within a small fraction of the even partitioning from Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.14: Eﬀect of balancing on BioJoin performance. Here we explore performance of the BioJoin query at various data sizes on 20 fast (EC2’s m1.large) and 20 slow (EC2’s m1.small)
nodes. Pastry shows performance using naïve Pastry partitioning, Balanced shows performance using
our partitioning optimization scheme (with data replication factor 5), and Even shows performance
under our original totally even partitioning scheme (from Chapter 4, which lacks partitioning resilience).
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For all of the classes of queries we study, we conclude that constrained optimization to reduce
routing imbalance is both feasible and eﬀective. For modestly sized systems and reasonable replication factors, a constraint solver can create, in a reasonable amount of time, partitionings that are much
be er than arise from traditional partitioning techniques (like Pastry), given our desire to avoid virtual nodes. Query performance approaches that of totally even partitioning, while maintaining the
reduced eﬀects of churn oﬀered by Pastry’s partitioning resiliency.
Performance on Heterogeneous Nodes

We continued our experimental evaluation by exploring performance on heterogeneous nodes. For
the experiments over the TPC-H data, we used 20 of EC2’s “large” nodes. We would have liked
to use the less powerful “small” nodes (the only instances less powerful than the “large” nodes), as
we did in the previous section. However, they have only 1.7GB
query processing use.

M, leaving less that 1.2GB for

is is suﬃcient for the BioJoin database, as we showed in Figure 5.14b.

small nodes do not, however, have enough memory to hold
memory for the TPC-H data and queries.

e

of the data and intermediate state in

is is necessary, since disk performance on EC2 is quite

unpredictable and does not give repeatable results.

erefore, we use entirely “large” nodes and slow

some of them down by running a higher-priority task that iterates through a loop continuously; this
monopolizes one of the two virtual CPU cores, halving the amount of processing power dedicated
to our (heavily multi-threaded) query execution engine. For node heterogeneity experiments over
the BioJoin data, we do use a mix of large and small nodes.
Figure 5.15 shows performance of the TPC-H queries as we vary the number of slow nodes
from 0 to 20. It compares basic optimized partitioning (the Balanced lines) with weighted partitioning optimization (the Capability (Observed) lines) that a empts to assign twice as much load to
the faster nodes as to the slowed nodes; in an actual deployment, the weighting can be determined
through stored calibration information, which is also necessary for the query optimizer described
in Section 4.4. We do not compare against the baseline Pastry partitioning or totally even partitioning, since earlier experiments established that they are not appropriate for this se ing. As we see, for
all queries, even one slower node causes a signi cant decrease in performance when the key space
is distributed evenly (as that node becomes a bo leneck), and then performance degrades slightly
as more nodes are slowed. Conversely, when weighting by capability, a few slow nodes slow query
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Figure 5.15: Eﬀects of node heterogeneity on performance of TPC-H queries. We show the running
time for the TPC-H queries running on 20 EC2 m1.large nodes; some of the nodes were slowed
by running a higher-priority spinning task that monopolized one of each of those nodes’ two cores.
All queries are posed over scale factor 10 instances (10GB data). Balanced shows performance when
the partitioning was optimized to distribute the DHT key space as evenly as possible among nodes.
Capability (Observed) shows performance when the partitioning was altered to distribute approximately twice as much of the DHT key space to the faster nodes, while Capability (Expected) shows
expected performance of optimal load balancing, based on the ratio of query execution time on 20
fast nodes to that on 20 slow nodes. is assumes that execution time is directly proportional to load,
which is only mostly true.
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Figure 5.16: Eﬀects of node heterogeneity on performance of star schema queries. We show the
running time for the star schema queries running on 20 EC2 m1.large nodes; some of the nodes
were slowed by running a higher-priority spinning task that monopolized one of each of those nodes’
two cores. All queries are posed over scale factor 10 instances (10GB data). Balanced shows performance when the partitioning was optimized to distribute the DHT key space as evenly as possible
among nodes, while Capability (Observed) shows performance when the partitioning was altered to
distribute approximately twice as much of the DHT key space to the faster nodes. Capability (Expected) shows expected performance of optimal load balancing, based on the ratio of query execution time on 20 fast nodes to that on 20 slow nodes. is assumes that execution time is directly
proportional to load, which is only mostly true.

execution only slightly; performance degrades slowly and predictably from when

of the nodes are

slowed to when they are all slowed. Figure 5.16 shows that the same trends occur for the Star Schema
queries.
We also compare observed performance with expected execution cost, assuming perfect load balancing to weight key space assignment exactly in proportion to node capability. We show this using
the Capability (Expected) lines. We derive capabilities on a per-query basis using the ratio of execution time on fast nodes to execution time on slow nodes. Of course, while per-node execution time
depends on load, it only does so in a mostly linear way, and there is some overhead; additionally,
optimization does not have complete exibility to assign key space ranges, and is constrained by partitioning granularity. Nevertheless, we see that Capability (Expected) and Capability (Observed) are
very close, reassuring us both of the accuracy of the cost model used for load balancing and that the
optimization problem generally has enough exibility to weight the partitioning as needed.
Figure 5.17 shows the results of a similar experiment for four diﬀerent sizes of the BioJoin schema
and query; here, as mentioned previously, we were able to use a mix of “small” and “large” EC2 nodes.
We again see that unweighted (balanced) optimization partitioning performance degrades quickly
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Figure 5.17: Eﬀects of node heterogeneity on performance of the BioJoin query. We show the running time for the TPC-H queries running on 20 EC2 nodes, a mixture of faster m1.large nodes and
slower m1.small nodes. We varied the size of each of the main relations (all except for the Species
table) from 1 million each to 2.5 million each. Balanced shows performance when the partitioning
was optimized to distribute the DHT key space as evenly as possible among nodes, while Capability
(Observed) shows performance when the partitioning was altered to distribute approximately twice
as much of the DHT key space to the faster nodes. Capability (Expected) shows expected performance
of optimal load balancing, based on the ratio of query execution time on 20 fast nodes to that on 20
slow nodes. is assumes that execution time is directly proportional to load, which is only mostly
true.
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when a few nodes are replaced with slow ones; with weighted partitioning performance degrades
slowly until

of the nodes are slow, and then more quickly until they are all slow.

e extreme

variation in performance of the balanced case is due the fact that the balanced partitioning for 5 nodes
happened to assign several of the slower nodes more than their fair share of the key space. As before,
we see that observed performance with weighting by capability is very close to expected performance
if the system is able to weight the partitioning perfectly by capability.
As shown here, for a variety of workloads, weighting optimized partitioning by node capability
leads to signi cant performance improvements. Even a single slow node can dramatically reduce performance with unweighted partitioning optimization, and slow nodes can cause odd slowdowns in
query execution. Weighted partitionings, on the other hand, are predictable; they degrade gracefully
as the fraction of slower nodes increases. We feel that capability-based weighting is a key addition to
partitioning optimization that greatly increases its utility and exibility.
Query Performance over Skewed Data

Our nal series of experiments explores the bene ts of taking data skew into account in optimized
partitioning. Recall that we use the skewed data generator of Chaudhuri and Narasayya (1999),
which chooses values for the TPC-H data according to a Zip an distribution. While we expect hashing to deal with skew at least reasonably well, we were concerned about the potential for very uneven
data distribution to introduce hotspots, such as, for example, the occasional very large order or very
order-heavy customer. It may also cause the optimizer’s derived histograms to be even more inaccurate that usual. We vary the characteristic of the Zip an distribution from 0 (uniform) to 2 (quite
skewed).
Recall that the optimized partitioning constraint problem a empts to assign chunks of the key
space to diﬀerent nodes. For non-skewed data, we simply divide the DHT key space into uniformlysized chunks. For skewed data, we take advantage of the fact that our system a empts to keep each
index page approximately the same size; therefore the partitioning of the key space into index pages
for a relation is an approximately equi-depth histogram. We create chunks that have (approximately)
the same number of index pages in them, and use those chunks for balancing purposes. As a side
eﬀect, this ensures that no index page is split between diﬀerent nodes; we do not expect this to have a
large eﬀect, given that the number of index pages is typically much larger than the number of nodes,
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Figure 5.18: Eﬀects of data skew on performance of TPC-H queries. We show the running time for
the TPC-H queries running on 20 EC2 m1.large nodes. All queries are posed over scale factor 10
instances (10GB data). Skew varies from uniform (Zip an characteristic 0) to very skewed (Zip an
characteristic 2). Balanced shows performance when the partitioning was optimized to distribute
the DHT key space as evenly as possible among nodes, while Weighted shows performance when
the partitioning was optimized to distribute the LINEITEM table as evenly as possible.
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Figure 5.19: Eﬀects of data skew on performance of star schema queries. We show the running time
for the TPC-H queries running on 20 EC2 m1.large nodes. All queries are posed over scale factor 10 instances (10GB data). Skew varies from uniform (Zip an characteristic 0) to very skewed
(Zip an characteristic 2). Balanced shows performance when the partitioning was optimized to distribute the DHT key space as evenly as possible among nodes, while Weighted shows performance
when the partitioning was optimized to distribute the LINEITEM table as evenly as possible.

making the overhead of index page spli ing relatively insigni cant.
Figure 5.18 shows performance of the TPC-H queries (executing on 20 “fast” nodes, scale factor 10 as before) as we vary the skew factor. We compare normal optimized partitioning (the Balanced

line) with optimization taking skew into account (the Weighted line) using the aforemen-

tioned method of assigning more weight to data-heavy regions of the key space. Recall that we can
only weight the key space partitioning for one relation, due to the constraint that a single partitioning
of the DHT key space be used for the entire query.

erefore we weight for the LINEITEM table, as

it is by far the largest relation, and the only revelation used by Q1 and Q6. As we see, weighting has
li le to no eﬀect for uniformly distributed data, and a small but statistically signi cant eﬀect for most
queries for more skewed data. Figure 5.19 shows that the same is true for the Star Schema queries.
From these experiments, we conclude that, at least for this data set, taking data skew into account
during query execution is not necessary.

e hash function does a relatively good job of handling data

skew without any intervention. While it is easy to add to an implementation, the technique described
here is rather limited, since it can only bias the partitioning for a single relation. Given its limited
utility, and the fact that the problems we were concerned about (very large numbers of tuples with the
same partitioning key, such as a the aforementioned very large order or a very order-heavy customer)
seem to be more pathological than realistic, compensation for skew seems not to be a critical feature
of an implementation. Certainly its eﬀects are at best very incremental when compared to the general
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Figure 5.20: Performance comparison with Derby. Orchestra (Balanced) showed optimized partitioning to balance load as evenly as possible given data placement, and Orchestra (Even) uses totally even
partitioning, which lacks partitioning resiliency. We use an EC2 m2.4xlarge instance, with 68GB
M and 8 cores for Derby, O
uses 20 m1.large nodes with 2 cores, as before. Data is
TPC-H scale factor 10.

partitioning optimization and capability-based weighting we explored earlier in this section. It would
be interesting to explore ways to compensate for skew in multiple relations, but that would require
extensive modi cation to the query execution (and optimization) implementation.

Comparison against RDBMSs
Finally, we also wanted to explore the overhead of our networking layer, as well as the overall quality of
our implementation, by comparing against several reference RDBMS implementations. We selected
Apache Derby³ (formerly IBM Cloudscape) to compare against, as it is well-known and mature Javabased RDBMS; it therefore suﬀers from the same garbage collection and JIT overhead as the Javabased O

query processor.

We compared the TPC-H queries and the Star Schema queries against two Derby con gurations.
In both cases, Derby was able to t the entire work set of tables in main memory, as was the case for
O

. First, we compared query performance for TPC-H scale factor 10 on an extremely

powerful server rented from EC2 relative to the O

performance we saw before, for both

balanced optimized partitioning and the totally even partitioning from Chapter 4. Given that our
queries parallelize relatively well, as shown previously, and that all data ts into

M, we expect

Derby performance to be limited by CPU (Derby will not use more than a single core for any given
³http://db.apache.org/derby/
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Figure 5.21: Performance comparison with Derby, proportional data. Orchestra (Balanced) showed
optimized partitioning to balance load as evenly as possible given data placement, and Orchestra (Even)
uses totally even partitioning, which lacks partitioning resiliency. All machines are EC2 m1.large.
Derby uses one machine with TPC-H scale factor 0.5, O
uses 20 nodes, TPC-H scale
factor 10. e Derby results are for
the amount of data as for O
, therefore giving an
idea of per-node execution speed. We omit Derby results for Q5, where poor plan choice lead to an
execution time of approximately 100 seconds.

query) and memory bandwidth. Figure 5.20 con rms that the greater CPU, cache, and memory
bandwidth resources of our distributed approach enable it to perform be er than Derby on a single
powerful server; this continues to be the case, even if one takes into account Derby’s greater potential
for inter-query parallelism.
Next, we set out to study the quality of our distributed query execution layer and the amount
of overhead introduced by the reliable versioned storage layer. Here we use TPC-H scale factor 0.5
for Derby, but continue with 20 nodes for O
therefore has approximately
amount of data as one O

; all nodes were identical.

the amount of data as the O

e Derby node

nodes, and therefore the same

node, assuming even distribution. We then compare query exe-

cution times for the Derby node with this proportional amount of data with O

. Since all

joins are foreign-key joins, with complexity linear in their input size, this scaling is valid; in the more
general case, it would not be. Figure 5.21 shows the results of our proportional data experiment. We
see that Derby performance is close to that of O

. Since execution times on a per-node ba-

sis are close to that of a mature RDBMS, we conclude that the storage overhead is not too high, and
that the query execution engine performs well.
Finally, we compared against a major commercial commercial RDBMS, also running on an EC2
node. As before, the entire database could t into the RDBMS buﬀer pool.
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e RDBMS was unable
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Figure 5.22: Performance comparison with commercial RDBMS. Orchestra (Balanced) showed optimized partitioning to balance load as evenly as possible given data placement, and Orchestra (Even)
uses totally even partitioning, which lacks partitioning resiliency. RDBMS execution on a EC2 node
with 8GB M and 8 cores, O
used 20 dual-core nodes as before. O
uses TPCH scale factor 10. RDBMS used TPC-H scale factor 4, and results are scaled by 2.5 ( ).

to load the entire scale factor 10 database, so we present results for scale factor 4, which are then scaled
by a factor of 2.5; this should give a lower bound on RDBMS performance.

is approach suﬀers from

the same limitations on cache, CPU, and memory bandwidth as our comparison with Derby. As
shown in Figure 5.22, the RDBMS performance is not good relative to distributed O

. It is

possible that the RDBMS was not optimally tuned, as the author of this thesis is far from an expert
database administrator. However, the typical users of O
and a key point of the distributed O
tuning.

will not be expert DBAs either,

implementation is that it is self-con guring and self-

erefore, we feel that a comparison with “out of the box” performance of an RDBMS on a

large server is fair.
From both of these experiments, we conclude that, for large data sets, O

performance

is very good. It would be interesting to compare performance on other workloads and data sizes. As
shown in Chapter 4, O

performance on smaller workloads is generally very good. For the

complex queries over large data sets studied here, performance exceeds that of large servers. It would
be interesting to compare against confederations of RDBMS instances, as would likely occur in an
enterprise se ing; we lack the resources to do this.
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5.4 Conclusions
While the techniques of the previous chapter provided excellent load balancing, they violated partitioning resilience. Any node arrival or departure would cause all nodes to have to move some data
around to restore the desired failover properties. In this chapter, we showed how we could use traditional replicated Pastry-style data placement to avoid this, and then exploit the partitioning exibility aﬀorded us by the replication to improve query processing performance. We showed that this
problem can be expressed in a manner solvable by a standalone constraint solver as a constrained
optimization problem. We showed how this solution could be extended to compensate for node
heterogeneity and data skew. We experimentally veri ed that an open-source constraint solver can
create high-quality partitionings quickly, and that these optimized partitionings oﬀer good performance on both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. We also showed that data skew is not a
signi cant problem for our system, and that taking it into account when optimizing therefore oﬀers
only limited bene t. Finally, we veri ed that O
competitive with existing RDBMSs.
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performance for large data sets is quite

Chapter 6

Related Work
No work is done in a vacuum, and this thesis is by no means an exception. As hinted at in earlier parts
of this thesis, many (if not most!) of the methods we used are based on, inspired by, or complementary to prior work from the literature. In this chapter, I present a broad survey of related work. In
particular, I focus on how the O
used to implement O

context diﬀers from prior work, and how the techniques
depart from previous approaches. I begin with a comparison with

prior data transformation and integration work in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 discusses issues of consistency in distributed systems. Section 6.3 reviews related work on distributed query processing.
Finally, Section 6.4 discussed approaches to load balancing in distributed hash tables.

6.1 Data Transformation and Integration
One of the key tasks in O

is translation between data formats.

e most basic approach to

translation between data formats is to write custom programs that operate on individual les, typically in some high-level scripting language like Perl or Python. Which this approach is very common,
it suﬀers from several important drawbacks. One is that automated reasoning about the eﬀects of entire programs is very diﬃcult. Another is that, in most cases, separate programs must be wri en for
each direction of translation, even though reciprocal operations are being performed¹. A third is that
much of the complexity in such programs is related to parsing and forma ing, not the actual transformation. If the data is coming from a database, going to one, or both, this is needless complexity;
¹Foster (2009) and Foster and Pierce (2008) explore ways of eliminating this problem for certain classes of transformations.
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Figure 6.1: Virtual data integration. A user query Q is rewri en into queries Q1 , Q3a , and Q3b . e
system was able to determine that source databases d2 and d4 do not have data relevant to Q. Q1 ,
Q3a , and Q3b are posed over d1 and d3 . e system then combines R1 , R3a , and R3b into the overall
result R, and returns it to the user.

one can get around this nal limitation by using a database access layer like JDBC or ODBC along
with the general-purpose programming language. However, the other problems remain.
Given limitations of encoding data transformation between databases in general-purpose programming languages, it is not surprising that data integration (as it is known in the academic community) and enterprise information integration (as it tends to be called commercially) has been an active area of research and development.

is work is closely related to O

, in that it enables

queries to be posed over a diﬀerent schema than the schema (or schemas) that hold the primary
copies of the data. One common feature of all these systems is that they allow the relationships between tables in databases to be speci ed as mappings in a high-level, declarative fashion. Research
systems typically use mappings in some variant of Datalog (Ullman, 1988, chap. 3), as does O
; commercial systems use a variety of techniques.

-

e details of how the mappings are expressed

is not important for this discussion.
Data integration systems can be partitioned along several axes, including where the data is queried,
how the relationships between databases are speci ed, and whether all querying must be done over
a single schema. We now explore these variations.
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Figure 6.2: Data warehousing. Periodically, the system builds a data warehouse by posing queries
over the source databases d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 ; this is shown with dashed arrows. Later, a user poses a
query Q; this is answered directly over the stored data warehouse.

Logical and Physical Data Integration
We begin by exploring variation in data placement, and where data is queried. Some systems perform
what is known as virtual data integration. In this method, data never leaves the original databases (the
source databases) that own the data. Figure 6.1 shows a virtual data integration system in action. A
user query is to the the system (sometimes referred to as a mediator), using a schema supplied by
the system. When there is only one such schema, as here, this is called the global schema or mediated
schema.

databases.

e mediator then rewrites the query over the mediated schema into queries over the source
e results of these queries are combined by the mediator (possibly in some complex

fashion, using a join or aggregation, or possibly simply by concatenating the results), which returns
them to the user. In data warehousing (sometimes called physical data integration), the source databases
are used periodically to build (or later, to refresh) a data warehouse, a database which holds a copy of
the relevant data from the sources, translated into the mediated schema. Later, a user poses a query
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to the system. It is directly executed over the database holding the data warehouse, and the results
are returned to the user. Figure 6.2 shows the relationship between a data warehousing system, the
source databases, and an end user posing a query. Chaudhuri and Dayal (1997) contains an overview
of data warehousing that the interested reader may nd useful.
Some applications are be er suited to virtual data integration, and some to data warehousing.
Data warehousing systems are o en simpler to build, since they don’t need to contain logic for query
rewriting; this can prove quite complex. However, data warehousing systems suﬀer from stale data, if
the warehouse is not refreshed enough. Also, data that is never queried is still maintained in the data
warehouse, potentially at great cost. Data warehouses do, however, reduce the load on the source
databases, if the query workload is high. A common application of data warehousing is for business analytics. Here, corporations unify data from many diﬀerent systems (which are o en used by
customer-facing services, and therefore should not be subject to the high load induced by complex
analytical queries) into a single large database.

e complex analysis queries are then performed

over that isolated database. Since the queries are used for planning, it is not necessary that the data
be completely fresh; warehouses are o en rebuilt or refreshed nightly or over weekends.
For applications where freshness is critical, virtual data integration is necessary. For example,
a ight search engine would need to use virtual data integration, since it must acquire up-to-date
pricing and availability information from each airline in order to respond correctly to user queries.
Also, given the large number of available routes, it would not be feasible to build a data warehouse;
instead, the system performs the searches to retrieve the desired routes as they are requested.
Hybrid approaches are also possible, and indeed appropriate for many se ings. A data warehouse
can be incomplete, and query source relations as needed. Caching can be added to virtual data integration to avoid consulting the source databases for all queries. Recent work on this topic includes,
for example, Haas et al. (2010).

Mapping Speci cation
A second axis in data integration systems is how the mappings are speci ed. Let us assume for
the moment that there is a single global mediated schema, as in the previous examples.

ere are

then queries that relate that express the relationships between that schema and the source databases.
Early systems, such as TSIMMIS (

e Stanford-IBM Manager of Multiple Information Sources),
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described in Garcia-Molina et al. (1997), express the (possibly virtual) global database as a view
over the source databases. Other systems, such as the Information Manifold (Levy et al., 1996), express the source databases as views (or more accurately, as subsets of views) over the global database.
ese approach are known respectively as GAV (global-as-view) and LAV (local-as-view). Lenzerini
(2002) gives a nice discussion of the fundamental diﬀerences between the two approaches, from a
theoretical perspective, and lists many more systems that use the two approaches. In the context of
data warehousing, mappings are also be expressed in a general-purpose programming language; this
approach is known as extract, transform, and load, or ETL. However, as discussed in the introduction
to this section, it is diﬃcult to reason about the eﬀects of whole programs, and therefore such mappings cannot be used for query reformulation in virtual data integration. We do not consider such
approaches further in this chapter.
Let us consider an example similar to that from Levy et al. (1996). We have four databases, one
containing used cars for sale, another containing luxury cars (new cars costing at least $50,000) for
sale, another containing vintage cars (from before 1950) for sale, and another containing motorcycles
for sale. We also have a database that gives a description of features for each make, model, and year.
Suppose the schemas were, respectively, as follows:
UsedCars (make,model,year,price)
LuxuryCars (make,model,year,price)
VintageCars (make,model,year,price)
Motorcycles (make,model,year,price,condition)
Features (make,model,year,features)

e a ributes are all as one might expect, and condition is always either ‘new’ or ‘used’. Suppose the
global schema consists is Vehicles(make,model,year,price,condition,features).
In Datalog, one might express the Vehicles relation using GAV mappings as
Vehicles(mk,mdl,yr,prc,‘used’,feats)

:-

Vehicles(mk,mdl,yr,prc,‘new’,feats)

:-

Vehicles(mk,mdl,yr,prc,‘used’,feats)

:-

Vehicles(mk,mdl,yr,prc,cond,feats)

:-
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UsedCars(mk,mdl,yr,prc),
Features(mk,mdl,yr,feats)
LuxuryCars(mk,mdl,yr,prc),
Features(mk,mdl,yr,feats)
VintageCars(mk,mdl,yr,prc),
Features(mk,mdl,yr,feats)
Motorcycles(mk,mdl,yr,prc,cond),
Features(mk,mdl,yr,feats)

Recall that in Datalog, the diﬀerent rules represent diﬀerent ways to derive tuples in a relation, and
so this Datalog program takes the union of these simple transformations of the source relations. It
is interesting to note that some of the information from the source database descriptions has been
lost. While it is apparent from the GAV speci cation that VintageCars only contains used cars, it is no
longer recorded that they must be from before 1950. Similarly, for LuxuryCars, while it is recorded
that they are all new, it has been lost that they all cost at least $50,000.
Using conjunctive queries, one might express the relationships between Vehicles and the sources
using LAV mappings as
UsedCars(make,model,year,price)
LuxuryCars(make,model,year,price)

⊆
⊆

Vehicles(make,model,year,price,‘used’,_)
Vehicles(make,model,year,price,‘new’,_),
price ≥ 50000
VintageCars(make,model,year,price)
⊆ Vehicles(make,model,year,price,‘used’,_),
year < 1950
Motorcycles(make,model,year,price,condition) ⊆ Vehicles(make,model,year,price,condition,_)
Features(make,model,year,features)
⊆ Vehicles(make,model,year,_,_,features)
ese are containments, not equalities, since some tuples in the global schema could come from

multiple relations; for example, a used car from 1947 could be either in UsedCars or VintageCars.
While LAV is perhaps conceptually more diﬃcult than GAV (since the common operation in a data
integration system is to take the union of the sources, it makes sense to think of the speci cation
that way as well), it is more powerful, since it contains additional information. Furthermore, that
additional information is helpful for query reformulation; a query for new vehicles need only search
the tables Motorcycles and LuxuryCars.
e third, and most general way to express the relationship between the mediated schema and
the sources is using GLAV (global/local-as-view), introduced by Friedman et al. (1999). As they
observe, pure LAV and pure GAV suﬀer from problems that did not become obvious in the relatively
straightforward example above:
Using either pure LAV or pure GAV source descriptions has undesirable consequences.
In LAV, the mediated schema must contain all a ributes shared by multiple source relations, whether or not they are of interest in the integration application…To make matters worse, some sites use shared a ributes that are only meaningful internally, such as
URLs of intermediate pages or local record ids. In GAV, on the other hand, the mediated
schema relations must all be relations present in the sources, or conjunctive queries over
them, making the mediated schema contingent on which source relations are available.
GLAV allows more complex transformations to be present on both sides of the mappings.
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ese are

equivalent in power to tuple-generating dependencies, or TGDs (Fagin et al., 2005), which are used in
many modern data integration systems, including O

. TGDs have the form

∀x, y (ϕ(x, y) ⇒ ∃z ψ(x, z))

where ϕ is a conjunction of relational atoms over the source relations, and ψ is one over the mediated schema (or other target relation). While more complex to consider for the purposes of query
reformulation, the increased expressive power and exibility of GLAV/TGDs nds them in use in
much recent theoretical data integration work, such as notion of data exchange developed by Fagin
et al. (2005).

e certain answers query semantics of this approach are also adopted by O

.

TGDs are also used as the basis for the Clio data integration and data exchange system (Fagin et al.,
2009).

Peer Data Management
e systems presented above are all traditional data integration engines, where there is a single mediated schema. All mappings directly relate source databases to the mediated schema, and it is over
this mediated schema that all queries are posed. While appropriate for many se ings, this approach
has some serious shortcomings. It is diﬃcult to add new data to the mediated schema (all mappings
must be updated), and users that don’t have the exibility to use a schema they prefer (they must use
the mediated schema). Additionally, it can be diﬃcult to represent (though perhaps possible with
the extensive use of null values) data that is only present in some of the sources.
Peer data management systems (PDMSs), such as Piazza (Halevy et al., 2003) and Hyperion (Ke-

mentsietsidis et al., 2003), and the more theoretical work of Calvanese et al. (2004), address this by
removing the constraint of a single mediated schema. Each peer in the system has its own schema,
and that schema is directly connected to only some of the other participants’ schemas. Queries can
be posed over any schema, and will return both data form that schema and data translated into that
schema. Because the system has an an interconnected “web” of mappings, data may have to travel
across a chain of mappings in order to travel from the source to the query; there may even be multiple
paths between a source and the query schema, which return diﬀerent results. Figure 6.3 shows an example of the relationships between schemas in Piazza. In such a system, it is easy to add (or remove)
participants at any time, and to introduce new mappings to supplement the existing relationships
between peers. In systems that perform virtual data integration, such as Piazza, query reformulation
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to use. is approach was the inspiration for O
. Figure is taken from Halevy et al. (2003).

tecture focuses on applications where peers are likely to stay
available the majority of the time, but in which peers should
be able to join (or add new data) very easily. We anticipate there will be a spectrum of PDMS applications, ranging from more ad-hoc sharing scenarios to ones in which the
membership changes less frequently or is restricted due to
security or consistency requirements. Finally, we note that
PDMS provide an infrastructure on which to build applications of the Semantic Web [4], which essentially share the
vision of large-scale data sharing systems on the Web.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally
defines the peer mediation problem and describes our mediation formalism. Section 3 shows the conditions under
adquery
hoc answering can be done efficiently in our forwhich
malism. In Section 4 we describe a query reformulation
algorithm for a PDMS, and Section 5 describes the results
of our experiments. Section 6 discusses related work and
Section 7 concludes.

In our discussion, for simplicity of exposition we assume the peers employ the relational data model, although
in our implemented system peers share XML files and pose
queries in a subset of XQuery that uses set-oriented semantics. Our discussion considers select-project-join queries
with set semantics, and we use the notation of conjunctive
queries. In this notation, joins are specified by multiple occurrences of the same variable. Unless explicitly specified,
we assume queries do not contain comparison predicates
(e.g., !=, <). Views refer to named queries.
We assume that each peer defines its own relational peer
schema whose relations are called peer relations; a query in
a PDMS will be posed over the relations from a specific peer
schema. Without loss of generality we assume that relation
and attribute names are unique to each peer.
Peers may also contribute data to the system, in the form
of stored relations. Stored relations are analogous to data
sources in a data integration system: all queries in a PDMS
will be reformulated strictly in terms of stored relations that
may be stored locally or on other peers. (Note that not every
peer needs to contribute stored relations to the system, as
some peers may strictly serve as logical mediators to other
peers.) We assume that the names of stored relations are
ad hoc
distinct from those of peer relations.
Example 2.1 Figure 1 illustrates many of the peer and
source relations in an example PDMS for coordinating

becomes extremely involved, and in any such system care must be taken to avoid mapping cycles that,
which coupled with existentially quanti ed variables (to indicate missing data), can create in nitely
large instances. PDMSs, as they are known, are undoubtedly the most complex of the systems presented here. However, their exibility and ability to evolve make them a compelling choice for many
dynamic,

applications.

Relationship to O
O

2. Problem definition

builds upon the data integration ideas and techniques presented here. Its logical model

In this section, we present the logical formalisms for describing a PDMS and the specification of semantic mappings between peers. Our goal is to leverage the techniques
for specifying mappings in data integration systems, extending them beyond the two-tiered architecture.

is very close to that of Piazza. O

is precisely the sort of

approach excels. We do not want to burden the initial O

application where the PDMS

participants with the task of com-

ing up with the perfect mediated schema, which will
3 be adequate for the lifetime of the collaboration;
it may not yet be clear what form the collaboration will take.

e PDMS-style web of mappings also

allows existing end user applications to continue to work over their current schemas unchanged, and
allows new participants to join easily by creating mappings to a participant with a similar structure.
If these mappings are not suﬃcient, they can be supplemented later; the initial amount of eﬀort required to join, however, is as low as possible.
As mentioned previously, O

uses GLAV mappings, in the form of TGDs, to express the
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relationships between participant schemas. Unlike Piazza and the Information Manifold, however,
it is not a query reformulation engine, and does not perform virtual data integration. O
maintains a (custom) local instance for each participant (as in physical data integration), for reasons
of privacy and query performance.

is also allows querying to take place oﬄine, or when some

other participants are not available. In this sense, O

comes close to maintaining a data

warehouse for each participant.
O

is not just about translating data between schemas, though that is a key functionality.

None of the data integration systems discussed here place much (if any) emphasis on data consistency
or integrity.

e goal is to get as much data as possible into the query schema (at least virtually), and

then to answer queries over it; the end user is responsible for removing dirty, incorrect, or stale data.
A major focus in O

is being more selective about the data that is brought into a user’s

instance, to eliminate unneeded or untrusted data, and to maintain consistency. We address related
work on this topic in the next section.

6.2 Consistency and Data Sharing
Once data is translated between diﬀerent schemas, there is o en a deeper source of incompatibility.

ere will typically be some inconsistency, as the diﬀerent parties may have diﬀerent levels of data

freshness, some sites’ data may be dirty, or, frequently, the sites may have diﬀerent viewpoints about
what data is factual or what the precise meaning of the data is. Data consistency is mostly orthogonal
to data integration and translation between schemas. In O

, as described earlier in this the-

sis, we perform the translation through update exchange, and then ensure consistency and integrity
through the reconciliation process. Reconciliation happens entirely in the participant’s own schema.
Here we present related work on data consistency in several contexts. It is worth bearing in mind that
most of the approaches here assume that a consistent global instance is possible; this is a fundamental
mismatch with the goals of O

.

Data Cleaning
ere has been a variety of work on data cleaning or “repair” schemes, which take a set of constraints
and a data instance that may violate some of these constraints. Data cleaning techniques used in data
warehousing typically rewrite the database to satisfy the constraints (and may propagate corrections
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back to the source databases). Rahm and Do (2000) presents a survey of such techniques. More
theoretical work, such as that presented in Arenas et al. (1999) and Lembo et al. (2002) focuses on
rewriting queries to give the results that would have resulted from a consistent data instance.
ese techniques of course assume that a consistent global instance is possible and indeed desirable.

ey are very good at correcting errors where one or a few databases have stale data; for example,

they will easily x a situation where one of a company’s many systems has an out-of-date address for
an employee.

ese types of problems arise frequently in data warehousing. However, if there is a

large amount of con icting data, it is not clear a priori which alternatives should be preferred; metrics
like edit distance work less well.
One approach to consistency in O

would be to create possibly inconsistent instances,

like those that arise from a PDMS, and then apply a cleaning technique to restore integrity constraints. However, we wish to account for diﬀering levels of trust; perhaps the payroll system is more
authoritative, so if its address is diﬀerent, it is because the employee recently moved and other systems, such as those for health insurance and the pension plan, have not yet been updated. We also
wish to take into account relationships between data items; if the employee’s address update was in
the same transaction as the deletion of the employee from a list of out-of-state residents, we should
ensure that that update survives as well. While some of these problems can be solved in the data
cleaning framework, we wish to make extensive use of metadata, like provenance and transactional
dependencies, to avoid making potentially arbitrary decisions between consistent alternatives. We
therefore need a more complex approach than that oﬀered by data cleaning.

Distributed Replication
e context of O

is similar to that of replica management, version control, and discon-

nected lesystems. Such systems create a local working copy for a user, which can then be read and
updated oﬄine.

e user may then later connect with the rest of the system, which may be a central

server or more complex distributed system, to share their changes with other users, and to receive
changes from other users.

is is clearly very close to O

tion operations. Unlike in O
master, consistent instance; in O

’s periodic publish and reconcilia-

, however, there is generally a focus on maintaining a single,
, user instances are intentionally allowed to diverge. In

other related elds, such as distributed databases, it is at least hoped that most operations will take
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Figure 6.4: Branching in a version control system. Figure is taken from Pilato et al. (2008).

place online; however, they fall back on a working copy model similar to that described above to
enable work to continue during a network partition, and then eﬀectively publish their local changes
when connectivity is restored.
Version Control

Client/server version control systems are widely used in academia and so ware development. Wellknown and widely-used such systems include the open-source CVS² and Subversion³ systems, as
well as the proprietary Perforce⁴ system. Such systems allow for both diverging and non-diverging
replicas.

e default mode of operation in such systems is to require all user-supplied changes to be

speci ed against the current (commonly referred to as HEAD) revision of les in the system. If a
user has made changes against an older version of the les, they must update their local copy to the
HEAD version before they can commit; this may entail manually resolving their local edits with recently made edits by others. Version control systems will a empt to do this automatically for edits
to diﬀerent les, and diﬀerent regions of les; however, the end user is ultimately responsible for
making sure that the changes they made to their local copy still make sense against the HEAD revision. Dealing with “merge con icts,” as they are known, and solving problems caused by incorrectly
performed merges, are common headaches for so ware developers. It is not uncommon for a user
to inadvertently undo the eﬀects of other recent changes when commi ing theirs. Version control
systems also allow divergent replicas, not on a per-user basis, but in the form of “branches” of the
²http://www.nongnu.org/cvs/
³http://subversion.tigris.org/
⁴http://www.perforce.com/
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les they hold.

e system may create a copy of a particular version of the les stored, and use this

as the basis of the working copies for diﬀerent sets of users. Figure 6.4 shows how a branch is created. Once the system has branched, however, it is typically very diﬃcult to merge one branch into
another; while the branches have a common ancestor, they are treated independently by the system
from the moment of divergence onwards.

e branching can be localized to a particular portion of

data in the system, typically using the lesystem-style hierarchy that organizes the les under version
control.
A key diﬀerence from O

is that all clients must commit changes relative to the most

recent version of the system state. If a user has made incompatible changes, he or she cannot commit
those to the system without resolving the con ict (excluding the possibility of branching).

is can

be very burdensome, and cause users to commit less frequently; this increases the potential for data
loss as the user’s work is not backed up on the server. In O

, on the other hand, publishing

always succeeds; con ict resolution is put oﬀ until the user’s local instance is updated.

e analogous

operation in version control is to create a separate branch for each user; if no one else updates that
branch, then their commit (publish) operations always succeed with no merge con icts. However,
other users do not continue to receive the compatible subset of the changes the user makes, and as
mentioned previously, merging divergent branches of a version control system can be a very tedious
task.
Distributed version control systems, such as BitKeeper⁵, Git⁶, and Mercurial⁷, are a recent development in version control, and address some of these issues. Eﬀectively, each user’s working copy
becomes its own branch.

e issues of merging changes between branches, which must be done

on request, still remain. While O

also considers each user’s instance as in eﬀect its own

branch, it tracks dependencies between the updates to users instances (i.e. working copies) and has
semantic information (such as integrity constraints) that allows it to eﬀectively perform much of the
merging automatically, based on user interested (as expressed by mappings and trust conditions).
⁵http://www.bitkeeper.com
⁶http://git-scm.com
⁷http://mercurial.selenic.com
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File Synchronization and Distributed Filesystems

File synchronizers such as Unison (Pierce and Vouillon, 2004) take two directory structures and eﬃciently propagates changes between them to keep them as close to each other as possible. In addition
to only performing pairwise synchronization, Union is conservative and will never overwrite changes
made by a user; when a con ict exists, both versions are typically preserved and the user must resolve
the con ict before continuing to work.
e Boomerang bidirectional programming language (Foster, 2009) assumes that only one of the
“source” or “view” is editing between synchronization, and so con icts do not arise in this context;
the focus is on translation.

e related Harmony project (Foster et al., 2007), a synchronizer for tree-

structured data (perhaps translated into a tree representation by Boomerang), does consider con icting updates to nodes in a tree.

ey discuss the trade-oﬀs between persistence, where no changes made

are ever undone, with convergence, where the replicas do not totally converge.

e authors of Foster

et al. (2007) state (emphasis original):
In Harmony, we have chosen to favor persistence because it is easier to ensure that unsupervised reconciliations are safe. (Unsupervised reconciliations are extremely desirable from the point of view of system administration, facilitating automatic reconciliation before disconnection or upon re-connection to a network, via nightly scripts, etc.)
Divergent systems are more likely to allow users to proceed with their work—the set
of replicas may be globally inconsistent, but it is more likely that each replica is locally
consistent. By contrast, convergent systems are more likely to force a user to resolve a
con ict a er a remote user initiated a synchronization a empt. For example, consider
con icting updates to a le with strict syntax requirements (e.g., LaTeX or C); the convergent system’s a empt to record both updates may result in a le that causes subsequent processing to fail.
e replicas will not converge until they are manually edited to become so, though the divergence
will be localized to the subtree where the con ict occurred.
e IceCube system (Kermarrec et al., 2001) can also be thought of as a le synchronizer, though
it in fact operates over operation logs rather than raw les, as Unison does. It allows many users to
operate on their replicas oﬀ-line, and then periodically it reconciles the operation logs of the users.
Using domain-speci c information, it can consider diﬀerent valid interleavings and reorderings of
subsets of the combined operation log; using a domain-speci c scoring function, it chooses a maximal interleaving. Some of the operations performed are rolled back, and all replicas are set to the
result of performing the selected subset.

is means that IceCube is a convergent system, in contrast
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to Harmony above. As we have stated previously, we do not feel that convergence is an appropriate goal in O

: customized user instances are expected and desired, and it is unclear how

a global preference between con icting updates could be speci ed. Also, this approach requires all
replicas to be simultaneously available for the system to perform a global reconciliation; we were eager to avoid this requirement in O

. Interestingly, IceCube does have an idea analogous

to the a en operation discussed in Chapter 3: it a empts to combine operations on the same data
item into a single one to eliminate transient con icts and increase the number of operations that can
be applied.
Bayou (Edwards et al., 1997) is a replicated, weakly consistent storage system. It is designed to
be the storage layer for distributed applications with varying or intermi ent network connectivity.
An application can perform a read or write operation at any replica; updates will eventually be propagated to all other replicas.

is “eventual consistency” model means that semantic con icts can arise

due to replication lag. Since Bayou has no knowledge of application semantics, it depends on the
user to supply application-speci c con ict detectors and con ict resolvers.

ese are responsible for bring-

ing replicas into an internally consistent state a er the techniques of Petersen et al. (1997) transfer
updates between replicas. Bayou does provide “session guarantees,” described in Terry et al. (1994)
which ensure that a particular instance of the application will see a consistent view of the storage
layer by constraining the replicas with which it can communicate; they are not suﬃcient to impose global
atomicity or serializability. Like IceCube, Bayou required the user to write custom resolvers and
detectors in order to converge on a globally consistent instance. However, the IceCube interface is
at a somewhat higher level, and provides built-in support for reordering and equivalence detection;
such capabilities would have to be added to Bayou on a per-application basis. Regardless, Bayou’s
convergent properties set it apart from O

’s goals.

Finally, con ict detection and resolution occurs in distributed lesystems during a network partition. Both more traditional network lesystems like Coda (Satyanarayanan et al., 1990), replicated
lesystems like Ficus (Reiher et al., 1994), and peer-to-peer lesystems like Ivy (Muthitacharoen
et al., 2002) support updates during a network failure. When connectivity is restored, divergent replicas must be identi ed and repaired. Since lesystems have no knowledge of the meaning of the les
they hold, both Ivy, Ficus, and Coda work to detect con icts, and then disable updates to them;
application-speci c con ict resolvers are then used to perform a repair operation by combining the
various versions of a le into a uni ed one. Like most of the other le-based approaches discussed
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here, Coda, Ivy, and Ficus are convergent.
Of the systems discussed here, only Harmony allows replicas to diverge, and a empts to keep the
divergence to a minimum; while parts of replicas diverge, the rest of them is kept in sync.
proach is similar to what we intend to do in O

is ap-

. However, our data is not tree-structured,

and we wish to use additional information to resolve some con icts automatically.

e lesystem

(or lesystem-like) techniques of IceCube, Bayou, Ivy, and Coda all rely on custom-coded con ict
resolvers to create a globally consistent instance by discarding some incompatible updates. IceCube
is in some ways the most similar to O

. Despite its convergent properties, it uses opera-

tions (like updates) instance of instance state as the base of it semantics. It also considers interactions
between the operations, dependencies between them, and a empts to reduce transient con icts between operations through a a ening-like procedure.
Distributed Databases

Distributed databases typically a empt to provide the illusion that all transactions execute over a
single, consistent database instance. If partition occurs and operations from diﬀerent sites are incompatible, the goal is to choose the subset that satisfy some sort of optimization criteria. O en this
involves choosing some (i.e. the largest, or somehow the most important) subset of transactions that
are in some way compatible, such as respecting serializability.
Some early systems, like earlier versions of IBM’s System R*, lacked replicated data. It used variants of the standard two-phase commit protocol to ensure serializability between sites (Mohan et al.,
1986). Since data was not replicated, there was no potential for replicas to diverge, and therefore no
con icts to resolve; a network partition would simply cause the system to grind to a halt.
More interesting from our perspective, and more related to con ict resolution, are systems that
do have replicated data. An early example of such a system is SDD-1, as presented in Bernstein et al.
(1978). In general, a distributed protocol is used to keep data replicas synchronized.

en, in the

event of network partition, querying can continue, assuming there are replicas of all of the needed
tables in a user’s partition; it is not always possible to make updates in the event of a network partition. Davidson (1984) presents an optimistic approach to concurrency control in this se ing, which
allows general transactions to occur during a network partition. Transaction commi al is held until
the network partition is resolved, and the author presents a detailed comparison of the performance
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of several backout selection strategies that restore global serializability by rolling back a subset of the
transactions. Backout selection is NP-complete for even simple metrics like minimizing the number
of transactions rolled back, and therefore also for more useful ones like minimizing the global backout cost with diﬀerent weights for diﬀerent transactions; the author presents and compares several
heuristics.
Version vectors (Parker et al., 1983) are a widely-used method of determining causality in dis-

tributed systems. For a system with n nodes, a version vector is an n-ary vector of counts [c1 , . . . , cn ].
When a new data item is created, it’s version vector is initialized to all zeros. When node ni updates
an item, it increments the ith entry of its version vector. As long as a distributed, replicated system
remains connected and its consistency protocol is observed, all version vectors for a data item will
stay synchronized. If the network is partitioned, however, the version vectors establish a partial order
(the so-called “happened-before” relation) over the versions of the data item. We say that a version
vector vi precedes another vj (i.e. vi < vj ) if, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, vi [k] ≤ vj [k]; this means that the
data item for vj was derived from that for vi by applying a sequence of operations. Since version vectors establish a partial order, it is possible that neither vi < vj or vj < vi ; then some updates have
been applied to one data item that have not been applied to the other, and vice versa.

is means

that consistency has broken down, perhaps due to a network partition. A er this is discovered, the
application will perform a reconciliation to merge the two data items somehow, and associate with
the merged data item the version vector that is the pairwise maximum of each of the elements of vi
and vj .
Version vectors are the building blocks for optimistic concurrency control and replication, which
can be used to implement a variety of distributed systems where strict serializability is no longer required. Saito and Shapiro (2005) presents a survey of work on optimistic replication; distributed
lesystems like Ivy, Coda, and Ficus described above use optimistic replication and version vectors,
in concert with con ict resolvers, to maintain consistency. Microso Access also uses (or at least
used at one time) vector vectors to ensure consistency between multi-master replicas of its databases (Gray et al., 1996; Hammond, 199?). It a empts to resolve con icts indicated by the version
vectors automatically, but in complex scenarios will simply store an error for human review.
Ceri et al. (1995) presents a distributed, replicated database, where updates will eventually be
applied to all replicas a er a partition is healed. Serializability, however, will not be enforced, transactions that read stale data will not be rolled back, and constraints may be violated. A later application178

speci c cleanup might be necessary to deal with, say, overdrawn bank accounts or overbooked ights;
however, as in Davidson (1984), the authors feel the ability to get useful work during a partition is
worth the cost of some cleanup (or transaction rollbacks in Davidson (1984)). Ceri et al. (1995)
uses version vectors to determine which updates need to be sent between sites during the reconciliation phase a er a partition heals. In some ways, their consistency model is very close to ours, in that
they (have the option to) ensure a write ordering on updates, as does O

. O

,

however, does not require eventual consistency, which they do.
Approaches from distributed databases are not generally applicable in the O

context.

Much of the distributed database literature is concerned with strict serializability over a global instance; since O

lacks a consistent global instance, serializability has li le meaning in our

context. Version vectors, as used in Ceri et al. (1995) are somewhat related to our approach, since
they ensure that updates are applied at replicas in the same order they were originally. However, we
do not necessarily apply all transactions to each participant, leading to divergence from the eventual
consistency that they are seeking. Since our transactional guarantees can introduce dependencies
between data items (i.e. tuples with the same primary key), version vectors cannot be directly applied

to the O

context. It is not clear with what a version vector would be associated.

In principle, it could make sense to assign a version vector to a particular region of the database
(some set of keys in some set of tables) that has particular semantic meaning as a logical entity.

e

system could then use a version vector to keep track of the updates participants make to that portion
of the database, and use this instead of transactional dependency model we have proposed. Each
transaction would have an associated pre-condition version vector, taken from the state of the region
when the transaction is created, and that transaction could only be applied to other instances with
that version vector for the region of the database the transaction references.

is would ensure par-

ticipants end up in one of a only a few xed states for the database region. In eﬀect, the region of the
database is treated as an opaque blob which O

cannot see inside; it can merely ensure that

the operations on this blob are valid. However, if reconciliation is infrequent, and each participant
makes a few updates to the region, the participants could totally diverge. If the database region is
large, divergence could be all but assured, and if the database region is very small, then the end result
will get very close to our existing transactional and con ict-based semantics. Nevertheless, it is interesting to consider the relationships between our consistency model and others from distributed
systems.
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6.3 Distributed Query Processing
Distributed query processing as a eld dates back almost to the beginning of the relational database
era. Some in uential early systems, such as IBM’s System R* (Lindsay et al., 1984) and the Computer Corporation of America’s SDD-1 (Jr. et al., 1980), supported operations over distributed data.
However, as discussed in Mackert and Lohman (1986) and Bernstein et al. (1981), both approaches
consider partitioning of data at the table level. While this can aﬀord some performance bene ts,
partitioning of tables among a collection of nodes can oﬀer greater bene ts through partitioned parallelism, which was introduced in the context of distributed Ingres (Epstein et al., 1978). By executing

portions of each operation on a large number of nodes at the same time, this can oﬀer greater data
retrieval speed (due to parallel I/O) and greater processing speed (due to parallel processing). In general, there is a trade-oﬀ between the cost of network communication and the bene ts of partitioned
parallelism. However, network speeds (both in the local area and at the global scale) have improved
dramatically over the last several decades, and now o en exceed that of physical storage. Partitioned
parallelism in shared-nothing databases has been cited by leading researchers (e.g. in DeWi and
Gray (1992)) as the future of high-performance databases.

e major commercial RDBMSs, namely

IBM’s DB2, Microso ’s SQL Sever, and Oracle’s eponymous RDBMS all support partitioned parallelism.
While state-of-the-art commercial RDBMSs can oﬀer high performance, they are notoriously
diﬃcult to set up and use, even at a single site. A key goal of O

is to provide reliable,

high-performance storage and querying without the need for a central server. Multiple computers at
multiple sites will therefore ful ll the storage and execution need of O

. We do not wish to

require complete reliability on the part of any particular site, allowing intermi ent network failures,
hardware upgrades, or so ware faults. Furthermore, we want the system to be “plug and play” in that
a node needs to know the identity of another node, and connect to it; from there, everything should
be self-con guring.
for O

erefore, we chose to implement a partitioned-parallel, peer-to-peer database

.

Peer-to-Peer Storage and Query Processing
e literature contains several recent, in uential peer-to-peer query processors, PIER (Chun et al.,
2004; Loo et al., 2004; Huebsch et al., 2005; Huebsch, 2008) and Seaweed (Narayanan et al., 2008;
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Mortier et al., 2006). Both use the distributed hash table (DHT) as their data partitioning layer,
which we rst review. Well-known DHTs include Pastry (Rowstron and Druschel, 2001), CAN (Ratnasamy et al., 2001), Chord (Stoica et al., 2001), P-Grid (Aberer, 2001), and Bamboo (Rhea et al.,
2004). While the details of distributed hash tables vary from implementation to implementation,
they all implement one key feature: given a data item, they can associate it with a node. Both keys
and nodes are given IDs in some large key space; this is o en 160-bit integers, chosen to match the
output of the SHA-1 hash function. Hashing is used to ensure an even distribution of nodes and
data items throughout the keyspace; data items are associated with the hash of their key, and nodes
(typically) with hash of their IP address.

e key space is partitioned in a deterministic way using

the node IDs; the exact method depends on the system. Such systems cannot guarantee complete
partitioning (i.e. routing) consistency under churn, though they typically guarantee that routing will
stabilize once churn has ceased.
e key operation in a DHT is to send a message to the node that owns a particular DHT ID⁸;
the message might be to store a retrieve a data item from persistent store, if the system is implementing a “pure” distributed hash table that just holds data, or it might do something more complicated.
Message routing is accomplished by consulting the routing table at each node, which indicates which
a request should be sent to for certain regions of the key space. To enable scalability to very large
numbers of numbers of nodes, i.e. to Internet-scale systems, multi-hop routing is used. Each node
has incomplete knowledge of the nodes in the system, and so many nodes (typically logarithmic in
the system size) may be contacted as a message makes its way to the node that owns a particular data
item. Note that in O

we using single-hop routing, which is possible due to the smaller sys-

tem size. We then use snapshots of a single consistent routing table for the duration of a query, which
guarantees consistent partitioning for the purposes of that query.
Distributed hash table-based query processors have largely targeted dynamic and loosely consistent, rather than static and strongly consistent, data. Huebsch (2008), for example, discusses applying PIER to keyword search in peer-to-peer lesharing, and to network monitoring. PIER is build
over the Bamboo DHT mentioned previously. It supports storing data natively in the DHT; this is
never the primary copy of data, as nodes must periodically publish data to the DHT.

is ensures

⁸ is is a slight generalization. Some DHTs include persistent storage as a built-in feature, meaning that the basic
operation is simply to store or retrieve a data item. Others, such as Pastry, only focus on routing; this is more exible,
since it enables high-level applications to be built over the DHT. We assume a Pastry-style interface.
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reasonable data freshness, that data moves to the correct node as the nodes come and go (there is
no background replication), and that data from nodes that have le the system does not persist inde nitely. Data may also be stored in application-managed storage on the nodes, and pushed into
PIER for processing during query execution. PIER supports partitioned-parallel operations, such
as joins, by using the DHT as a very large hash table for pipelined hash joins; it also has optimizations to reduce network traﬃc by using Bloom joins (Mackert and Lohman, 1986), and by caching
in concert with the multi-hop routing inherent in the DHT to produce results early. It also supports
pre-computation of aggregate results at each node (into a partial state record, or PSR), and using tree
to combine the PSRs incrementally until they reach the node that issued the query.
Some of the techniques used by PIER inspired approaches in O

: we use similar join

techniques, though without any caching (since we have single-hop routing), and also use PSRs. We
do not use trees to merge PSRs, however. Since we have summary statistics, we can determine the
number of PSRs the query issuer is likely to receive. If receiving and combining them is determined
(by the optimizer, in a cost-based fashion) not to be too heavy a burden, the query issuer will simply
combine all the PSRs itself. Otherwise, the PSRs will be rehashed, and a distributed partitionedparallel aggregation will be performed to produce a complete results for each aggregate group; these
are then sent to the issuer. Our approach works well if the number of nodes is relatively small (as is
typically the case in O

) or if the number of aggregation groups is very large (rehashing will

cause even load distribution). If a large number of nodes produce results for only a few groups, the
incremental aggregation approach of PIER will perform be er. In O

, however, we have

not found aggregation performance to be a bo leneck.
Like PIER, Seaweed focuses on distributed computation of aggregates, and considers network
management as a driving use case. Unlike PIER, no base data is stored in the DHT (which in this
case is Pastry); the DHT is instead used to maintain information about past node availability, so that
the system (and user) can make intelligent decisions about how long to wait for results. A user might
be willing to wait, say, one hour for results from 95% of the nodes, but not an extra four hours to
reach 99%. Like PIER, it also uses hierarchical computation of aggregates, but unlike PIER it does
not support distributed joins. It does, however, place a stronger emphasis on consistency, in that it
ensures that network churn will never cause available data to be skipped or processed multiple times;
data from nodes that are down for the duration of the query, as chosen using the node availability
information, will not be considered. PIER, in contrast, only oﬀers best-eﬀort consistency.
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A key diﬀerence between the needs of O

and these prior peer-to-peer query processors

is that they are focused on the scalability aﬀorded by peer-to-peer systems; we are focused on their
self-con guring nature and resilience to failure. Additionally, we need to ensure consistent access to
mutable data. DHTs use replication to enable transparent failover by replicating data items to nodes

near (in the DHT key space) to the node that owns that item; if the owning node fails, requests will
get rerouted to a node that owns a backup copy. Pastry, like other DHTs, uses background replication
through swapping summary structures⁹ is used to ensure that each node maintains copies of the data
items that it should, even as the set of nodes changes due to churn. Replication ensures that, with
high probability, data is not lost, and the background process will eventually migrate it to the correct
nodes. PIER does not use replication; instead, any data stored in the DHT can be through of as a
cache that is refreshed periodically from master copies elsewhere. Seaweed uses Pastry replication to
ensure that availability metadata is not lost, though they do not seem concerned about consistency
of such metadata.
is approach causes several problems for mutable data. One is more technical, in that replication implementations (at least in FreePastry) assume that each DHT ID refers to a single, immutable
data item. It will ensure that a copy of a data item with that ID is replicated to the correct nodes. If
the data item (or items) a DHT ID changes over time, the system will not propagate such changes.
Versioning can perhaps be added to such a system, but consistency issues may result, as in the distributed databases discussed above. A more fundamental problem is that writes may not be seen
immediately, if there is a network partition or incorrect routing; this can lead to divergent replicas.
Replication will eventually bring the most recent version of a data item to the correct nodes; at any
point in time, however, all nodes in the system would have to be consulted to nd the most recent
version of a data item (or even to determine if it exists), since it might not yet have migrated.
We solve this problem in O

through the use of versioned storage (for tuples), a hierar-

chical index that maps versions of the database to versions of tuples, and a global distributed counter
to keep track of versions of the database.

is approach will not work for Internet-scale systems, due

to the complexity of possible counter implementations. However, it means that we can use background DHT replication (with versioning, as mentioned above, of both base data and index pages)
for the common case (data is correctly located) and can search on demand to retrieve the most recent
⁹See
details
at
https://mailman.rice.edu/pipermail/freepastry-discussion-l/
2005-September/000168.html
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copy of missing or stale data; the index can be used to determine when this situation exists. It can
also detect data loss of base data and index pages.
An alternate approach to this problem, described in DeCandia et al. (2007), is taken by Amazon’s Dynamo storage engine. Like DHTs, it uses hashing for data distribution, replicates data (to a
con gurable N nodes) for reliability, and focuses on high update availability in the event of node failure. Data is versioned using vector clocks (very similar to the version vectors presented previously).
Updates are always speci ed relative to a particular version.

e node that owns a data item acts as

the coordinator and master copy for reads and writes of that data item; note that which node is the
master may change due to node failure or partition. In a write, the coordinator tries to update all N
replicas, and must wait for a certain number of them (con gurable W ) to commit the write before
it can return success to the user. Similarly, in a read the coordinator reads as least a con gurable R
replicas, and returns the most recent (using their versions). If replicas have diverged, application
speci c replication occurs. By tuning R and W relative to N and each other, Dynamo can favor read
or write performance, though perhaps at the expense of delayed inconsistency detection. While this
approach is interesting and clearly high-performance, we felt that for O

the potential for

stale reads was too high.
In short, O

’s query engine is inspired by prior DHT-based query engines. Unlike

them, however, we provide stronger consistency guarantees, and use the DHT for the primary storage of base data. Given our focus on peer-to-peer system’s reliability and fault tolerance rather than
scalability, we were able to exploit our smaller scale to provide guarantees that they cannot. Here we
have outlined related work on query processing and consistent storage in peer-to-peer systems. In
the next section we describe related work on ensuring reliability in distributed query processing.

Reliable Distributed Query Processing
Reliable distributed query processing is a topic of study dating back to IBM’s R* (Lindsay et al., 1984)
and SDD-1 (Bernstein et al., 1978), and perhaps best known commercially as Tandem NonStop
SQL (Tandem Database Group, 1987). However, their consistency model and de nition of reliability diﬀer somewhat from ours. In NonStop SQL, the problem is detecting a failed machine in a
local cluster and possibly aborting and restarting a query. As mentioned in an Section 6.2, in R* and
SDD-1, the focus is on ensuring transaction serializability. Aborting a transaction (which may con-
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tain both queries and updates) and restarting it is both necessary and expected in the event of node
or link failure.
Our consistency model is relaxed, as we do do not consider transactions (when publishing the
update log, we do consider them during reconciliation) or serializability. We simply need correct and
complete answers to a query relative to a particular version of the database. Churn could cause loss
or inconsistent partitioning of intermediate state, and therefore missing or incorrect results. For us,
node arrival is not a problem due to the use of per-query routing snapshots, but node departure causes
data loss. One option is to abort and restart the query; reliable storage will ensure correct results. We
would like, however, to avoid redundant work and to incrementally recompute “missing” answers
where possible, in order to complete query computation. In Section 4.4, we described how we can use
buﬀered state and replicated data to recover the state at failed nodes, avoiding much recomputation
when recovering from node failure.
In many distributed systems, there is no incremental recovery of query results. What we call
“abort and restart” is the only recovery mode. Some do support techniques at least similar to ours.
e OGSA-DQP system (Smith et al., 2000, 2002), a grid-based distributed query processor, is perhaps the closest to our se ing, though it is not peer-to-peer in nature. OGSA-DQP was extended
in Smith and Watson (2005) to support recovery from node failure during query execution through
the use of upstream backup.

is technique ensures that copies of tuples are buﬀered as they are sent,

and retained until they (or all of the tuples derived from them) have owed through some number
of downstream nodes; in this way, a small number of node failures will never result in loss of query
results. It has limitations when processing joins, as one relation must be completely buﬀered; the
memory cost of this is no higher, however, than using pipelined hash joins, as we do.

e main dif-

ference from our work is that buﬀering is explicit. We instead exploit existing buﬀers, and rescan base
data only when existing buﬀers are not suﬃcient to recover needed state.
Recent work on reliable stream processing systems has also lead to related techniques for reliable
query processing. Reliability is if anything even more critical in stream processing, as restarting a
query will loose any state accumulated in intermediate stream operators. Hwang et al. (2005) gives a
nice comparison (albeit using a simulation for experimental results) of diﬀerent techniques for building robust stream processors. Upstream backup is considered in this context as well, and performs
well if failures are rare as it does not add much processing overhead or network traﬃc; however, it
can take a long time to process the backed up data in order to recover the state of a failed node. Other
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techniques considered include active standby, where multiple copies a query are run simultaneously
on diﬀerent nodes.

is allows for a failure to be quickly corrected, but seriously reduces the available

processing power and adds considerable network overhead, as all computation is performed multiple
times. Balazinska et al. (2008) details the use of active standby in the Borealis stream processor. It
is also used, via the Flux operator (Shah, 2004) in the TelegraphCQ system (Chandrasekaran et al.,
2003). Passive standby is a promising hybrid approach, which combines some amount of upstream
backup with periodic checkpointing of operator state to a backup. If the amount of state is smaller
than the amount of input used to generate it (as it common for windowed and aggregate operators),
this can lead to a dramatic reduction in network traﬃc while causing an acceptable increase in time
needed to recover from a node failure. Hwang et al. (2007) and Kwan et al. (2008) discuss ways to
add passive standby to Borealis, and oﬀer promising results.

ese methods have higher network

overhead than ours, since redundant data (in the form of operator checkpoints or duplicate computation) is sent over the network. Additionally, we can try to exploit existing buﬀers to reduce the cost
of recovery. Since we can always rescan base data, it doesn’t ma er that some needed data may not
be buﬀered anywhere; for stream processing, of course, rescanning base data is not an option.

Cloud Computing
Our target domain is more controlled and smaller than Internet-scale peer-to-peer networks. In many
ways, our work is closer to cloud data management platforms. Yahoo!, for example, is developing the
PNUTS (Cooper et al., 2008) massively parallel database, together with the “Pig Latin” query language (Olston et al., 2008), which will allow complex queries in the style of MapReduce (Dean and
Ghemawat, 2004, 2010) to be speci ed more easily. Like our work, PNUTS provides strong consistency guarantees and supports transparent failover. MapReduce-style workloads (PNUTS uses the
Hadoop MapReduce implementation) oﬀer support for restart of failed work units, and are highly
partitioned-parallel. While most of the features of our work are present in PNUTS, there are a few
major diﬀerences: PNUTS depends on a reliable message broker to achieve consistency, and does
not support consistency between records. While global consistency is important for O

,

global consistency in (say) the Yahoo! user database is not necessary; the authors of PNUTS instead
opt for higher performance through the use of per-item master copies. Additionally, MapReduce
typically depends on a single, reliable controller.
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Google’s MapReduce implementation can also be used to perform complex transformations over
distributed data stored using Google’s internal systems, such as the GFS distributed lesystem Ghemawat et al. (2003), or the Bigtable distributed database (Chang et al., 2008). Such systems also
oﬀer automatic load balancing and failover, like O

. However, they require a permanent

controller, or root node, and also do not oﬀer system-wide versioning consistency (Bigtable and GFS
only support row- and le-level consistency). MapReduce is also quite low-level for use as a query
language; by comparison, the query layer for O

uses standard SQL.

e Pig Latin query

language, mentioned above, is one example of a project to provide a higher-level (though not as high
as SQL) query language for MapReduce-type transformations.

e HadoopDB academic research

project (Abouzeid et al., 2009) is also a empting to provide SQL-style querying over Hadoop, the
open source MapReduce implementation. While it provides good query performance, and uses load
balancing to operate over a heterogeneous cloud, the work presented so far focuses on query performance for analytical workloads; there is no discussion of a consistency model. Additionally, like
other MapReduce implementations, Hadoop depends on the central NameNode to store lesystem
metadata; HadoopDB therefore suﬀers from a single point of failure. In a related projected, Facebook
has built Hive

usoo et al. (2010), a Hadoop-based data warehouse. Its emphasis is also on query

performance over very large data sets, and not consistency.
eO

query processor and storage layer shares many features with cloud-based data-

bases: these include fault tolerance, massively parallel processing, use of heterogeneous commodity hardware, and relaxed consistency semantics. O

, however, has requirements that the

cloud systems lack. We want it to be totally automatically con guring; while cloud systems typically
support transparent failover, they require initial setup. We also want stronger consistency semantics. While we are not interested in full serializability, as many traditional distributed databases are,
we do desire globally consistent versioned snapshots; cloud approaches usually oﬀer only record- or
tuple-level consistency. Finally, many of the cloud approaches have a permanent central controller or
master node. Our substrate, in contrast, uses peer-to-peer storage, and query initiator as a temporary
master node just for the purposes of query execution.
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7.2.3 Caching
lationship between how many virtual servers a physical server has
CFS caches blocks along the lookup path. As the initiating server
contacts successive servers, each checks whether it already has the
desired block cached. Once the initiating server has found the
block, it sends a copy to each of the servers it contacted during the
lookup; these servers add the block to their caches. This scheme is
expected to produce high cache hit rates because the lookup paths
for the same block from different sources will tend to intersect as
they get closer to block’s successor server.
Figure 11 illustrates how well caching works. A single block is
inserted into a 1,000 server system. Then a sequence of randomly
chosen servers fetch the block. The graph shows how the number
of RPCs required to fetch the block decreases with the number of
cumulative fetches, due to the block being cached in more places.
Each plotted point is the average of 10 sequential fetches. A quirk
in the implementation prevents the originating server from checking its own cache, which is why no fetches have an RPC count of
zero.
As expected, the RPC counts decrease, since more and more
servers have the block cached. The RPC counts decrease significantly after just a few lookups. Figure 9 shows that lookups without
caching in a 1,000-server system require an average of 5.7 RPCs,
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6.4 Load Balancing in Distributed Hash Tables

ere are a number of approaches to load balancing in peer-to-peer networks.

e most basic load

balancing task is simply to allocate the network’s key space evenly among all nodes; in a naïve DHT
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large (o en 5 to 20) virtual servers. Each virtual server is assigned its own node ID, and therefore gets
its own region of the key space. While the amount of key space at each virtual server is highly variable,
since each node runs a large number of them, the total fraction of the key space (and therefore the
total amount of data) at each node is very consistent. Figure 6.5a shows a histogram of the fraction
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of the key space assigned to each physical node for a variety of numbers of virtual nodes. As the
number of virtual nodes increases, the distribution of the key space (and data items) to physical nodes
becomes more consistent.
However, even distribution of key space among physical nodes does not always oﬀer optimal
performance. If the nodes are heterogeneous, it is o en desirable to allocate more of the key space to
the more capable nodes.

is virtual server approach of CFS can be used to assign more data data to

such nodes, by creating more virtual servers at more powerful nodes. As Figure 6.5b, the number of
data items at each node is directly proportional to the number of virtual servers there.
A diﬀerent approach, described in Surana et al. (2006), also takes diﬀering node capabilities into
account but goes beyond this, considering which data items are more popular and a empts to distribute the key space to keep each node operating at a reasonable fraction of its capabilities.
technique must also factor in the cost of moving state between nodes.
O

is

e techniques proposed for

are similar, but there are important diﬀerences in the se ing. In O

, the query

workload is such that extreme hot spots, like the so-called “Britney Spears problem” in peer-to-peer
lesharing (the nodes which own those two keys are swamped by teenyboppers looking for a copy of
her latest hit), are unlikely; each node’s load is instead strongly related to its fraction of the DHT key
space.

eir approach a empts to move large chunks of data between servers in a cost-based way;

due to replicated data, we have the routing exibility to move the retrieval of smaller chunks of data
from node to node at li le to no cost.
In general, creating more virtual servers increases the evenness of key space distribution among
the physical nodes. However, as discussed in Ledlie and Seltzer (2005), Karger and Ruhl (2004),
and elsewhere, virtual servers also have some negative eﬀects:
1.

ey increase churn. Each node has more neighbors, so more nodes acquire new regions of
the key space when a node arrives or departs.

2.

ey increase the amount of routing state, and therefore also the cost of performing each routing step.

3.

ey also increase the amount of bandwidth used for network maintenance.

ey increase the number of hops per lookup, in DHTs that perform multi-hop routing. Recall
that O

does not.
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4.

ey complicate replication, since care must be taken to ensure that data is not replicated at
another virtual server on the same node.

For O

, there are several additional reasons that virtual servers do not work well. By in-

creasing fragmentation of the key space, they decrease the bene t of clustering index pages near (in
the DHT key space) to the tuples they reference: this increases the number of tuple IDs sent over the
network, and can cause a major increase in network traﬃc and decrease in performance in bandwidthconstrained se ings. Additionally, it takes a very large number of virtual nodes to approach totally
even partitioning; in a partitioned-parallel query processor like O

, the most loaded node

is likely to be a bo leneck, and a smaller number of virtual servers o en leave a few nodes with substantially more data that others. We validated experimentally that virtual servers do not work well in
our se ing; performance was several times worse than with the approach shown in Chapter 4.
For O

, we wanted to use a load balancing approach that did not signi cantly compli-

cate the existing implementation, but oﬀered be er replication properties (decreased data churn at
node arrival and departure) than totally even key space assignment, as used in Chapter 4. As discussed in Chapter 5, we switched to Pastry-style range assignment, and exploited the routing exibility aﬀorded to us by data replication to improve performance. Since our system already supported
routing table snapshots for per-query consistency, the changes needed were minimal.

ough not

discussed in this thesis, since we are only changing where data is used, not where data is available, it is
also possible to use diﬀerent partitionings for diﬀerent queries.
ere are other approaches that do not use virtual servers at all, or use them in a more complex
way to get greater bene t from using fewer of them, mitigating some of their shortcomings described
above. We here review some of these approaches, many of which could be complementary to our
existing O

implementation. We did not study them experimentally, since their implemen-

tation could be quite complex, but they are a promising direction for future research.
e approaches of Karger and Ruhl (2004) and Ledlie and Seltzer (2005) are similar in that they
a empt to create only a few virtual nodes per participant, but they choose the nodes’ DHT IDs from a
small set of alternatives. Karger and Ruhl (2004) a empts to evenly distribute the key space as much
as possible, or alternatively the number of items at each node, by switching between one of a few
possible node IDs.

is does cause increased churn when nodes arrive and depart, as O(log log n)

nodes may change their ID when any node comes or goes; caching can ameliorate the data migra190

tion cost, however, as a node may already have copies of some of the items it is now responsible for.
e approach of Ledlie and Seltzer (2005) is more general, as multiple virtual servers may be used at
each physical node, but again their IDs are not xed; more virtual servers may be added, as needed,
to keep the utilization of the nodes in the system (they focus on network bandwidth) within some
range. Sampling is used to determine the expected eﬀect of diﬀerent virtual server ID choice. Other
approaches to key space assignment include the threshold approach of Ganesan et al. (2004), which
a empts to keep the utilization of all nodes within some xed ratio, and the more probabilistic approach of Manku (2004).
ere are also approaches to optimizing performance in DHTs without altering the key space
distribution. Since they do not consistently distribute the key space among nodes, they cannot be
used as the basis for a partitioned-parallel query processor like O

.

e approach of Dabek

et al. (2004), for example, optimizes read performance by storing redundant copies of (relatively
large) data items and using the results that are returned most quickly.

ey either replicate entire

data items (like most DHTs) or use erasure coding to store some number of partial copies of a data
item, any suﬃciently large subset of which can be used to to reconstruct it.

ey do not consider

either write performance or the consistency issues that would arise from a “write-anywhere” model
that would likely accompany this approach.
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Chapter 7

Future Work
ere are a number of promising directions in which to take the work presented in this thesis. I
break these down into three categories, corresponding to the ideas presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5,
respectively.

7.1

e CDSS Model

ere many possible variations of the CDSS model that it might be interesting to explore. We discussed in Chapter 3 the idea of adding read dependencies to transactions. It would be interesting
to fully characterize the eﬀects this would have both on the semantics of consistency, and on the
rate of divergence of participants in a CDSS. It would also be interesting to explore more deeply the
eﬀects of update exchange on the semantics of transactional dependency. If a tuple is already in a
participant’s instance, and another derivation becomes available, that participant’s instance does not
change. However, if that participant then makes an update to that tuple, what is the antecedent of
that transaction. Is it either, or both?

e single-schema se ing of Chapter 3 did not consider this

and related questions.
ere many simpler tweaks that can be made to O

. For example, while we require

all updates in a transaction to be trusted for the transaction to be trusted, we assign a transaction
the priority of its highest-priority update.

is favors high-priority updates, but only if the entire

transaction is trusted. It would be interesting to explore other variants on this, such as using the
lowest priority update in a transaction, or no longer requiring that the entire transaction be trusted. It
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would be interesting to see the results of a user study, showing which semantics real users, as opposed
to database researchers, nd most useful or explicable.
Aside from simple user studies, large-scale use of O
next step.

in a real-world context is clearly the

e theory behind collaborative data sharing is well understood, and the implementation

of the system is now stable and reliable. It would be interesting to see how real scientists, businesspeople, or government agencies make use of collaborative data sharing.

ey may have needs that

we have not anticipated, or come up with unforeseen, pathological use cases that cause performance
degradation.

7.2 Distributed Storage and Querying
e distributed storage and query engine presented here has grown from a relatively simple prototype
to a large and complex piece of so ware. As with any piece of so ware, once it has reached some
level of maturity, it is worth stepping back and considering various design decisions, and seeing if
they continue to make sense.
At a relatively super cial level, it would be worth reimplementing the system in C++ rather than
Java.

e run-time overhead imposed by the JIT and garbage collection is quite high, and made

timing-based experiments somewhat tricky, since results took a while to converge. Additionally, it
proved necessary to change the query execution layer to operate over large blocks of raw data, instead
of structured Java objects, for performance reasons. At this point, there is relatively li le bene t in
terms of code simplicity from using a somewhat higher-level language like Java.
I would also like to implement query execution operators that work well with persistent storage.
While to some extent one of the bene ts of massively parallel computation is the abundance of

M

and the greatly reduced need to go to disk, it would be nice if join and aggregate operators could
neatly serialize their state to disk, if memory became constrained, rather than relying on the operating system to swap virtual memory to disk one page at a time.

is would lead to a more graceful

performance degradation if physical memory became a bo leneck.
e aforementioned changes are all implementation-speci c, rather than to the overall approach
I took, and I feel they are very likely to oﬀer modest performance improvements. I would also like
to consider some more radical design changes to the storage and partitioning layers. I continue to
feel that peer-to-peer approaches are worthwhile, as they are self-con guring and easy for end users
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to set up. However, I am not convinced that using hash-based partitioning for individual tuples is
necessarily the best solution. I’m also not sure that it’s not, but it would be interesting to explore the
read, write, and query performance of alternate partitioning schemes.
One problem with the current reliable versioned data access layer is that the primary keys for
each tuple are stored three times on disk.

e tuple ID (containing the key and a version number) is

store in the index page, and as the key in persistent storage; the primary key is then stored again as
part of the complete tuple, also in persistent storage. For wide tuples with a small primary key (such
as an integer), this is not necessarily an excessive amount of overhead. For narrower tuples, or tuples
with, say, a string as a primary key, the overhead can be very high.
An incremental evolution is to store the entire tuple in the index page, and avoid the per-tuple
persistent storage entirely. Persistent storage starts to look very MapReduce-inspired, as it becomes
a le partitioned by hash key.

is would negate the bene t of the initial motivation of index pages,

which was to provide a level of indirection and thereby reduce the cost of making an update. It would
be interesting to explore the bene ts of this alternate approach experimentally. It would not be a
drastic change, since it is a natural generalization of the existing covering index scan; recall that this
is used for queries that only refer to a ributes in the primary key.
An additional change to the way data is retrieved would be to support secondary indices.

ese

would be arranged by the value of one or more a ributes, instead of by hash key, and would correspond closely to unclustered indices in a traditional RDBMS. Given the high cost of using them
(tuple IDs would have to be rehashed), they would only be useful for very selective predicates over
the index a ributes.

is is also the case in a RDBMS, since a sequential scan is typically much faster

than a large number of sca ered reads. Detailed experiments would have to be performed to ensure
that the query optimizer has a good understanding of when to use the secondary indices.
It would also be interesting to explore range-based partitioning, rather than hash-based partitioning.

e global knowledge of the index structure could be used to partition the data using the primary

key, rather than a hash of it, in a manner than somehow compensates for data skew.

is avoids the

(sometimes) expensive cost of computing a hash function, and if the primary key has semantic meaning, can be used to restrict the set of nodes that have participant in a scan for certain queries. It is not
clear if such a scheme could be extended beyond base relations. In principle one could use the optimizer’s histograms to compute an expected even partitioning by range for intermediate results; given
how notoriously inaccurate cardinality (let alone distribution!) estimate are for intermediate results,
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especially further from the leaves of a query plan, trusting them to perform data distribution could
be somewhat risky. It is at least an idea worth considering.
Finally, it would be nice to implement background replication of data. We did not feel it necessary to do so, since the design would be very close to FreePastry’s replication manager, and the experiments performed for this thesis did not require it. Still, there are interesting engineering challenges
to making it work reliably and eﬃciently, and it is clear that it is a necessary feature for O
to be used in practice.

7.3 Load Balancing
ere are several directions in which we would like to improve our approach to load balancing. One is
simply to use other constraint solvers, including perhaps distributed, multi-threaded, or both, to produce higher quality partitionings more quickly without changing our fundamental approach. As the
number of nodes grows, solving the routing problem to create an optimal (or close to optimal) partitioning becomes much more complex; it is reasonable to exploit the greater resources available to
the system to improve its performance. We only explored relatively small system sizes. As it becomes
more diﬃcult to examine (even a small fraction) of the possible partitionings of the key space, it may
be necessary to alter the objective function in some way to help guide the search; as the current objective function only considers the most imbalanced node, it does not necessarily force any amount
of balancing between the other nodes, except than that they cannot be more imbalanced than the
most imbalanced node. We hypothesize that this may make it diﬃcult to compare the relative quality of two partitions. Even though they have the same routing imbalance, one may be generally much
more balanced that the other. Even if this doesn’t help guide the search to a solution with less routing imbalance, it may at least help it create partitionings that are more even aside from one (or a few)
overloaded nodes; as discussed in Section 5.2, this may produce partitionings that perform be er
under transient spikes in load or network congestion.
A second direction is to remove low-powered or overly constrained nodes from the balancing
problem presented to the constraint solver. If the optimizer cannot make good use of nodes (perhaps because they are so underpowered that assigning even a single routing chunk to them would be
too expensive, or because they have so li le of the key space available to them that their bene t is
negligible), then even considering them makes the routing problem needlessly more complex.
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A third direction is to consider routing balancing on a per-query basis, or at least to group queries
into broad categories based on their dominant costs (such as network traﬃc, memory, CPU use,
or disk) and to create a routing partitioning for each such category.

is will reduce the bene t of

caching, of course, but under certain circumstances it could be bene cial. A related optimization
could increase the throughput of simultaneous queries. It may be faster to create a number of routing
tables, each using only a subset of the nodes: if the per-query overhead at each node is high, then
running fewer queries per node could increase query throughput. It could also be interesting to create
diﬀerent routing tables using diﬀerent numbers of nodes; this could allow more nodes to be used for
more complex or more important queries, and fewer for other queries. In approaches relying on
diﬀering routing tables, however, it could be diﬃcult to consider the interactions between queries;
this is, of course, also a problem in traditional single-server RDBMSs.
Finally, it could also be interesting to see the bene t of combining our routing optimization work
with existing work on load balancing, in particular those described in Section 6.4 that do not use
virtual servers. We expect that if the nodes are at least (somewhat) evenly loaded as a baseline, there
is a higher chance that routing optimization will be able to achieve a good-quality result. Given the
complexity of some of the load balancing approaches, however, this could be quite an undertaking.
If changes are made to the reliable storage layer, as suggested in the previous section, it might be
possible to consider approaches that make more extensive use of virtual servers as well; index page
fragmentation would then no longer be an issue.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
In this dissertation, I have presented an end-to-end picture of the O

collaborative data

sharing system. I have described the need for collaborative data sharing, and explained why existing
work did not meet the needs of loose, ad hoc sharing of structured data. I described the O
model, where each participant has a local instance in their own schema, over which they make updates
and pose queries. O

is responsible for synchronizing this instance with the rest of the

system, though complete agreement is not required or expected; a key focus of O

is to

allow incomplete agreement between participants in the system.
I reviewed the work done by others to enable update exchange between participants with different schemas, while maintaining a detailed provenance record of each update. I showed how we
can add support for integrity constraints, transactional atomicity, and transactional dependency, to
create more semantically meaningful data instances. I veri ed that we can do so eﬃciently.
e focus of this thesis, though, was on my work to enable truly distributed execution of O
.

-

e higher-level work described in Chapters 2 and 3 needs some sort of storage and query layer

to execute over. In this thesis, I developed a peer-to-peer storage and query layer to meet the needs of
O

. It is easy to set up, and self-con guring; this is important, as it enables an O

instance to be run by end users, instead of computer professionals. It is highly reliable, guaranteeing
that data is never silently lost, and that queries return correct and complete answers.
portant because O

is is im-

is not tolerant of incorrect answers to its internal queries; such errors

would likely cause incorrect user instances. I veri ed that the O

storage and query layer

performs well on a wide variety of queries, including a number of data sharing inspired-queries, and
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that is scales well with both the number of nodes and the amount of data.
neither may be known at the outset of an O

is is important because

-enabled collaboration.

e work presented here enables the full vision of O

.

eO

model was

designed to provide a low barrier to entry. Participants need to write a few simple mappings to one
other participant in the system, and they can begin to automatically share data with the entire rest of
the system. By making the implementation self-con guring, self-tuning, and able to run on a heterogeneous collection of commodity computers, the administrative barriers to entry become as low as
the technical ones. O

becomes a truly “plug and play” solution for data sharing.
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